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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 

make the information available on an unclassified, open 

publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 

declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 

support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 

(NTPP) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 

low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 

atmospheric nuclear test program 1 y making as much information 

as possible available to all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is all currently 

classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under 

the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 

is National Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 

copies of the original material. The locations from which 

material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 

and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material 

deleted identified to assist the reader in the determination of 

whether the deleted information is germane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 

in preparing this report by deleting the classified material 

and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately 

portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted 

material is of little or no significance to studies into the 

amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals 

during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 
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ABSTRACT 

Chemical analyses of surface soil samples, fall-out samples, 

ground air filter samples, and hi^i-air filter samples show definitely 

that the composition of residual fission products varies greatly with 

the place and mode of sampling. Strontium69 and barium140 were found 

to fractionate much more than molydenum", zirconium96 and cerium144« 

Gross beta decay curves on surface soil samples are much different 

fron those reported on other operations. This has been interpreted 

as due to the formation of a relatively large amount of neptumium239« 

Between fifteen and three hundred hours after the surface shot the beta 

contribution of neptunium was greater than that of the fission products. 

Measurements of gamma decay also show the effect of neptunium. 

The difference in the observations made with a 0-M tube and an ionization 

chamber indicate the importance of selecting the proper measuring 

technique. 

L 

Analyses of lead and aluminum absorption curves taken as a 

function of time have been made. These indicate the change in energy 

and abundance of "effective beta and gamma energies" which describe 

the observed data. 

An estimation of the contribution of induced activity to total 

activity indicates that the contribution of the induced activity is 

relatively small. 

Experiments on weathering with simulated rain-fall are described. 

They indicate little transport of residual activity. 

The airborne radioactivity at the Nevada Test Site is discussed 

in Appendix B. 

- xi - 
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CH AFTLR 1 

1.1 HISTORICAL 

INTRCLUCTION 

TTie nature of the residual contamination aJter an atomic explosion 

has been found to vary considerably with the physical nature of the test 

as well as with the nuclear components of the weapon. Measurements made 

on material from the Almagordo crater exhibited a decay which fell off 

according to a t“1** law. At Bikini, measurements indicated that most 

of the residual contamination following the air burst was due to neutron- 

induced activity in the sodium of the sea water. In the under water 

explosion at Bikini most of the activity resulted from fission products 

and the decay rate followed a t"1*3 law. 

The general observations above were supplemented and expanded by 

a specific study1 made at Eniwetok in 19U8. The residual activity from 

tower shots there exhibited still another picture. The residual activity 

consisted of various mixtures of fission products, Na*4 and probably 

some uniaentified activity. The best fit for an equation describing 

the fission product decay for nX-ray shot” was obtained with t*'1*46. 

In all three shots residual activity obtained fron the ground and from 

the air via drone aircraft exhibited different gross decay character¬ 

istics. Measurements made on soil samples taken at various distances 

from ground zero at depths of 2 inches and U inches showed considerable 

activity. The sub-surface activity exhibited the properties of almost 

pure fission products. 

The above study suggested three interesting possibilities, all of 

practical importancej (1) the presence of an unidentified activity, (2) 

the possibility of transport of fission products into the ground by 

fain and (3) the possibility of fractionation of the fission products. 

The latter is probably the most far reaching in its significance. The 

interpretation of weapon-performance data and long range detection 

data will be greatly affected if the composition of fission products 

is found to vary from sample to sample and to be dependent upon mode, 

time, and place of sampling as well as upon weapon efficiency* and 

the nuclear components of the weapon. 

H.L. Andrews and R.E. Murphy, "Residual Contamination in the 

Craters: Operation Sandstone" (January 19149). Restricted data. 

2. R.W. Spence, "Radiochemical Results for Operation Ranger", LA-12U2, 

April 1, 195!. Circulation limited. 

- 1 - 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES 

This investigation was undertaken for four reasons: 

1. To secure information of theoretical and 

phenomenological interest along the lines 

discussed in the Historical Section above. 

2. To evaluate the nature and characteristics of the 

radiation hazard and thus provide information for 

an estimation of the length of time a given area 

might be denied to troops. 

3* To determine the chemical nature of the residual 

activity as an aid to the selection of the 

proper decontamination process if decontamination 

is desirable. 

U. To study the effect of weathering upon the 

distribution of residual activity. 

Specifically, the objectives were to determine: 

1. The chemical composition of surface contamination 

as a function of distance from ground zero. 

2. The chemical composition as a function of depth in 

the crater lip. 

3. The chemical composition of air-filter samples. 

U. The chemical composition of air samples as a 
function of particle size. 

5. The gross beta and gamma decay of surface samples. 

6. The gross beta and gamma effective energies as 

a function of time. 

7. The gross beta and gamma specific activities. 

8. The contribution of induced activities. 

9. The effect of rainfall upon the distribution 

of residual activity. 

- 2 - 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPPRIMKNTAL PROCHDUR?. 

2.1 SAMPLE PROCIIRLMÜ T 

Soil samples from the surface of the crater lip were secured by 
Project 2.6a with remotely controlled weasels. Each sample consisted 
of about two cubic inches of soil scooped from the upper two inches of 
the crater lip. Wherever possible the location of each scoop was de¬ 
termined by triangulation from the weasel control towers located 
approximately 90° apart. 

Two groups of sanples were obtained for each shot. Because of 
the desire for early samples and the possibility of mechanical failure 
of the weasels in the loose soil of the lip, the first group of scoops 
for each shot was taken from a single location. 

While attempting to get a pattern of samples from the surface of 
the crater lip of the surface burst, the second weasel was accidentally 
directed over the crest of the lip onto a ledge. In order to avoid 
further mishap with this weasel, the pattern was neglected and all 
scoops were filled from that portion of the inner surface of the lip. 

A pattern of samples from the lip of the crater from the under¬ 
ground burst was taken on D ♦ 1 day. 

Samples at various depths within the loose fall-out comprising 
the crater lips were also obtained by Project 2.6a using weasels. 
Because of mechanical difficulties and the nature of the crater lip, 
only one core was obtained for each burst. 

For details on surface and core sampling see the report of 
Project 2.6a "Remotely Controlled Sampling Techniques". 

Soil samples for each shot were obtained by retrievable rockets, 
toly one sample was obtained from the crater of the surface burst and 
this on D + 3 days after considerable rain. Four samples were re¬ 
trieved from the crater of the underground burst on D ♦ 2 days. 

For details cn the retrievable rockets see the report of Project 
2.6c, "Retrievable Missiles for Remote Ground Sampling". 

Ground air filter samples were supplied by project 2.5a from the 
kmy Chemical Center. These were collected on five inch squares of 
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Chemical Corpa Type VI or "polyfiber" filter papers. Air was drawn 
through these filters at a rate of four cubic feet per minute for one 
hour starting at t0. For details of the sampling see the report of 
Project 2.5a, "Airborne Particle Studies". The fall-out pattern for the 
surface burst was such that only one usable filter sample was secured. 
Three samples were obtained from the underground burst. 

low and hi^i altitude airfilter .samples were supplied by Air 
Force Office of Atomic Energy _£, These were obtained by air¬ 
craft near the cloud at approximately fí ♦ 1 hour at altitudes of 1,000 
and over 10,000 feet. 

Samples for the staidy of activity as a function of particle siaa 
vsre secured hy Project 2.5a with cascade impactors. Air at the rate 

12.5 liters per minute was drawn through a series of five Jets with 
orifices of decreasing diameters. The impactors were run for five 
minutes. The Impactors were started when an ionization chamber indicated 
that the cloud was overhead. See report of Project 2.5a "Airborne 
Particle Studies". The air stream from each jet impinged upon tlw sticky 
surface of a piece of scotch tape mounted on a glass plate. The first 
tape opposite the largest orifice collected the largest particles, the 
tape behind the next largest orifice collected the next largest particles, 
etc. A molecular filter served as a sixth stage to collect the extremely 
fine particles. 

Pebble samples for induced activity study were selected from the 
scoop surface samples and core samples. Pebbles between 6 and 12 mm in 
diameter were selected and only a few taken so as not to materially 
influence the gross activity of the original sample. 

Close-in fall-out samples vere supplied by personnel from the 
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory working on Project 2.5a. These 
were collected in shallow metal trays one square foot in area which had 
been placed downwind prior to the shot. A clock operated mechanism 
uncovered the tray just before shot time and covered it one hour later. 
The samples were recovered on D ♦ 2 days. 

Samples for studying the effect of weathering will be discussed in 
detail under section 2.U. 

2.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Soil samples from the surface of the crater lip, from the core 
samples of the crater lip, and from retrievable rockets were made 
hanogeneous before division for separate simultaneous measurements. 

Each sample was ground to between 50 and 100 mesh in a disc 
pulverizer, placed in a bottle and mixed before being divided into 

- 4 - 
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aliquots. Between the grinding of each sample, the disc pulverizer was 
"washed" with throe grindings of clean soil, opened and blown free of 
adhering dust with compressed air. It is realized that such a cleaning 
procedure does not produce a rigorously clean pulverizer, but the anount 
of activity carried into the next sample is believed to be negligible. 

Pebble samples were colored with a red crayon and sand blasted 
until all visible color was removed. Tt was hoped that this would remove 
all adhering fission products and provide a sample which contained only 
induced activity. The pebbles were then crushed in an iron mortar to 
approximately 8 mesh, transferred to a mullite mortar, and ground to 
approximately 100 mesh. Between grindings the mortars were "washed" 
with two grindings of dean soil, blown free of dust with compressed air, 
and wiped with damp cleaning tissues. 

Air filter samples were returned to NIH for chemical analyses 
without further preparation. 

Cascade impactor samples were covered with a layer of scotch tape 
and returned to NIH without additional preparation. 

A detailed description of all samples studied are listed in 
numerical order in section 3.1.1. 

2.3 CHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS 

The details of the chemical separations and radiochemical evalua¬ 
tions of the various isotopes are given in Appendix A. 

The chemical symbols Mo, Ag, Ba, Sr, Zr, Ce, and Fe will in this 
text refer to the specific isotopes Mo", Ag111, Ba140, Sr89, Zr95, 
Ce144 and Fe69 and not to the natural occuring element. 

2.3.1 Fission Products 

Of the eight or nine fission products which have half 
lives, yields, and decay schemes of a nature which would allow their use 
in this investigation, six were selected for study. These were Mo, Ag, 
Ba, Sr, Zr, and Ce. The inclusion of other isotopes was prohibited by 
lack of time and personnel, and the belief that their inclusion would 
have contributed little to the investigation. 

These isotopes were selected because of their half lives, 
the relative ease with which they could be determined, their high 
fission yields (with the exception of Ag), and the characteristics of 
the fission chains to which they belong. The nature of the fission 
chain was of particular importance since it was felt that this would be 
* large factor in fractionation. The fission chains of the selected 

- 5 . 
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iaotopes are listed in Table 2.1. 

Mo is of particular importance because of its previous use 
in determination of bomb efficiency .and because it is the first member 
of its fission chain. Sr and Ba are of particular interest for two 
reasons. They have relatively long lived gaseous precursors which may 
contribute much to fractionation. Biologically they are of particular 
importance because of their known tendency to concentrate in bone if 
ingested. 

2.3.2 Induced Activity 

The only induced activity separated and measured chemical¬ 
ly was Fe. The short half lives of the isotopes of Si, Al, Mn, Na, and 
K made the determination at NIH impractical and it was not felt advisable 
to attempt to establish a chemical laboratory at the test site. Separa¬ 
tion of Ca46 at D ♦ 50 days gave activities so low as to be useless in 
any extrapolation. 

2.U PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 

All counting done at the test site was performed in a building a 
considerable distance from the one in which the samples and planchets 
were prepared. This isolation of the counting equipment decreased con¬ 
tamination and resulted in a background which, in the conventional lead 
pig, varied between 25 and UO counts per minute. In a few cases where 
a routine check of background showed values hi^ier than this, decontam¬ 
ination successfully lowered it to this region. A recording counting 
rate meter was run continuously as a guard against high backgrounds 
from sources which might have been brouÿit into the area by other 
investigators. 

All samples were mounted in aluminum planchets either 1 inch or 
3/U inch in diameter. In order to prevent movement or loss of sample, 
the soil in each planchet was firmly secured with a minute amount of 
Duco cement. This was accomplished by dampening each sample with a few 
drops of acetone containing approximately 1^ Duco cement. On evaporation 
of the acetone, the planchet could be inverted and tapped without loss 
of material. 

All measurements of counting rates on soil samples were made with 
®nd-window G-M tubes having a window thickness of less than 2 mg/ana. 
*11 measurements, with the exception of the aluminum absorption curves, 
Were made in conventional lead pig having a 1.5 inch lead wall and an 
aluminum lining. It was equipped with the common lucite shelf holder 
*hich provided window-to-sample distances, in our case, of approximately 
•5, 2.0, 3.6, S»h, 6.8, and 7.6 an. 

- 7 - 
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The absolute counting efficiencies of the equipment used at the 
test site were obtained with Tracerlab standards. The basic efficien¬ 
cies for betas were taken as the average of measurements made with three 
Bial° standard sources. After the analysis of the aluminum absorption 
curves (Section 2.3«U), these efficiencies were adjusted to more closely 
correspond to the effective beta energies being measured. The calcula¬ 
tions are discussed in the results, section 3.3.6. 

The determination of the absolute counting efficiencies of the 
equipment used at the NTH laboratory is discussed in Appendix A. 

2.U.1 Gross Beta Decay 

Measurements of the gross beta activity as a function of 
time were begun as soon as the samples were prepared and were continued 
until 1112 hours after the surface detonation and 11*2 hours after the 
underground detonation, at which time the laboratory at the test site 
vas closed. Similar measurements were begun at NIH at approximately 
70 hours after detonation and continued for approximately three months. 
The early measurements were made at intervals of 30 to 60 minutes but 
as the decay rate decreased, the intervals between measurements were 
correspondingly increased. With rare exceptions, the total count upon 
which each counting rate was based was greater than 5,000 counts and 
in most cases greater than 10,000 counts. The individual counting rates 
were seldcm above 20,000 counts per minute and never above 30,000 counts 
per minute. 

Counting rates of the order of 20,000 counts per minute 
were observed for one milligram samples when the first planchets were 
placed on the lower shelves in the pig. The period over which the 
activity of a given sample could be efficiently measured was increased 
by moving the sample to shelves with higher counting efficiencies as 
the sample decayed. A factor measuring the change in counting efficien- 
cy was determined for each change of each sample by successive counts 
in the two positions. The ratio of these two counts provided a 
correction for the change in air absorption as well as the change in 
physical gecnetry. Since a knowledge of the absolute counting rate is 
not required and since the application of constant correction factors 
to decay data does not change the characteristics of the decay curves, 
the data presented have only been corrected by the empirical factors 
for changes in efficiency, and for coincidence loss and background. 

Because of the possible heterogeneity in the samples, 
even after mixing, decay curves were obtained for several aliquots 
from each sample. 
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2#11.2 Grosj^ Garina Decay with &-?* Tubes 

Measurer.enti) of the gross gamma disintegration rate as a 
function of time were obtained in essentially the same manner as 
described above for gross beta activity. Because of lower counter 
efficiencies, considerably larger samples were used and, of course, an 
absorber was necessary to remove the beta activity. At the test si 
all measurements of gamma activity were made with an absorber oí 1.3 
gm/ana of aluminum, placed on the first shelf very close to the counter 
window. This absorbs all the betas having maximum energies less than 
2.6 Mev and transmits less than 0.1* of the very few (Sr , Yt , Rh ; 
having energies around 3.2 Mev. Unfortunately, duplicate conditions 
were not used in the NTH laboratory in extending the decay observa- 
tions to a longer time. Instead, a 3.6 gm/cm* lead absorber was used 
to remove the beta activity. The implications of this discrepancy are 
discussed in the results, Section 3.3.3» 

2#1(.3 Gross Gamma Decay i<’ith Ionization Chambers 

Since biological hazard is more closely correlated with 
the concentration of ionization produced than with the flux of incident 
photons, the gross gamma decay curves obtained with 0-M tubes were 
supplemented with measurements taken with ionization chambers. 

An ionization chamber identical to that used in the 
Beckman MX6 survey meter was used. This chamber is reasonably 
equivalent except for low photon energies. The chamber was operated 
with a battery-powered electrometer circuit and the output of this 
circuit was recorded on a Brown continuous recording potentiometer. 
The instrument was linear and essentially free of drift after an 
initial two day warm-up. Any change in base line due to drift was 
routinely measured every few hours. 

The sensitivity and range of measurement were increased 
by changing the sensitivity of the recording potentiometer ff 
sample decayed. After the sample was in position, the sensitivity of 
the potentiometer was adjusted for a near full scale deflection of 
approximately eleven inches. When the deflection decreased to approxi¬ 
mately four inches the sensitivity was changed so that a near 
maximum deflection was again obtained. 

A two or three gram aliquot of the prepared soil sample 
was secured to a shallow metal tray with Ducc Cement and placed about 
tvo inches below the ionization chamber. The beta activity was 
absorbed with approximately one an of wood and the iron shell of e 
ionization chamber. Sample and chamber were housed in two inches of 
lead. The background contribution was cancelled by routinely 
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establishing a base line every few hours by removing the sample. Two 
samples were run simultaneously on the uimierground barst but no 
measurements were made on the surface burst. 

Effective JBeta Enj rgieji 

The effective beta energies of soil samples as a function 
of time were determined by analyses of aluminum absorption data taken 
periodically on the same planchete. The absorption data were obtained 
with the TracôrlaX &ut>o.r»atic counting cystsir. consistring of (1) SC—IB 
Autoscaler, (2) SC-5A Tracergraph Printing Interval Tiraer, (3) SC-9C 
Shielded Manual Sample Changer and Preamplifier, (k) SC-6A Automatic 
Semple Changer, and ($) E-25 Alujninum Absorber Kit/ The Autcscaler 
was modified with an SC-ii Eagle Preset Counter and relay so that the 
total count was not limited by the scale of h0p6 but was extended by 
any desired factor from one to four hundred. The absorber kits con- 
tained twenty-five one inch aluminum absorbers graded from 0 to 1600 
mg/can • A representative set of absorbers is listed below: 

mg/cm- mg/an* 
0.00 1*6.3 
1.66 67.5 
3.U7 90.9 
U.eo 137 
7.26 172 
9.96 21U 

12.8 276 
19.7 322 
29.2 

Since geometry for all measurements was fixed by the 
automatic equipment, considerable care was necessary in preparing 
pianchets. Initial counting rates, with no absorber, of approximately 
20,000 counts per minute but not exceeding 25,000 counts per manute 
were desired in order to have a planchet which could be measured for 
a long time but with which the eri or in coincidence correction was not 
abnormally large. The rapid decay of the samples and the large amount 
of data needed necessitated a frequent change in the total count upon 
vhich counting rates were based. The total counts were never less than 
512, rarely less than 1021:, and usually 20h8 or more. 

Counting rates with no absorber were always determined at 
the end of an absorption curve so that the data cculd be corrected for 
decay during the period in which the absorption data was taken. 

2.1:.5 Effective Pama Energies 

The effective gamma energies of soil samples as a function 
- 10 - 
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of time were determined by analyses of lead absorption data taken 
periodically on the same plancheta. The absorption data were obtained 
with a conventional lead pig and a thin end-window C»-M tube. The beta 
activity was removed by a 130O mg/on“ aluminum absorber which was placed 
on the first shelf of a common lucite shelf holder. The lead absorbers 
were placed on the second shelf and the planchet on the third shelf. 
Lead absorbers of the following thicknesses were used: 

gn/an* 
0.000 

.225 .h61¿ 

.910 

2.08 
3.61 
5.69 
7.5U 

11.26 

2.ii.6 Gross Beta Specific Activity 

The measurements of the gross beta specific activities of 
soil samples were made after the sample had decayed sufficiently to 
permit the counting of aliquots weighing approximately ten milligrams. 
These aliquots could be weighed accurately and were of sufficient size 
to be fairly representative of the whole sample. However, in most 
cases, measurements were made on five or six aliquots in order to further 
decrease the effect of heterogeneity in the sample. The use of larger 
aliquots was undesirable because of the increased difficulty of making 
self-absorption corrections. 

2.U.7 Gross Gamma Specific Activity 

No information was obtained on the gamma specific activity. 
In view of gamma measurements being made by other projects, the investi¬ 
gators gave this determination low priority and neglected it in favor 
of the other objectives. 

2.Í1.8 Beta Activity of Air Filter Samples 

Beta activity of air filter samples were measured for 
Pri>ject 2.5a with a Nuclear Measurement Corp. Proportional Counter 
Model PC-1. This counter was equipped with a special cylindrical 
chamber built to accommodate 5 3/8 inches square filter papers. The 
filter paper was inserted into a cylindrical metal cup which served as 
the counting chamber and the chamber fastened sc that the paper surround¬ 
ed the central anode wire. The chamber could be easily disassembled for 
decontamination. 

A limited anount of beta decay data was obtained on some 
■amples from the underground burst. 

- 11 
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2.5 EFFECT OF WEATHERING 

The effect of rainfall upon the distribution of fall-out was 
studied by making chemical analyses of samples taken before and after a 
"simulated rain" and by leaching experiments with distilled water upon 
a sample of surface soil. 

A slow steady rain was simulated by two lawn sprinklers supplied 
by a tank truck equipped with a centrifugal pump. The oscillating 
sprinkiers were adjusted so that they covered an area of approximately 
SOO square feet with an almost vertical spray of rain-like drops. 
Before the shot it was necessary to completely clear the area of 
vegetation so that the sagebrush would not interfer with the sprinkler 
pattern and so that additional fall-out vrould not be washed onto the 
ground. The anount and distribution of rainfall was measured with a 
pattern of funnel-topped graduates placed throughout the area. Trial 
runs shoved that two inches of "rain" could be delivered to the area in 
two hours without surface run-off and that this penetrated the earth 
to a depth of 8 or 9 inches. Five hours after sprinkling, the plot was 
dry enough to be sampled. Trial tests showed that the best way to 
obtain samples at various depths was to scrape soil from the near 

^o81 Wal1 0f a h0^e due with ^ or<iînary spade. Small corers made 
of 5/8 inch steel tubing would not work in the compact, rocky soil. 

Prior to the underground burst, a pattern of possible test areas 
were cleared in the north-east quadrant from ground zero. The actual 
test plot was selected from these on the basis of accessibility, and 
the fall-out pattern. It was located approximately 6OOO feet due north 
of ground zero. 

The experiment was carried out on D ♦ 3 days. This date was a 
compromise between these conflicting requirements: 

!• The desire to work in an area with as much fall-out 
as possible in order to get sufficient activity for 
analysis: 

2. The necessity of early sampling before the depletion 
of the short-lived Mo, Ag, and Ba: and 

3« The necessity of protecting personnel from over^ 
exposure to radiation. 

The following "pre-rain" samples were taken: 

32-t'-W. The top l/h inch of soil taken at randan from 
10 to 15 locations in the plot. Weight, 
approximately 1000 grams. 

- 12 - 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

3.1 GENERAL 

The results of this investigation are presented wherever possible 
in the form of graphs and tables. Beca\ise of the small size of the 
graphs in this format, the authors have often felt that although the 
graph was necessary to present the general picture, it did not present 
the data in sufficient detail for its maximum use. For this reason, a 
graph is often accompanied by a table giving detailed data which a 
large scale drawing may be prepared. 

Since in decay and absorption curves it is the shape of the curve 
and not the magnitude of its ordinate which is of interest, the observed 
counting rates for such curves have usually been adjusted by the use of 
constant multipliers. Such normalization made possible the most lucid 
presentation of the maximum amount of data on a given ^*aph. However, 
the reader should not draw conclusions regarding relative specific 
activities, etc., from two or more curves. 

3.1.1 Description of Samples 

A detailed description of each sample studied is given in 
the numerical listing below. In addition to an identifying raimber each 
sample has been given a few simple code letters which briefly describe 
its principle characteristics. Thus the first code letter MSM or "U" 
tells whether the sample was taken after the surface or underground 
burst. The second group of code letters give the general nature of 
the sample: 

S ■ Scoop samples from the surface of the crater lip 

R « Rocket samples from the crater 

P ■ Pebble sample 

C ■ Core sample from the crater lip 

F ■ Fall-out sample 

W ■ Sample taken in connection with the weathering study 

OA ■ Ground air filter sample 

14 
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■ tow altitude air filter sanple 

HA * High altitude air filter sample 

Cl ■ Cascade inpactor sample 

Where the sample was supplied by another project and was 
accompanied by an identifying number, that number is given in the text 
of the description. Similarly, original National Institutes of Health 
numbers are given for those samples from which aliquots were given to 
other projects for cross-checks. 

1- S-S Composite of five scoop samples from south face of 
lip of crater from surface burst. See Figure 3»1« 
Taken at approximately H ♦ 3 hours. Original NIH 
No. 1. 

2- S-S Composite of six scoop samples from inner face of 
crater lip from surface burst. See Figure 3«1« 
Taken at approximately H ♦ 6 hours. Original NIH 
No. 5. 

3- S-S Soil from platform on weasel. Taken from somewhere 
on south face of crater lip at H ♦ 3 hours. 

U-S-S Fused glass beads taken from sample No. 2-S-S. Dark 
green in color. Original NTH No. 11. 

5- S-R From crater of surface burst. Obtained on D ♦ 2 
days with retrievable rocket. Exposed to con¬ 
siderable rain before taken. 

6- S-P Selected pebbles from No. 1-S-S. 

7- S-P Pebbles selected from sample No. 3-S-S. 

8- S-P Pebbles from sample No. 12-S-C, 

9- S-C From same core as sample No. 12-S-Cj 6 inches 
from top of core. 

10- S-C From same core as sample No. 12-S-C; 12 inches 
from top of core. 

11- S-C From same core sample as sample No. 12-S-C; 
18 inches from top of core. 

12- S-C From core sample taken near sample No. l-S-5 at 
approximately H ♦ U hours; 2h inches from top of core. 
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figure 3.2. Location of Surface Scoop Samples on Crater Lip of Under¬ 
ground Burst 
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From same core as No. 25-T,-Ci 7 inches from top. 

From same core as No. 25-U-Cj from bottom of 
core; 12 inches from top. 

28- U-F 

29- U-F 

30- U-F 

31- U-F 

Fall-out trair; NHD1 No. M-G-6; 900 yards east, 
600 yards north of ground zero. 

Fall-out tray; NRDL No. K-H-li; 600 yards east, 
900 yards north of ground zero. 

Fan-out tray; NRDL No. M-NE-5; 2000 yards 
northeast of ground zero. 

Fall-out tray; NRDL No. M-0-2; 300 yards 
east, 600 yards north of ground zero. 

32- U-W 
33- U-W 
3I4-U-W 
35-U-W 
36-U-W^ 

Samples taken in connection with study on 
effect of weathering. See section 2 

dy < 
.u. 
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37- U-W 
38- U-W 
39_U-W> Samples taken in connection with study on effect of 
liO-U-W weathering. See section 2.U. 
Ul-U-W 
U2-Q-W 

U^S-TA Ground air filter sanple from surface burst; ACC 
No. S-I5 Axl. 3OOO feet northeast of ground zero. 
First sheet in pack of filter paper; Chemical 
Corp. Type VI. 

UU-S-LA Low aú^ijtude air filter sample from surface burst; 
$0. J1-I-1A. Close-in; approximately 1000 

TeelTät'approximately H ♦ 1 hour. 

U5-S-HA iple from surface burst; 
[No. Jl-I-lbA. Close-in; above 10,000 feet 

U&-U-GA Ground air filter sanple from underground burst; 
ACC No. U-llii Al. 1*000 feet north of ground zero. 
First sheet of filter paper in pack; of "polyfiber" 
filter paper. 

U7-U -GA Ground air filter sample from underground burst; 
ACC No. U-lll* A2. Second sheet of filter paper 
in pack used in No. U6-U-GA. 

U8-U-GA Ground air filter sample fron underground burst; 
ACC No. U-llliA1l. Duplicate of U6-U-GA. 

U9-U-GA Ground air filter sample from underground burst; 
ACC No. U-llU Ai,2. Duplicate of U7-U-GA. 

50- U-GA Ground air filter sanple from underground burst. 
ACC No. U-lli> Al. 3OOO feet northeast of ground 
zero. First sheet in pack of "polyfiber" filter 
paper. 

51- U-GA Ground air filter sample from underground burst. 
ACC No. U-II5 Ajl. Duplicate of No. 50-U-GA. 

52- U-LAJigw «¿titude air filter sample from underground burst 
jNo. J2-T-2A close-in, approximately 1000 feet 

“/-'at approximately H ♦ 1 hour. 
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fore, four peneral categories of reliability have been selected and 
each measurement placed in one of these. The superscript in the tables 
designates the category to which the given datum has been assigned. 
The characteristics of the four categories of reliability are as 
follows: 

Firs: Category: Data in this group are reliable to better 
than 10£. In general, a datum is based on counting rates of over 1,000 
counts per minute above background and three or more determinations 
with an average deviation of less than 10^. 

Second Cate gory: Data in this group are reliable to 
between 10^ and 20%, In gener.d, a datum is based on counting rates 
of over 200 counts per minute above background and on at least three 
determinations with an average deviation of less than 30%. 

Third Category: Data in this proup are reliable to be¬ 
tween 20^ and 50%. In general, a datum is based on counting rates of 
over 50 counts per minute above background and at least two determi¬ 
nations with an average deviation of less than 50£. 

Fourth Category : Data in this group are reliable to less 
than 50%, In general, a datum is based or. a counting rate of less than 
50 counts per minute above background and on only one or two determi¬ 
nations which deviate more than 505. 

Because of the continuous nature of the data, the limited 
*iount of data and the broadness of the categories, a given datum 
could often have been placed in either of two adjacent categories. The 
actual placement was often influenced by the investigator's "feel” 
for the particular determination as much as by the limited statistics. 
However, cases of doubtful reliability have been placed in the category 
of lesser reliability. 

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDUAL RADIOACTIVITY 

3.2.1 Surface Soil Samples 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the abundance of specific radio¬ 
active isotopes in soil samples taken either from the surface of the 
ground or the surface of the crater. These tables present exactly the 

®!e data but in different units. In both, the analytical results 
** t*en extrapolated by exponential decay laws to "t0". These 

ues present the relative yields of isotopes and the most convenient 
c Ues f°r calculating relative composition at later times after the 
^pletion of the initial fission chains. 

Table 3.1 gives the composition in atoms of isotope oer pram of 
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soil. Table 3.2 gives the activity of each isotope in mi Hi caries per 
pram of soil. Table 3.3 presents information concerning fractionation 
of these fission products. It compares the observed abundances in 
Table 3.1 with the fission yields from U23t> and slew neutrons. Ibe 
values of fission yields used for the comparison were1 

"R" Factors similar to those used by the Air Force Office of Atomic 
Qnergy (AFOAT- have been calculated and listed. 

These Factors have the following definition: 

R for x/v *• 0^serve^ abundance of x • fission yield of x (3.1) 
^ observed abundance of y ' fission yield of y 

For Sample 1 from Table 3.1t 

R for SrA>o • ~ 0.09 

3.2.2 Chemical Composition vs Depth in C? ater Lip 

Table 3«U gives the abundance of certain radioactive 
isotopes as a function of depth in the loose soil comprising the crater 
lips. The actual depth for each sample is in doubt. The corer was 
driven to a depth of three feet in each case, 6ut was only partially 
filled with soil. Whether the core obtained represented a compressed 
three foot core, or the upper part of three foot core, or a combination 
is not known. The depths indicated in the table are the depths below 
the surface of the soil in the core. 

Table 3.5 presents "R" factors as a measure of fractiona¬ 
tion as a function of depth. The core of the surface lip was taken 
near sample 1-S-S. The core of the underground lip was taken near 
«ample 

3.2.3 Chemical Composition of Air Filter Samples 

Table 3.6 gives the auuii<3;i.,^e of certain radioactive 
isotopes in air filter samples. The abundances are expressed in atoms 
P0** sample. No attempt has been made to determine abundance or activity 
«a a function of either volume of air filtered or mass of sample. 

C.D, Coryell and Nathan Sugarman, "Radiochemical Studies: The 
Fission Products" Pook 2, Introduction, McGraw Hill Pook 
Company, Inc., New York (1951) 
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These analyses were made to determine relative composition for canpari- 
eon with other samples. Table 3.7 presents the "R" factors as a measure 
of fractionation. ^ 

The very snail amount of activity available on a filter 
for analysis makes the reliability of any particular value less than f<r 
those reported in the previous tables for soil samples. 

3.2.1* Chemical Composition as a Function of Particle Slae 

The amount of activity on a single stage of the cascade 
irapactor was so snail that the values reported in Table 3.^ must be 
considered as only approximate. It is impossible to say how much of 
the fractionation indicated by the "R" factors in Table 3*9 is real, 
how much is due to experimental error, and how much is due to the fact 
that the minute amount of material on any stage is probably not rep¬ 
resentative of the whole. The data are given more as a guide to future 
work than for any intrinsic value it may have. 

3.2.5 Pebble Samples 

The chemical composition of the pebble samples is shown 
in Table 3.10. The presence of Ko, Ap, Ba, Sr, Zr, and Ce shows that 
the sand blasting did not completely remove the fission products and 
that the specific activities determined on these samples are not a 
correct measure of induced activity. 

3.3 GROSS CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDUA I RADIOACTIVITY 

3.3.1 Gross Beta Decay of Crater Lip Samples 

The decay characteristics of the beta activity of the 
crater lip samples from the surface and underground burst are similar. 
They markedly depart from the usual type of fission product decay 
described by the expression: 

(3.2) 

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, describing the decay, both log-log curves 
exhibit an initial slow rate of decay which steadily increases to a 
maximum and then decreases again. The slopes of the plot of the data 
varies from initial values of -0.7 and -0.B to maxima of approximately 
-2.3. 

Although qualitatively similar, quantitatively the decay 
curves are quite different. The type of expression which describes 
very accurately the decay curves of aliquots of samples from the 
surface burst will not describe similar data from the underground burst 
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3.3.2 Beta Decay _of Air Filter Samples 

A limited amount of data on beta decay of air filter 
samples from the underground burst is shown in Figure 3.7. The curves 
are numbered according to ACC nomenclature, see report of Project 2...-a 
"Airborne Particle Studies". 

3.3.3 Cross Gamma Decay of Crater Lip Samples 

Decay with 0-M Tubes: The gross gamma decay character¬ 
istics of crater lip samples fror, the underground and surface bursts 
were found to be different. Since no analytical expression which would 
describe the decay has been found, empirical data are presented in 
Figure 3.8 and Tables 3.13, 3.1Ü, and 3.15. The tables present in 
detail the average data from which the figures were plotted. 

The early decay measurements were made at the test site 
and the later measurements at the National Institutes of Health with a 
considerable time overlap. These data have been adjusted to form 
continuous decay curves. Different absoroers for the removal of beta 
particles were used at the two laboratories and the adjustment is not ^ 
without criticism. The early measurements were made using a 1.3 gVCTi 
filter of aluminum, while the later ones were made with a 3.7 gm/on 
lead filter. Both filters effectively removed the beta particles, but 
the lead removed, in addition, approximately hO^ of the gammas. Since 
the gamma spectrum of the residual activity is changing with time. 
(Figures 3.ll| and 3.15), the decay curves obtained with the two filters 
are not identical. 

Fortunately, an estimate of the magnitude of the dis¬ 
crepancy can be made, since lead absorption curves as a function of 
time were determined on the planchets used for obtaining the early 
decay curves. A comparison of the decay curves obtained with 1.3 
pn/cm2 of Al, and with 1.3 gm/cro2 of A1 plus 3.8 gr>/cm of Pb over 
the early portion of the decay indicates this magnitude. 

The decay curves for two samples fron the surface burst 
are shown. Sample 1-S-S was from the cuter surface of the crater lip, 
and sample 2-S-5 was from the inner surface of the crater lip. Each 
curve is the average of two or more curves obtained on separate aliquots 
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Figure 3*7« Beta Decay of Ground-Air Filter Samples 

/ 
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FI pure 3.8. Geiger-I'uller Tube Keasurenents of Oairana Fecav of Surface 
Soil Samples. 
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TABIi 3.I3 

Gamma Decay of Crater Lip from Surface Burst 
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TATjLE 3.1 ù 
r-amna Pecay of Crater Lip froir. Surface Burst 
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TA^LF 3.15 

Gamma Decay of Crater Lip from Underground Burst 

Note: Average curve $ measured with G-M tube 
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of the samples. Sample 1-S-S is probably more typical of the close-in 
fall-out, since sample 2-S-S contained several very lar^e fused plass 
beads not found elsewhere. 

The decay characteristics of samples from the underground 
burst were more consistent than were the decay curves from the various 
samples from the surface burst. Therefore, it was possible to present 
an average decay curve in Figure 3»8. This curve represents the average 
of eleven decay curves taken on aliquots of samples distributed over 
the crater lip. It will be noted that for the period from 5 hours to 
3OO hours the curve can be described analytically by the expression 

A - kt“x*3 (3.8) 

Gamma Decay With Ionization Chamber: The data for the 
decay of gamma activity as measured with an ionization chamber are 
shown in Figure 3»9» Both curves were obtained with aliquots of sample 
13-U-S from the surface of the lip of the underground crater. A portion 
of the decay curve measured with a G-N tube is shorn for comparison. 

The difference in the two measurements is undoubtedly 
due to the contribution of the low energy gammas from Np239. The lew 
efficiency of the G-M tube for low energy photons results in a relatively 
small contribution to the activity as measured by a G-M tube. Con- 
versly, the relative contribution of Np239 to the ionization chamber 
is large. Note the great change in slope at around tQ ♦ 100 hours 
when, according to Figure 3.3, the relative abundance of Np239 is 
beginning to decrease rapidly. 

No measurements were made on the surface burst. 

3,3.1; Effective Beta Energies As Ji Function Of Time 

The gross characteristics of the beta energies as a 
function of time have been determined by analysis of families of 
aluminum absorption curves for the same planchets. A typical family 
of curves on an aliquot from sample 13-U-S is shown in Figure 3.10. 
Although these curves were obtained with the same geometry, no inference 
as to gross decay should be drawn. The data have been normalized so 
that the entire group could be plotted on the same graph. 

Three "effective” components could be distinguished in 
each of the absorption curves. Table 3*16 lists the characteristics 
of the three components found for the individual curves. The energies 
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TIME (HOURS) 

Figure 3*9« Ionization Chamber Measurements of Gamma Decay of Surface 
Soil Samples from Underground Durst 
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Figure 3.10. Typical Fanily of Aluminum Absorption Curves for Surface 
Soil Sample 
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TAPLE 3.16 

Beta Energien of Soil Semples Versus Time 

Semple 
Time Energy (Mev) Abundance (%) 

(hours) 

Ei E2 e3 a2 A3 

1-SIS 

7 
10 
13 
2k 
3k 
60 

107 
126 

3.8 
3.9 
3.k 
3.5 
2.6 
2.U 
2.2 
2.1 

0.68 
0.82 
1.17 
0.96 
0.5U 
0.78 
0.52 
0.50 

0.18 
0.17 
0.30 
0.25 
0.26 
0.26 
0.18 
0.05 

30 
2k 
11 
11 
11 

6 
5 
6 

kk 
kS 
32 
31 
26 
25 
67 
59 

27 
30 
U8 
59 
58 
56 
28 
35 

1-S-S 
226 
333 

1.6 
1.8 

0.1*1 
0.57 

0.12 
0.19 

12 
13 

65 
Uli 

2li 
U3 

U-s-s 10 3.9 2.23 0.1a 5 19 60 

U-s-s 

2k 
32 
58 

100 
126 

3.6 
2.6 
2.0 
1.6 
1.6 

1.31 
0.89 
0.69 
0.51 
0.52 

0.I40 
0.32 
0.31 
0.22 
0.27 

12 
16 
12 
11 
11 

2li 
18 
23 
kS 
U6 

Ii6 
51i 
59 
UO 
U3 

12-s-c 

12 
1U 
21 
55 

101 
129 

3.U 
3.3 
3.5 
2.6 
2.0 

0.97 
0.61 
1.27 
0.99 
0.72 
1.63 

0.35 
0.29 
0.37 
0.35 
OjiO 
0.37 

25 
23 

9 
7 
6 
m* 

26 
UO 
25 
22 
13 
19 

li5 
35 
61 
70 
72 
76 

6-S-P 8 3.9 1.26 o.ia 32 53 1U 

6-S-P 

8 
12 
2k 
3k 

3.9 
3.6 
3.1 
U.5 

1.19 
1.19 
I.09 
0.66 

0.25 
0.21 
0.21* 
0.36 

36 
30 
30 
n 

5L 
50 
U8 
60 

11 
17 
21 
28 

8-S-P 
15 
26 
55 

3.5 
.3.5 
2.6 

1.56 
1.17 
C.77 

0.32 
0.36 
0.25 

U5 
3k 
32 

30 
38 
33 

22 
25 
35 

51 
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TA°T.t 3.16 (Continued) 

Reta Energies of Soil Samples Versus Time 

Sample 
Time 

(hours) 
Energy (Mev) Abundance (%) 

El E2 e3 h a2 a3 

13-U-S 

7 
10 
17 
26 
32 

U.2 
k.3 
3.2 
3.3 
3.0 

0.9U 
0.92 
0.77 
0.71 
0.72 

0.10 
0.26 
0.2)4 
0.21 
0.32 

31 
27 
25 
17 
11 

aa 
ai 
37 
as 
ai 

25 
25 
36 
a5 
a3 

13-U-S 

21 
27 
3k 
80 

3.2 
2.5 
2.6 
2.0 

0.77 
0.65 
0.68 
0.)49 

0.22 
0.25 
0.27 
0.17 

21 
23 
18 

6 

ai 
33 
3a 
30 

38 
a3 
a? 
65 

25-U-C 

10 
15 
28 
35 
80 

I4.O 
U.O 
3.1 
3.3 
2.1 

0.8a 
1.19 
1.03 
1.15 
0.5a 

0.20 
0.37 
0.35 
0.35 
0.23 

33 
2a 
17 
12 
12 

ao 
27 
23 
2a 
58 

27 
k9 
59 
65 
30 

26-U-C 

9 
11 
23 
31 
U6 

U.7 
3. a 
3.9 
3.5 
3.0 

1.63 
2.06 
1.2a 
1.22 
0.81 

0.62 
0.5a 
o.ao 
0.23 
0.22 

3)4 
37 
2a 
20 
23 

21 
19 
ai 
a5 
56 

ao 
ao 
33 
32 
20 

27-U-C 

9 
13 
26 
3k 
79 

U.5 
k.l 
3.0 
2.6 
2.1 

1.12 
I.03 
0.90 
0.58 
0.53 

0.23 
0.18 
0.29 
0.16 
0.19 

32 
a2 
19 
22 
13 

37 
31 
35 
52 
52 

30 
27 
38 
27 
35 

22-U-P 

8 
12 
25 
32 

3. »4 
3.3 
2.8 
2.>4 

1.17 
1.12 
0.90 
0.98 

0.32 
O.25 
0.1a 
0.26 

28 
28 
26 
30 

59 
65 
62 
a? 

21 
12 
11 
22 
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Figure 3.11. Effective Bata Energies of Surface Soil Samples from 
Surface Burst 
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Figure 3.12. Effective Beta Energies of Surface Soil Sauries from 
Underground Burst 
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Figure 3»13. Typical Fanily of Lead Absorption Curves for Surface 
Soil Sample 
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of the components were calculated by the formulae1 

E « 1.92 R0*7*6 for R < 0.3 gn/an2 (3.9 ) 

E » 1.35 R ♦ 0.21^5 for R > 0.3 yn/an2 (3-10) 

and ranges (R) obtained by a simplified Feather analysis. The range 
was obtained by the linear ratio of the observed value of absorbers for 
90% reduction of initial activity of the unknown, the observed value of 
absorber for the 90% reduction of a Bi210 standard and the literature2 
value of k76 mg/cm2 for the range of Bi210. 

The relative abundances listed in columns 6, 7, and 8 
have been corrected for backscattering and for air and window 
absorption. The backscattering correction was taken from a graph by 
Burtt* and the absorption correction was calculated by the equations4 

F - (3.11) 

p - 0.017E-1*43 (3.12) 

The trend of this data is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 

3.3.5 Effective Gamma Energies As A Function of Time 

The gross characteristics of the gamma energies as a 
function of time have been determined by analyzing families of lead 
absorption curves for the same planchets. A typical family of curves 
on an aliquot from sample 13-G-S is shown in Figure 3.13. Although 
these curves were obtained with the same planchet and geometry, no 
inference as to activity as a function of time should be drawn. The 
data for each curve have been normalized with a constant multiplier 
so that the entire group could be plotted clearly on one graph. 

Each of the absorption curves could, with a fair degree 
of accuracy, be considered as the absorption curve of a two component 
mixture. Table 3*17 lists the characteristics of the two components 
found by analysis of individual curves. In columns 3 and h are listed 

1. R.E. Lapp and H.L. Andrews, Nuclear Radiation Physics, page l80, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, (19ii8")7 

2. G. Friedlander and -T.W. Kennedy, Introduction to Radiochemistry, 
page 161, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, (19^9). 

3. B.P. Purtt, "Absolute Beta Counting", NUCLEON ICS28, 
(August 19!j9). 

h* G.T. Gleason, J.D. Taylor and D.L. Tabern, "Absolute Peta Counting 
at Defined Geometries", NUCLEONICS 8, 12, (Nay 1951). 
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TABLE 3.17 

Gamjaa Energy of Soil Samples Versus Time 

C=TT-- 

Sample 

Time 
after 
burst 

(hours) 

Absorption 
Coefficients 
( cm2/mg) Pb 

Energy 

(Pev) 

Relative 
Abundance 

% 
m Ma Ei [ Ê2 a2 

1-S-S 

7.3 
12 
25 
U8 
72 

0.7U 
0.81i 
0.96 
1.08 
1.2U 

U9.5 
51.U 
U3.1 
31.1 
23.5 

1.36 
l.ll* 
1.00 
0.89 
0.78 

0.113 
0.111 
0.122 
0.11*5 
0.172 

13 
11* 
23 
26 
28 

87 
86 
77 
71* 
72 

2-S-S 

Ik 
26 
U9 
73 

* 0.76 
0.92 
0.96 
1.12 

37.8 
29.9 
2ln3 
26.0 

1.31 
1.03 
1.00 
0.85 

0.11*2 
0.11*9 
0.167 
0.162 

16 
23 
21 
21* 

81* 
77 
79 
76 

5-S-R 
60 
71 
96 

1.10 
1.18 
1.12 

29.0 
26.7 
29.8 

0.87 
0.82 
0.85 

0.151* 
0.160 
0.11*9 

29 
32 
25 

71 
68 
75 

12-S-C 

7.9 
13 
25 
U8 
73 

0.59 
0.57 
0.58 
0.62 
0.70 

U2.7 
35.2 
31.6 
19.2 
16.9 

1.87 
1.96 
1.90 
1.82 
1.1*5 

0.121 
0.136 
0.11*1* 
0.190 
0.202 

25 
25 
30 
30 
31 

75 
75 
70 
70 
69 

13-U-S 

25 
30 
3U 
52 
77 

0.8U 
0.81 
0.98 
0.9U 
0.79 

la.o 
36.7 
1*0.1 
67.8 
29.9 

1.15 
1.20 
0.96 
1.01 
1.25 

0.126 
0.131* 
0.127 
0.098 
0.151 

25 
26 
1*0 
15 
26 

75 
71* 
60 
85 
71* 

13-U-S 

5 
8.7 

12 
15 
22 
28 
32 
50 
71 

11U 

0.62 
0.66 
O.Ul 
0.U0 
0.81 
0.83 
0.9U 
0.95 
0.82 
0.9U 

39.1 
57.6 
71.3 
5U.2 
1*7.1 
ia.2 
1*5.1* 
30.5 
29.2 
26.0 

1.71 
1.67 
3.17 
3.31* 
1.21 
1.19 
1.02 
1.00 
1.20 
1.02 

0.127 
0.112 
0.091* 
0.109 
0.115 
0.123 
0.118 
0.11*7 
0.11*9 
0.160 

13 
7 
5 
5 

21 
22 
32 
33 
21 
29 

87 
93 
95 
95 
79 
78 
68 
67 
79 
71 

57 
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TAPEE 3.17 (Continued) 

Gamma Enerp' of Coil Samples Versus Time 

Sample 

Time 
after 
burst 

(hours) 

Absorption 
Coefficients 
(cm^/mp) Pb 

Enerpy 

(Mev) 

Relative 
Abundance 

t 
Pi Pa Ki Sa Ai a2 

I3-U-S 

6 
9 

13 
16 
23 
29 
33 
51 

0.63 
0.73 
0.69 
0.30 
0.87 
0.93 
0.91 
0.92 

57.6 
U3.7 
52.0 
U0.7 
67.0 
65.3 
86.2 
80.6 

1.67 
I.I4O 
1.)49 
1.22 
1.10 
I.0I4 
1.06 
l.OU 

O.IO5 
0.120 
0.118 
0.126 
O.O98 
0.100 
0.086 
O.O9O 

10 
11 
10 
16 
15 
20 
18 
15 

90 
89 
90 
8Í4 
85 
80 
82 
85 

lh-U-S 

30 
3k 
53 
80 

O.8I1 
0.85 
0.93 
0.99 

35.0 
29.Ü 
26. >4 
26.6 

1.16 
l.lU 
1.02 
I.09 

0.137 
O.152 
O.I6O 
0.160 

29 
32 
3h 
25 

71 
68 
66 
75 

15-u-s 

30 
3k 
53 
80 

0.86 
0.87 
1.00 
0.07 

li3.3 
32.2 
26.6 
27.5 

1.12 
1.10 
0.95 
1.10 

0.121 
0.1)4)4 
0.160 
0.158 

27 
33 
39 
23 

73 
67 
61 
73 

16-u-s 
35 
5U 
77 

0.91 
0.85 
0.91 

32.6 
21.1 
26.I4 

1.05 
1.1)4 
1.05 

0.1)42 
0.182 
0.160 

3h 
33 
27 

66 
67 
73 

17-u-s 
35 
5U 
79 

0.92 
0.97 
0.97 

3U.I 
22.8 
32.6 

1.0)4 
0.99 
0.99 

O.lUO 
0.17)4 
0.1 U2 

35 
38 
27 

65 
62 
73 

18-u-s 
35 
55 
81 

0.99 
0.97 
0.97 

U3.5 
2 5.0 
32.2 

0.96 
0.99 
0.99 

0.121 
0.165 
O.lhU 

36 
37 
28 

6I4 
63 
72 

19-U-S 
35 
55 
81 

0.9U 
0.91 
0.93 

35.0 
2)4.5 
26.6 

1.02 
1.06 
I.03 

0.137 
0.167 
0.160 

39 
33 
30 

61 
67 
71 

58 
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TABLE 3»17 (Continued) 

Gamma Energy of Soil Samples Versus Time 

Sample 

Time 
after 
burst 

(hours) 

Absorption 
Coefficients 
(cm2/mg) Pb 

Energy 

. (Mev) 

Relative 
Abundance 

% 
hs Ei E2 a2 

27-U-C 

7.5 
9.2 

13 
16 
23 
29 
3U 
51 
73 

0.76 
0.80 
0.79 
0.86 
0.97 
0.99 
I.05 
O.89 
I.05 

66.8 
72.9 
68.2 
50.7 
75.9 
Uh.3 
59.9 
68.5 
57.6 

I.30 
1.23 
1.26 
1.12 
1.00 
0.97 
0.91 
1.09 
0.91 

0.099 
0.09U 
0.098 
0.113 
0.093 
0.120 
0.10U 
0.097 
0.106 

13 
12 
12 
19 
2k 
36 
36 
28 
26 

87 
88 
88 
81 
76 
6h 
6h 
72 
7U 

the mass absorption coefficient of the two components for lead. In 
columns 5 and 6 are listed the corresponding energies in Mev. These 
▼alues were obtained from a plot of the data on mass absorption 
coefficient vs energy from the 33rd edition of the Chemical Rubber 
Company Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 

Because of the Ka absorption edge of Pb this plot was 
discontinuous and double-valued for some of the p. values obtained for 
the soft component. Where two possible energy values were indicated 
by the plot, the higher has been listed. This value was selected 
because it was consistent with those energy values obtained with p 
▼alues outside the double-valued region of the plot. 

The relative amounts of the two components are listed in 
columns 7 and 8, These values have been corrected for the change in the 
tube efficiency with gamma energy. Since the efficiency of a &-M 
tube made of low atomic weight elanents is roughly proportional to 
the gamma energy1 this correction was made by dividing the observed 
counting rate by the energy in Mev of the component in question. 

1* S.C. Brown, "Theory and Operation of Geiger-Muller Counters-II", 
NUCLEONICS^, 50, (August 19U8). 
C.D. Coryell and Nathan Sugarman, Radiochemical Studies; The 
jission Products, Book 1, page 22, McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York7 (19¾). 
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The trend of this data is shovm in Fi >nircs 3.1U and 3»15« 

3.3.6 Feta Specific Act!vity 

The data for beta specific activities are listed in Table 
3.I8 in millicuries/pram at H ♦ 10 hours. These values include cor¬ 
rections for geometry, backscattering, self-absorption, mass absorption 
of air and window, and decay. The mixed beta spectra emitted by the 
mixture of isotopes being measured makes anything but a good approxi¬ 
mation of sane of these factors impossible. 

The geometry factors were calculated fron observed counter 
efficiencies with Tracerlab Bi210 standards by the application of 
correction factors for nass absorption of air and window for the stand¬ 
ards. Correction of the observed counter efficiencies for backscattering 
and self-absorption were unnecessary since these were included in the 
calibration of the standards. 

The correction factors for backscattering for the mixtures 
were taken to be 0.9» 

The correction factors for self-absorption for the mixtures 
were taken as the weighted averages of factors calculated for the 
"effective" beta energies shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Factors were 
calculated for the following mixtures: 

Surface Burst 
Percent Present Energy 

Underground Burst 
Percent Present Energy 

15 1.7 Kev 
5Ò 0.5 Mev 
35 0.2 Kev 

12 2.05 Kev 
38 0.52 Kev 
50 0.19 Kev 

The individual correction factors for self-absorption were calculated 
by the equations: 

H = 0.017 E-1*43 

/ 1 - e-^ 
“ px 

where p = absorption coefficient cm2/mg. 
E * maximum energy of beta canponent 
X = thickness of sample mg/cm2 
V= measured activity 

true activity 
1. A.H.V. Aten, Jr., "Corrections for Feta-rarticle Self-Absorption", 

NUCLEONICS 6, 68, (January 1950). 

(3.12) 

(3.131) 
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Figure 3.15. Effective Ganna ihereies of Surface Soil Samples from 
Underground Burst 
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TABLE 3.18 

Gross Beta Specific Activities 
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The correction factors for mass absorption were calculated 
for the same mixtures with equations 3*11 and 3»1?. 

The corrections for decay were made to t0 + 10 hours by 
oipirical data on other aliquots of the particular sample or by the 
curras in Figure 3«3. Corrections to an earlier time would have re¬ 
quired extrapolations beyond the measured decay curves, 

3.Ü EFFECT OF WEATHFRTNO 

The results of the chemical analysis of samples taken in connection 
with the weathering study are listed in Table 3«19. The presence of 
small amounts of fission products one and two inches below the surface 
(8aaipG.es 3U-U-W and 35-U-W) before weathering is most logically 
interpreted as contamination introduced during sampling although it 
could be the result of weathering and/or disturbance of the fall-out 
from the surface shot. Such an interpretation throws much doubt as 
to the meaning of similar cmounts of activity found in sub-surface 
sample3 after "rainfall" but it is probably due to contamination during 
sampling. In any event the conclusion that at most only small anounts 
of activity is carried into the soil by leaching seems evident. This 
conclusion is supported by samples Itl—U—W and 1^2—U—W which were water 
extracts of a large sample of surface soil. The results of these 
analyses show that only about one per cent of the activity is soluble 
in distilled water. 

TABLE 3.20 

Solubility of Residual Activity 

Element % Dissolved 
1 hr. 8 hr s. 

Mo 

Ag 

Ba 

Zr 

Ce 

0.6 

8.8 

0.6 

0.6 

0.1 

11.0 

0.1 

0.2 

1.5 
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CHAPTER h 

mSCUSSTCN, CCNCU'SIONS RKC0^:r2jLATI0*JS 

^•1 FRACTIONATION OF FISSION J'RODl'CTS 

that thp^ R factors in Table 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7 show rather conclusively 
r r h tTrder^ of the fission prococis ihe 

thlt the ‘h S .daU 15 From those data we see 
Lrihaîlalnî 0f S ÍS I"0 ”°St d'’,ende"t “P“" location of 

évalues TiïlîmlZrtSl r "»^^vea0/c“sâ?.tl0nTÍe 

than are the other isotopes determined. weapon 

TARIE Jnl 

J 
Hsct rel&tive amounts of Sr and Pa increase with altitude or 
distance fron pr^nd zer°. Fund mentally this can be considered a measure 

m^Wie^t0 eaTtP ;n^tT1netTea;atÍOn f°r ^ -n, c^ioT in V,. part* ln the raseous precursors of Ba and Sr and 
in the washing or scrubbing action of the lame amount of soi] blown into 
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the cloud and fire ball. Other work1 has shc-n that the fission pro¬ 
ducts are removed from the fire ball as small particles of condensed 
minerals. The diameter of these particles vary from a fraction of a 
micron to, in rare cases, several millimeters. They may be apparently 
homogenous beads condensed from molten material or semi-fused particles 
of earth with occlusions of fused particles of fission products. In any 
event their composition must, on the average, represent the composition 
of the fire ball or cloud at the time they were formed. A consideration 
of the fission chains (see Figure 2.1 for examples) initiated by the 
detonation shows that the isotopic canposition of the cloud is changing 
quite rapidly at first. The fission products removed early by the 
scrubbing action of soil blown into the cloud or the condensation of 
relatively large particles from the high concentration of vaporized 
material would be expected to contain relatively smal] amounts of Ba and 
Sr since they exist at this time largely in the form of their rare gas 
precursors, Tne early removal of a large amount of activity would of 
course make the relative contribution of Ba and Sr to the remaining 
activity quite large. Note that the distribution of Sr, whose gaseous 
precursor has a 2.6 minute half life, varies much more than does the 
distribution of Ba, viiose gaseous precursor has a 16 second half life. 

The samples from cascade impactors, for the study of chemical can- 
position as a function of particle size, had such low activities that 
the data obtained are inconclusive, 

U.2 DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUAL ACTIVITY 

The residual activity near the bomb crater seems to lie almost 
entirely on the surface. Table 3,h indicates very little activity in 
the core sarnjiLes and some of this may have bean due to unavoidable con¬ 
tamination arising from the method of sampling. Table 3«l8, giving beta 
specific activities, indicates considerable variation over the surface 
of the crater lip from the underground burst. However, this is not so 
noticeable in Table 3«1 which gives the abundance of separate isotopes 
for these samples. This difference is probably due to inhomogeneity in 
the samples and would be much more conspicuous in the small aliquots 
taken for specific activity than for the larger aliquots used for 
chemical analysis. This inhomogeneous nature of soil samples was very 
noticeable in the small aliquots used for determination of early beta 
decay. 

It should be pointed out that great caution should be exercised in 
drawing conclusions from small soil samples. This applies not only to 
■pecific activity measurements but also to the determination of the 

T» Report Project ¿,$a-l "Airborne Particle Studies”, Army Chemical- 
Center. 
Report Project 2.5&-2 "Radiochemical Studies of Large Particles", 
Army Medical Center, 
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canposition of the residual activities. Table 3.11 shows very clearly 
the variation in the relative abundance of neptunium and the fission 
products with small aliquots. 

Distribution of activity as a function of distance from prbund 
zero cannot bo obtained from the data in this report because of the 
method of sampling which included an undetermined anount of sub-surface 
soil. A correlation between the specific activity per unit of area is 
given by sample 33-U-W and the intensity of the radiation field at a 
height of 3 feet on the morning of D ♦ 3 at a position 6000 reet north 
of ground zero. A specific activity of 10.5 mc/ft2 corresponded to a 
reading of 3*7 r/hr. obtained by a monitor with a survey meter. 

U.3 CONTRIBUTION OF NEPTUNIUM 

The theoretical aspects of the contribution of neptunium to the 
residual activity from this type of bomb has been discussed in another 
report.1 The actual neptunium contribution on these tests is shown in 
Figures 3.3 and 3»U and in Table 3.11. Equation 3*7, which describes 
the beta decay for crater lip samples from the surface shot, indicates 
that between 15 and 300 hours the beta contribution from neptunium is 
greater than that from the fission products. Between 90 and 120 hours 
the contribution of neptunium is more than three times that of the 
fission products. 

Similar analyses could not be made of samples from the underground 
burst but the general similarity of the decay curves indicate a nep¬ 
tunium contribution of about the same magnitude. 

U.li CONTRIBUTION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY 

The contribution of activity induced in the soil is believed to be 
small, but is somewhat greater in the underground than in the surface 
burst. However, this conclusion is somewhat subjective and is based upon 
the low specific activity of all of the pebble samples, and on the shape 
of the beta decay curves. 

The fact that the beta activity of soil samples from the surface 
burst could be represented by an equation describing only the decay of 
fission products and neptunium indicates a relatively small contribution 
of other activities. This observation, of course, neglects the possible 
effect of fractionation on the shape of the normal fission product 
decay curve. 

The fact that the same type of equation gave a ooor description of 

1. O.V. Johnson, "The Contribution of the Neptunium^39 Activity to the 
Total Fission Product Activity", AFSVJF-lOl, lR September 1951. 
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the decay of sanplea from the underground burst indicites a larger con¬ 
tribution of induced activity since this lack of correspondence was most 
pronounced in the early stages of decay, at the time when this induced 
activity would be expected to be most prominent. 

No conclusions can be drawn from the iron determinations. The 
inclusion of a large amount of structural steel near the weapon and the 
presence of soma iron in the weapon itself makes interpretation impossible. 
This iron was not distributed and therefore did not receive the same 
neutron flux as did the surrounding soil. £ 

1».5 CROSS BETA DECAY 

The gross beta decay is much different from that observed for 
other bursts. The characteristics of the decay are most accurately 
summarized by ref ending to Figure 3» 3. The departure from normal is 
almost certainly due to the contribution of neptunium. 

11.6 CROSS GAJffiA DECAY 

The trend in gamma decay is best seen by refenring to Figures 3.8 
and 3«9* It will be observed that the two curves vary considerably with 
the measuring instrument used. The initial slow rate of decay followed 
by a very rapid rate, as observed with the ionization chamber, is 
probably due to the soft gamma contribution arising from neptunium. The 
low efficiency of G-M tubes for detection of soft gamna radiation 
minimizes the contribution of neptunium in data obtained with this type 
of counter. 

11.7 GAMMA AND BETA EFFECTIVE ENERGIES 

The gamma and beta effective energies of the residual activity 
change with time. There is a change both in the average energies of 
the various components and in the relative contributions of their 
energies. The general trend is best seen by referring to Figures 3»11» 
3.12, 3.1U and 3.15. 

11.8 EFFECT OF WEATHERING 

Any effect produced by weathering in the atypical soil of the 
Southwest will almost certainly be the result of physical movement of 
the soil. The field test showed no transport of activity by a slow rain, 
laboratory tests indicated that the activities were essentially in- 
■oluble in rain water. Rain will probably reduce the inhalation hazard 

will almost certainly not reduce the strength of the radiation field. 
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The absence of appreciable amounts of fission product activity 
below the surface after "rain" is in disagreement with the observations1 
made at Einwetok on ore-ration Sandstone. Hov/ever, the coral sand there 
is Just as atypical as the hard-packed sand of the Nevada flats. 

li.9 RECOMMENDATIONS 

ii. 9.1 Fractionation 

Additional study on fractionation seems to be in order, but 
to be of much value it would require a large effort. In addition to de¬ 
terminations of the type reported here an attempt should be made to 
correlate the individual activities with tne unfissioned bomb material. 

Chemical composition as a function of particle size is of 
great interest but a method of sampling other than cascade jet impactors 
should be used. To be of maximum value the investigation of this 
phenomenon should include a study of the effect of distance (time and/or 
space) from the detonation. 

An investigation of the chemical composition of individual 
particles or of small samples taken under as near as possible identical 
conditions should be of particular interest. Information on this subject 
mi gilt throw considerable light on the nature of particle formation and 
the physical conditions of mixing etc. in the fire ball and cloud. 

lj.9.2 Induced Activity 

Although this investigation indicates a relatively small 
contribution of induced activity to the total radiation hazard associ¬ 
ated with these types of burst, the exact mapiitude of that contribu¬ 
tion has not been established. If more exact information be desired 
it is recommended that the chemical determination be done in a well- 
equipped, well-staffed laboratory at the test site. In this manner 
measurements on the short lived isotopes could be made. 

U.9.3 Effective Beta and Gamma Energies 

Although some measurements of the effective energies of 
the beta and gamma radiation were made on this project, the method used 
is not the method of choice. If more exact information is desired it 
should be obtained with different techniques or, if by the technique 
used here, be the major effort of a special group. 

1. U.L. Andrews and R.E. Murphy, "Residual Contamination in the Craters: 
(Operation Sandstone" January 19^9. 
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U. 9. U Sampling 

Efforts to obtain sar.ples at an earlier tine than used in 
this investigation (three to six hours) seens unwarranted for chenical 
measurements but not necessarily so for physical measurements. For 
surface samples the retrievable rocket and its modifications1 would 
probably be adequate. However, the retrievable rocket would not obtain 
the core samples secured in this operation by remotely controlled 
weasels. 

U.9.5 Weathering 

Further study of weathering by rainfall seems to be 
unwarranted in view of the atypical nature of the Nevada terrain. 

Report Project 2.6c-3 "Retrievable Missiles for Remote Ground 
Sampling. 
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APPENDIX A 

RADIOCHEMICAL AÎJAIYSIS 

A.l GENERAL 

The samples analyzed at the laboratories of the National Insti¬ 
tutes of Health fell into four categories: 

a. Earth (or other siliceous material) pulverized 
to approximately 100 mesh. 

b. Filter papers, fron air sampling devices, 
containing earth particles. 

c. Fall-out material. 

d. Earth particles impacted on cellophane tape. 

There were three principal step.' Involved in the analysis: 

a. Dissolving of material. 

b. Chemical separation. 

c. Mounting and counting. 

Detailed methods used are included among the procedures in A.7» 
The following isotopes were determined: molybdenum, silver, barium, 
strontium, zirconium, cerium, and iron. 

A.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURE 

The analytical procedures used were based on procedures furnished 
by Dr. Lloyd Zumwalt1 and Dr. Rod Spence.2 These were substantially the 
same as those in the National Nuclear Energy Series.3»4 However, it was 

1. Tracerlab, Inc., Western Division, San Francisco, California. ”~~ 
2. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico. 
3. C.D. Coryell and Nathan Suganman, Radiochemical Studies: The Fission 

Products, Book 1, Book 2 and Book 3, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, (1951). 

II. C.J. Rodden, Analytical Chemistry of the Manhattan Project, McGraw- 
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, (1950). 
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necessary to adap'. theca procedural xor uso wi th soil solutions since 
they were designe' for work on clean target solutions of air filter 
samples containing very snail amounts of earth. 

In order to prepare a maximum amount of data in a limited time, 
the laboratory was organised as an "assembly lin3n. Large groups of 
samples were analysed for a particular isotope at the s?me time and 
each chemist was assigned a portion of the procedure. One man did all 
the weighing, another the fusion, still another operated a battery of 
centrifuges, etc. Each sample was accompanied with a check list which 
provided a running record of its progress in the procedure. 

The analyses were run in the following order: 

Mo, Ag, Ba on soil from surface burst 
Mo, Ag, Ba on air filter samples from surface burst 
Mo, Ag, Ba on weathering samples from surface burst 
Mo, Ag, Ba on all samples from underground burst 
Sr on all samples from both bursts 
Fe on all samples from both bursts 
Ca on all samples from both bursts 
Zr on all samples from both bursts 
Ce on all samples from both bursts 

This routine type of analysis produced the most results and re¬ 
duced errors to a minimum during the extremely long hours worked on the 
analysis of the short lived isotopes. 

A.3 SAMPLING PROCEDURE 

Where the mass of the sample permitted, three aliquots of each 
soil sample were put into solution and stored in polyethyleneglycol 
bottles. Duplicate determinations were made for each isotope on 
aliquots from these solutions. This procedure provided six determin¬ 
ations of each isotope on each soil sample. 

Each air filter sample and cascade impactor sample was dissolved 
*3 a unit and stored in the plastic bottles. Duplicate determinations 
for each isotope were made on each sample. 

CHEMICAL YIELDS 

Chemical yields as determined by the weight of the individual 
carrier precipitate averaged as a whole 62^, The average chemical 
yields for the individual isotopes were BOf for Ag, 79% for Sr, 7?^ 
for Ba, 575? for Ce, S3% for Mo, and 31¾ for Zr. Approximately 
°f the yields were within 20% of these average values. 
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The air and window absorption factors were calculated using the 

formulae1 

Fw = (A.l) 

p - 0.017E"1*43 (A.2) 

where t equals absorber thickness in mg/an2 and E is the maximum energy 
of the beta particle in Kev. 

The method by which the absolute counting efficiencies were evalu¬ 
ated is described in Section A.6.1. 

A.6.1 Absolute Counting Efficiency 

The absolute counting efficiency of the counting equipment 
was obtained by determining the counting rates of precipitates of AgCl 
prepared from aliquotes of AgN03 solution of known specific activity. 

The A^i03 solution was prepared from a neutron-bombarded 
palladium foil obtained from Oak Ridge. The specific activity of the 
solution was determined by a method described by Gleason, Taylor, and 
Tabern1. Aliquots of the solution were evaporated as point sources 
(less than 3nm diameter) on thin sheets of Saran plastic and counted in 
the conventional lead pig with thin end-window G-M tubes. 

The physical geometry was accurately defined by a metal 
diaohram placed between the point source and the O-M tube. Air and 
window absorption were calculated by the method described above. 

Self-absorption in the essentially weightless sample, back- 
scattering from the 2 mg/an2 plastic backing, and forward scattering by 
the air were small and considered to be zero. 

The specific activity of the solution was calculated from 
the aliquot volume, physical geometry, air and window absorption and 
observed counting rates. 

The absolute counting efficiency of our equipment for Ag 
was determined from observed counting rates of precipitates of AgCl 
prepared in the usual manner from aliquots of the standardized solution. 
The observed counting rates were corrected for chemical yields, self¬ 
absorption, and air and window absorption. The physical geometry, the 
backscattering from the filter paper and the aluminum planchet, and the 
absorption and forward scattering of the Saran film were lumped into 
one factor termed counting efficiency. 

1. G.I, Gleason, T.D. Taylor and H.L. Tabern, "Absolute Reta Counting 
at Defined Geometries", Nucleonics, Vol. R, No. Ç, 12-12, (^ay 1951). 
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The factor for the counting efficiency of Ag determined 

above was used as the factor for all isotopes deteimined. This is re¬ 
cognized as in error bit it is believed to be sufficiently accurate for 
the purpose of this investigation. The physical gecnetry was the sane 
for all isotopes. The error in assuming constant backscattering is 
certainly small since it is independent of beta energy above one Mev 
and has a maximum value for paper and aluminum of approximately 1½%1 * 

The error in neglecting absorption of the plastic covering is believed 
to be small because it was largely compensated for by forward scatter¬ 
ing. Experimental counting rates measured with the plastic cover were 
often greater than those measured without the cover. 

A.6.2 Special Techniques 

Cerium: The determination of the disintegration rate of 
Ce was complicated by the presence of Ce141 and Pr1 . The latter 
is the dau^iter of Ce144 and has a half life of 17.5 minutes which makes 
it impossible to prepare and count a pianchet before an appreciable amount 
of the isotope has grown in. Ce144 is present because it is a fission 
product and cannot be removed by chemical purification. Its half life 
of 30 days prohibits waiting for its removal by decay. The difficulty 
was overcane by waiting for at least two hours for equilibrium between 
P1* 44 Ce144 and counting the mixture with a 112 mg/an2 aluminum 
absorber. Several absorption curves of the equilibrium mixture showed 
that this absorber completely removed the 0.6 Mev beta from Ce141, the 
O.h Mev beta from Ce144, and transmitted 70¡? of the 3*1 Mev betas from 
Pi* 44. The disintegration rate of Pr144 calculated with this 70£ 
transmission factor and the usual counter correction factors corresponds 
to the disintegration rate of Ce144 at the time of measurement. 

Barium: It was necessary to count Ba140 as soon as possible 
after the purification in order to avoid contribution ty the daughter 
La140 which has a half life of UO hours. Measurements were made within 
two hours after the last purification step. The La140 contribution at 
that time is approximately 3i. 

A.7 SPECIFIC ANALYTICAL PROCKDURKS 

A.7.1 Method for Dissolving Soil Samples 

1. To a 2 gn soil sample in a 100 ml platinum 
evaporating dish, add 5 ml HF (li8$). Digest 
on hot plate, evaporate to dryness. 

2. Repeat step 1 four times, 

8,?. Burtt, "Absolute Beta Counting”,Nucleonics, Vol. 5, No. 2, 
284:3, (August 19Ü9). 

/ 
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3» To residue in dish, add 5 ml HC104 (68-70¾) 
and evaporate tc dryness. 

U. Repeat step 3 twice. 

5. To residue in dish add 30 ml cone. HN03, 
heat, and add $0 ml H20. 

6. Transfer to 100 ml volumetric flask and 
make up to volume with H20. 

A.7.2 Method for Dissolving Air Filter and Tmpactor Samples 

1. Place filter or impactor sample in itOO ml 
beaker, add 50 ml fuming HN03, heat on hot 
plate and evaporate almost to dryness. 
Repeat if necessary. 

2. Add 10 ml HC104, 10 ml cone. HN03, 
evaporate almost to dryness. 

3. Add 10 ml Ha0, transfer to 100 ml 
platinum dish, wash sparingly. Add 
10 ml HF, evaporate to dryness. 
Repeat HF treatment. 

I4. Add 25 ml H20 and a few ml HN03 to 
dissolve residue. Transfer to 50 ml 
volumetric flask and make up to volume. 

A.7.3 Filter Paper Preparation 

Filter papers as specified in the various procedures are 
prepared as follows: 

1. Mount on gold filter apparatus without funnel head. 

2. Turn suction on. 

3. Wash with 3-5 ml portions ^0. 

U. Wash with 3-5 ml portions ethyl or methyl alcohol 
as called for in procedures. 

5. Suck dry and turn suction off. 

6. Remove paper and place in drying oven, on porcelain 
plate, at temperature specified in procedure, for 
30 minutes. 
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7. Cool in dessicator for 10 minutes. 

8. Bring to constant weight by redrying and reweighing 
' until within 0.1 mg. 

A.7.b Procedure for Molybedenum Analysis 

Carrier Solution: 10 mg Mo/ml., in Ha0. 

Weighed and counted as: PtMoO«. 

Standard precipitate thickness: 13«ii mg/an2 

Reagents: 

Cone. HN03 
Saturated oxalic acid. 
2% Cupron (a benzoin oxime) in ethyl alcohol. 
1 N HN03 
HCIO4 (70-72%) 
Cone. NH40H 
PeCl3 in H20, 10 mg. Fe+++/rcl* 
Methyl red indicator 
0.1M Pb(N03)2 
10% Sodium acetate 

1. To 5 ml soil solution containing the activity add 
10 mg.Mo carrier. 

2. Add 2 ml cone. HN03, dilute to 20 ml with water. 
Add 1 ml saturated oxalic acid,1 stir, add 6 ml 
2% Cupron, stir. 

3» Centrifuge, decant, discard supemate.2 

U* Wash twice with 20 ml IN HN03. Discard supemates. 

5. Add 3 ml cone. HN03, 2 ml 70-72% HC104, warm carefully 
in a water bath 3-U minutes, transfer to 125 ml 
Erlenmeyer flask, wash tube with 3 ml cone. HN03 
(warn if necessary) then with 2-h ml water, trans¬ 
ferring washings to flask. 

1« Oxalic acid complexes Niobijm. 
2« Because of the size and gelatinous nature of this precipitate, it is 

best to centrifuge for a short while, then break up the precipitate 
and recentrifuge. 
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6. Place flask on hot plate at low setting until vigorous 
boiling ceases. Then heat on hot plate at hi^i 
setting until residue is nearly dry. Heat carefully 
at end during exothermic phase. 

7« Cool flask, dissolve residue in 3-li ml cone. NH4OH 
added slowly, transfer to a clean tube. Wash flask 
with water and add washings to tube until volume 
is 20 ml. 

8. Add 10 mg. Fe carrier, stir. 

9. Centrifuge. 

10. Add 6 ml cone. HN03 to a clean tube, transfer supernat« 
to this tube. 

11. Cool 3-il minutes in an ice bath, add 1 ml sat. oxalic 
acid, stir, add 8 ml Cupron, stir. 

12. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

13. Wash twice with 20 ml IN HNC3, discard supematea. 

Ill, Repeat steps 5 through 9, 

15. Tr nsfer supernate to clean tube, add 1 drop Methyl 
red indicator and cone. HN03 dropwise until acidic.1 

16. Add 1 ml 6N HN03, heat to boiling. 

17. Add 3 ml 0.1M Pb(N03)2, stir and boil for 1 minute. 

18. Add 5 ml 10$ sodium acetate, boil, cool in ice bath 
for three minutes. 

19. Filter through gold filter through previously pre¬ 
pared No. 5 paper with very little suction. 

20. Wash 3 times with 5 ml water, three times with 5 ml 
95¡£ ethyl alcohol. Dry 1$ minutes at 110°C. Cool 
in dessicator, weigh to constant weight. 

21. Mount and count. 

1. Rest yields are obtained by doing the stirring continuously on a 
mechanical stirrer throughout steps 15-18. 
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A.7»5 Procedure for Silver Analysis 

-Carrier Solution*. 10 mg Ag/ml, AgJJ03 in Ha0, 

Weighed and counted as: AgCl. 

Standard precipitate thickness: 6 mg/on2. 

Reagents: 

6N HC1 
Cone. NH4OH 
FeCl- in Ha0, 10 mg. Fe++*/ml. 
(NH4)a S, light yellow 
Cone. HNO3 
Phenolphthalein indicator. 
6N NH40H 
Filter aid (C.P. diatanaceous earth). 
6n hno3 
1% Aerosol solution 

1. To 5 ml soil solution containing the activity add 
20 mg. Ag4, carrier, make up to 10 ml. 

2. Add 1 drop of 1% aerosol, heat to boiling,add 1 ml 
6N HC1, stir until A^l coagulates. 

3. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

U. Wash with 5 ml water, discard wash. 

5. Dissolve AgCl in 2 ml cone. NH40H, heat if necessary. 

6. Dilute to 5 ml, add 10 mg. Fe carrier dropwise 
while stirring. 

7. Add 2-3 drops aerosol, centrifuge and decant into 
a clean tube. 

8. Wash Fe(0H)a with 2-3 ml water containing a few 
drops of NH40H. 

9. Centrifuge, combine wash with supernate in step ?• 

10. Add U drops aerosol and 2 ml (NH4)2S. 

11. Continue stirring until AggS coagulates. 
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12» Centrifuge, decant, and discard supemate. 

13. Wash with 5 ml water, discard wash. 

111. Add U ml cone. HNO3, heat to boiling, stir 10 
minutes to dissolve kfeS. 

15. Place tube in ice bath under stirrer, add 5 ml. 
cone. NH40H cautiously, then 2 drops phenolphthalein, 
then NH40H dropwise until alkaline. 

16. Add 10 mg. Fe carrier dropwise while stirring. 

17. Add 2-3 drops aerosol, stir. 

18. Centrifuge and decant into a clean tube. 

19. Wash Fe(0H)3 with 2-3 ml water containing 3 drops NH40H, 

20. Centrifuge, combine wash with supemate in step 18. 

21. Repeat steps 10 through 20 using filter aid to 
flocculate Fe precipitate. 

22. Quickly add U drops aerosol, 1 ml 6N HC1 and 2 ml 
¿N HNO3, stir. 

23. Filter immediately on previously prepared No. U2 
paper.1 

2li. Wash with >5 ml portions H20, then >5 ml portions 
ethyl alcohol. 

25. Dry at 90 - 100° C for 10 minutes, cool and wei^i 
to constant wei^it. 

26. Mount and count. 

A.7.6 Procedure for Barium Analysis 

Carrier Solution: 10 mg Pa/ml, PaiNOa)* in H20. 

Weired and Counted as: PaS04. 

Standard precipitate thickness: 6 mg/an2. 

If not filtered immediately, large particles of coagulated A^l 
cause uneven distribution, introducing a counting error due to 
self-absorption. 
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Reagents: 

Sr(N03)a in HaO, 10 mg Sr+f/ml 
Fuming KNOj 
FeCl3 in HjO, 10 mg. Fe+++/ml. 
6 N NH4CH 
5¾ NH4.NO3 
Cone. NH40H 
6 N HNO^ 
6 N Acetic acid 
6 N Amr.oaium acetate 
6 N HC1 
3 N H2S04 
i.5m K2Cr04 
Fresh cold ether-HCl reagent (5 pts.conc. HCl, 1 pt 

ether). 
1% Aerosol solution. 

1. To 5 ml sulphate-free soil solution, containing the 
activity, add 20 mg. Ba++ and 20 mg. Sr++. 

2. Stir thoroughly, let stand 5 minutes. 

3. Add 30 ml. fuming HNO3, to precipitate BaÇNOsJa*1 stir 
and cool in ice bath for 5 minutes. 

U. Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

5. Dissolve ppt. in 2 ml Ha0, if necessary add several 
more drops. Warming hastens the solution. 

6. Add 10 ml fuming HN03, to reprecipitate Ba(N03)2, 
stir and cool in ice bath. 

7. Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

8. Dissolve ppt. in 7 ml. i^O. 

9. Add 5 mg. Fe+++ carrier and 2 drops aerosol to pre¬ 
vent creeping. 

10. Add 2 ml 6N NH40H while stirring. 

11. Centrifuge and transfer supernate to clean tube. 

1« For quantitative results, fuming nitric acid at least 3 times the 
volume of the solution must be added. It should be added rapidly. 
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ill. Neutralize supernate with 6-8 drops 6n HN03 using 
1 drop phenolpthalein indicator. 

1$. Add 1 ml 6N acetic acid and 2 ml 6N aranonium acetate. 

16. Heat to boiling and add 1 ml 1.5 ^ K2Crn4 dropwise 
with stirring, stir 1 minute.1 

17. Centrifuge, decant supernate into clean tube and 
save for Sr analysis. 

18. Wash ppt. with 10 ml hot water. 

19« Centrifuge and canbine supernate from 18 with 
supernate from 17. 

20. Do not go further unless procedure can be completed 
in 2 hours.2 Dissolve PaCKU ppt. in 2 ml 6N HC1. 
If white ppt. appears add 0.5 ml H20. 

21. Add 15 ml fresh cold ether-HCl reagent and stir for 
2 minutes. To coag\ilate PaCla let stand 5 minutes 
in the ice bath. 

22. Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

23. Dissolve PaCl2 in a few drops H20 and reprecipitate 
BaClz with 15 ml ether-HCl reagent. 

2li. Stir 2 minutes and cool in ice bath for 5 minutes. 

25* Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

26. Dissolve PaCla in 10 ml HzO, heat nearly to boiling,3 
add 5 drops 3N H2S04. 

27. Continue heating 3 minutes to coapûate ppt. 

1. This is best accomplished using a mechanical stirrer. 
2. The counting error due to the growth of the La1*0 daughter will 

become appreciable after two hours. 
3. A water bath serves well for this. 
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28. Filter in gold filter with previously prepared No. 
h2 paper. 

29. Wash 3 times with 3 ml Ha0 and then 3 times with 3 
ml ethyl alcohol. 

30. Dry at 90-100° C and cool in desicator. 

31. Weigh to constant weight. (+ 0.1 mg.). 

32. Mount and count. 

A.7*7 Procedure for Strontium Analysis 

Carrier Solution: 19 mg Sr/ral, Sr(N03)2 in H20. 

Weired and counted as: SrC03. 

Standard precipitate thickness: 6 mg/cm*. 

Reagents: 

Same as for barium analysis with the addition of 
saturated NajCoa. 

1. To supemate from barium step No. 19, add 6 ml 
saturated Na2Co3 slowly with stirring. 

2. Heat on water bath for 15 minutes. 

3. Filter on gold filter with previously prepared 
No. k2 filter paper. 

U. Wash with 3-5 ml portions of water and 3-5 ml 
portions of alcohol. 

5. Dry in oven at 110° C. to constant weight. 

6. Mount and count. 

A.7«8 Procedure for Zirconium Analysis 

Carrier Solution: 10 mg Zr/ml, Zr0(N0a)2Ín 
3N HNO3.1 

• Commercially available zirconium salts vary considerably as to 
purity. Best procedure is to dissolve, filter, precipitate as 
hydroxide, filter, wash, and redissolve in 3N HN03. 

/ 
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Veiled and counted as: ZrO.¿, 

Standard precipitate weight: 5 mg/cm2. 

Reagents: 

NftjOH-HCl 
HF (U6^) 
La(N03)3 in H^O, 10 mg La+++/ml. 
Ba(N03)2 in H20, 50 mg Ra+Vnü. 
Saturated H3BO3 
Cone. HC1. 
Cone. H2S04. 
Cone. NH40H. 

Cupferron, freshly made. Keep under refrigeration. 
IN HC1 cold. 
CHaOH, anhydrous, cold. 
Aerosol l£. 

1* 5 ml sulfate-free soil solution containing the 
activity in a 50 ml lusteroid tube, add 20 mg. 
Zr carrier. 

2. Dilute to 12 ml. 

3. Add 0.3 g. solid NH20H-HC1 and 2 cc HF and let 
stand 1 minute. 

h. Add 5 mg. La+++ carrier and centrifuge briefly, 
add another 5 mg. La+'t'+ carrier and 3 drops 1JÍ 
aerosol and centrifuge thoroughly. 

5» Decant supernate into clean lusteroid tube, discard 
ppt. and repeat step h on supernate. Decant supernate 
into clean lusteroid tube* Discard precipitate# 

6. Add 150 mg. Ba++ carrier and let stand 1 minute. 
Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

7» Add ml saturated H3BO3 and slurry well. Add 2 ml. 
cone. HNO3 and slurry well again. 

8. Add 10 — 12 ml H20 and stir. 

1. obtained dissolving the cupferron in hot ethyl 
alcohol, filtering hot, then re crystallizing the cupferron. 
omnercial cupferron contained deccmnosition products and other 

impurities. The above method produces clean crystals. 
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. If ppt. does not dissolve corr.pletely, centrifuge, 
decant supemate into another lusteroid tube and 
discard ppt. 

10. Add 100 mg. Ba++ carrier and 2 ml HF. Centrifuge, 
decant and discard supernate. 

11. Repeat steps 7, 8, 9 and 10. 

12. Dissolve ppt. in U ml sat. H3B03 and U ml. cone. 
HQ and then add 15 ml H20. Add 3 drops cone, 
H2SO4, stir and let stand 15 minutes. 

13» Centrifuge, decant supemate into glass tube and 
discard ppt. 

II;. Add NH4OH (cone.) until basic, (white precipitate). 
Centrifuge, decant and discard supernate. 

15« Dissolve precipitate in 2 ml cone. HC1, ml sat. 
H3BO3 and then add 10 ml H2O. Centrifuge any un¬ 
dissolved materials and discard these materials. 

16. Precipitate with NH4OH. Centrifuge, decant and 
discard supemate. 

17. Dissolve in 2 ml cone. HC1, b ml H3BO3, and then 
add 10 ml H^O. 

18. Precipitate with NH4OH. Centrifuge, decant and 
discard supernate. 

19. Dissolve ppt. in U ml HQ and 15 ml H 0. Cool in 
ice bath and add 5 ml cold freshly maâe cupferron 
(6^), centrifuge immediately. Decant and discard 
supemate. 

20. Add 10 ml cold IN HC1 and slurry. Centrifuge, decant 
and discard supemate. 

21. Add 30 ml. cold CH3OH and slurry. Centrifuge, decant 
and discard supernate. 

22. Slurry with 3-U ml cold CH30H and filter on gold 
suction filter using No. U2 paper with small portions 
of cold CH30H for washing. 
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In a porcelain crucible with lid, iejiite ppt. very 

carefully over a Meeker burner. Place in a muffle 

for 1 hour between 600 and 800°C. 

2lu Slurry Zr02 with 5 ml. CH3OH. Filter on pold filter 

with previously prepared No. U2 paper using small 
portions of CH30H for washings. 

25» Dry at 110°C. to constant weight. 

A.7.9 

26. Mount and count, (Wet the precipitate with a 

solution of 5 drops Duco Cement in 50 ml ethyl 

acetate, and allow to dry before mounting. This 

will eliminate losses during the mounting pro¬ 

cedure). 

Procedure for Cerium Analysis 

Carrier Solutions 10 mg Ce/ml, Ce(HS04)4 in 3N H2S04. 

Weired and counted ass Ce02. 

Standard precipitate weights 8 mg./an2. 

Reagentss 

Cone. HN03 

Saturated H3BO3 
Saturated NaBr03 
0.35 M HIO3 
1% HT0a 
H202 - 30% 
Cone. HC1 
Zr0(N03)2 in 3N HN03, 10 mg. Zr+++/ml. 

Saturated NaOH 
Solid NaHSOa 
Cone. NH40H 
6N HC1 
Saturated oxalic acid. 

1, To 5 ‘il soil solution containing the activity in a 
50 ml. lusteroid tube add 20 mg Ce carrier and make 
up to 12 ml with water. 

2. Add 3 ml HN03> stir and let stand for 10 minutes. 

3. Add 2 ml. HF, stir and let stand 5 minutes. 
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5. Wash with 10 ml water, centrifuge, discard washing. 

6. Add 1-2 ml saturated boric acid, stir. 

7. Add 8 ml cone. HN03, stir until dissolved. 

8. Transfer solution to UO ml glass tube, wash sparingly. 

9» Add 1 ml saturated NaBrOa (color change). 

10. Add 20 ml 0.3¾ HI03, stir. 

11. Cool 5 minutes in ice bath. 

12. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

13. Wash with 20 ml 1^ HI03, centrifuge, decant, 

discard supernate. 

lU. Add 8 ml cone. HN03, stir, heat to boiling and add 

2-3 drops 305? H202 and one drop cone. HC1. 

15. Stir and add more H202 dropwise until precipitate 

is dissolved. 

16. Heat until I2 vapor goes off and solution clears. 

17. Boil 2 minutes to get rid of excess H^Og. 

18. Cool in ice bath and add, while in ice bath, 3 ml. 

sat. NaBr03 (color change). 

19. Ppt. cerium by adding 20 ml 0.35 M HTOs, stir 

and let stand 5 minutes in ice bath. 

20. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

21. Wash with 20 ml 1% HI03, centrifuge, decant, 
discard supernate, 

22. Repeat steps lU through 21. 

23. Repeat steps lU through 17. 

2ii. Cool in ice bath. (Three hours needed to complete 

procedure. Do not continue unless procedure can be 

completed). 

ri 
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25* Add 10 mg. Zr carrier, add 20 ml 0.35^ HI03, let 
stand 5 minutes in ice bath. 

26. Centrifuge, decant supernate into a clean tube. 

27. Add 10 ml saturated NaOH, stir well. 

28. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

29. Wash twice with 10 ml water, discard washings. 

30. Add 1 ml cone. HC1, stir until dissolved and 
dilute to 10 ml. 

31. Heat to boiling, add one drop If, aerosol, add solid 
NaHS03 slowly until solution is clear and colorless. 

32. Add cone. NH40H until Ce(0H)3 ppts. 

33. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

3h* Wash twice with 10 ml water, discard washings. 

35» Dissolve in 1 ml 6N HC1. 

36. Add 16 ml water, heat to boiling. 

37. Add 15 ml saturated oxalic acid. If no ppt, 
add NH4OH dropwise until it appears. Do not make 
alkaline. 

38. Filter on gold filter using No. U2 paper. Wash 
with H20, then ethyl alcohol. 

39« Transfer filter paper to crucible, ignite at 700° C. 

110. Slurry CeOa with 5 ml ethyl alcohol, filter on gold 
filter, using previously prepared No. h2 paper. 
Use small portions of alcohol for washing. 

111. Dry at 110° C to constant weight. 

112. Mount and count. 

A.7.10 Procedure for Iron Analysis 

Carrier Solution: No carrier added. Standard volumetric 
iron analysis run on each sannle to 
determine amount of iron present. 
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Weipfced and counted as: 

Standard precipitate weight: Approximately 0.8 mg/cm2. 

Reagents: 

Solid tartaric acid 
Cone. NH40H. 
Cone. H2S04 
HaS (gas) 
10JÉ HaS0.t 
6% Cupferron in H20, freshly made (See Zr procedure). 
6 N NH40H 

1. To 5 nil soil solution containing the activity add 
0.1 gm tartaric acid. 

2. Neutralize with cone. NH40H. 

3. Add 3 ml cone. H2S04. 

U. Centrifuge, decant supemate into clean tube. Wash 
precipitate with 3 ml H20 and combine wash with 
previous supernate. Discard precipitate. 

5. Pass HgS through solution until saturated. 

6. Add NH40H to excess. 

7. Repeat step 5. 

8. Centrifuge, decant, discard supemate. 

9. Dissolve precipitate in 10 ml 10% H2S04. 

10. If precipitate remains, centrifuge, decant supemate 
into clean tube, wash with 3 ml H^O and combine 
wash with previous supernate. Discard precipitate. 

11. Add 5 ml cold 6% cupferron. 

12. Centrifuge, decant, discard supernate. 

13. Wash twice with 3 ml cold H20. Discard washes. 

lli. Wash with 3 ml 6N NH40H. Centrifuge, decant, discard 
supernate. 
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15. Hsing cold H20, filter on No. ü2 paper. 

16. Tpnite to Fe203 at 800°C.> in porcelain cnjcible. 

17« Slurry with 5 ml ethyl alcohol and filter on 
previously prepared No. h2 paper. 

18. Dry at 100-110°C., weigh to constant weight. 

19« Mount and count. 
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APPENDIX B 

AIRBORNE TOP CTIVITY AT THA NaV/0A TKoT SITE 

Air filter samplers at the Nevada test site pick up considerable 

alpha and beta activity. Analysis of the decay curves of the alpha 

activity shows that it arises from natural sources in the vicinity and 

is not the result of long-lived alpha emitting bomb debris. The 

source and nature of the beta activity has not been established. It 

probably arises, to a l:-rge extent at least, from fission products and 

induced activities resulting from atomic bursts. The magnitude of this 

activity is much larger than can be accounted for by the beta emitters 

associated with the natural occuring alpha emitters. It has also been 

noted that the relative abundance and the decay characteristics of the 

beta activity are not constant. 

Figure B,1 shows the alpha and beta decay of an air filter sample 

taken in the Quonset area of Camp Mo. 3 on October 30, 1951. The sample 

was collected by Project 2.5a using Chemical Corps Type VI filter paper 

with a filter area of 100 an2. The sampler was run from morning until 

night, approximately 10 hours, and filtered air at the rate of approxi¬ 

mately 3 cu ft/min. The sampler was exposed to the dust, etc, result¬ 

ing from the normal traffic in the area. Measurements of the activity 

were begun twenty minutes after the sampler was shut off. Measurements 

were made with a special gas flow, proportional counter. See Section 

2.lu8 for description. 

Analysis of the decay curves shows that the alpha activity con¬ 

sists of two components decaying with half lives of 33 minutes and 10,6 

hours. The straight lines in Figure B.l represent decay curves of 
these two components and the curved line is the sum of these two lines. 

The agreement between the curve and the experimental points is good. 

However, no known alpha emitters have half lives corresponding to 

these observed valuesi 

The identity of the alpha activity is established by considering 

the decay schemes of U238 and Th232, both present in the minerals of 

this area. Both of these elements have radioactive rare gas daughters, 

radon (Rn222) and thoron (Rn220), which escape from the mineral deposits, 

'ßiese gases decay to produce a suspension of very fine airborne radio¬ 

active isotooes in more or less equilibriun. The pertinent parts of 

tne decay schemes are shovm in Figure B.2. 

In the Th232 decay scheme the two aloha emitters ThC and ThC’ 

have half lives considerably less than their precursor ThB and hence in 
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Figure B.l Decay Curves of Airborne Radioactivity at Test Site 
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a case of transient equilibrium would decay with an apparent half life 
identical with the half life of this precursor. Since the sample was 
collected for a long period of time and since even before sampling 

a 
- - RaC» RaE - - 

<1 sec 

ThC- 

> 3.1 min - - ThC ThD 
ThC* -- 

<1 sec 

Figure B.2* Decay Schemes of Uranium238 and Thorium232 

equilibrium is being established in the air, conditions of equilibrium 
or near equilibrium are to be expected. Thus the long lived alpha 
emitter is identified as a mixture of ThC and ThC* decaying at a rate 
determined by the 10.6 hour half life of their precursor ThB. 

Similarly in the decay scheme of U23e, RaC is an alpha emitter 
ose decay rate at equilibrium is determined by its grand-parent RaB 

a beta emitter with a half life of 26.8 minutes. The lack of agreemeit 
oetween the observed apparent half life of 33 munites and this 26.8 
"Q-nute half life is probably the result of a perturbation produced by 

î0ng lived (19,7 intermediate RaC. Lack of complete 
quilibnum at the start of the decay observations would result in an 

half life 1 arger than that of the grand-parent RaB. Close 
«crutiny of the single set of observed values for the short-lived 
opponent shows a slight downward concavity in the early portion of 
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the curve, in complete aprcement with this explanation. Thus it seems 
that the identity of the shorter lived component has been established 
as RaC’ decaying at a rate determined by RaB. 

U235 has a correspondingly alpha emitting daughter AcC» whose 
decay rate is similarly controlled by AcB with a half life of 36.1 
minutes. The relative contribution of this isotope vrould be expected 
to be negligible and no activity with this half life has been identi¬ 
fied in our samples. 

The beta activity of this sample had an apparent half life of 28 
hours. The data are shown also in Figure B.l. 

A similar sample collected the same day in the field north of 
the Buster area gave essentially the same results on alpha activity 
but different results on the beta activity. This sample was collected 
for four hours from 7 Ah' until 11 Ah' but because of logistics was not 
counted until 5 FM« Activity measurements over a period of 20 hours 
indicated a half life of 10.5 * 0.2 hours for the alpha activity. The 
shorter-lived component had completely decayed before the measurements 
were begun. The beta activity on this sample had a half life of 
111 t O.li heirs. 

The ratio between the beta aid alpha activities on the two samples 
were of the same order of magnitude. A comparison of the activities 
measured six hours after the completion of the sampling is 

for the field sample - 36O and 
u5 

for the Camp No. 3 sample = 330 

On November 11 a series of samples were collected in the field by 
Project 2.5a in order to determine the order of magnitude of the 
"background” activity which ’would be superimposed on their air filter 
samples collected for the JANOTE tests. This data is shown in Table 
B.l. The values given are good to approximately 20£. The purpose 
of the experiment did not seer to justify the longer counting times 
required for greater accuracy. 
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TABLE B.l 

Airborne Contamination Observed on November 11, 1951 

Station 
ACC No. 

Time of Collection Cubic Feet 
Air Sampled 

Activity,3 
counts/min 

Start Finish a P 

2 1527 

1322 

0918 

0928 

I63O 

1522 

1315 

I528 

196 

375 

71*0 

1175 

9 

15 

25 

1*0 

_b 

150 

_b 

500 

23 1610 

IUO6 

1001 

1007 

1710 

1606 

11*01 

1607 

185 

370 

7l*o 

1110 

10 

15 

21* 

31* 

_b 

I30 

_b 

350 

1U 1550 

13k9 

09hh 

09hU 

1650 

151*9 

131*1* 

151*1* 

202 

305 

610 

915 

11 

13 

20 

36 

_b 

_b 

200 

_b 

a. Measured five hours after completion of sampling. 
b. Not measured. 
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The iaportance of neutron induced radionuclides has been 
investigated in several samples from Operation JAHGLE. Sp239, 
¿lieh is produced from the bomb materials, is the 011I7 neutron 
induced activity of rajor importance. 

The extent of fractionation of fission products at Operation 
JAKGLE vas shovm to be quite great. 

Gross decay and energy measurements were carried out on a 
number of samples from Operation JANGLE. These measurements 
Included a few samples as toon as six hours after detonation. 

Leaching was shown to have doubtful value as a method of 
soil reclamation after an underground burst under the conditions 
of this test. 



CHAPTER 1 

ßTRODTOTTOJi 

Tha parpóse of this portion of Project 2.6 is to detonaine the 
following characteristics of various radioactive soil saaplos: 

(a) The relative amounta of neutron induced and fission product 
radionuclides, 

(b) Gross decay rates and beta and gansaa-ray energies, 
(c) The leaching behavior of radioactive elements present in the 

soil. 

This infornation is useful in guiding hazard evaluation studies, 
development of contaminant simulants, and various corrtaaination- 
deoontarairation investigations. Thus, determinations of radiochemical 
composition indicate the radioelements to be considered in contamina- 
tion-decontamination investigations and in formulations of contaminant 
simulants, and they indicate the importance to the radiation hazard of 
the neutron-induced radionuclides; measurements of gross decay rates 
and beta and gamma-ray energies are usefully applied to radiation 
hazard studies as they show the rate at which the radiation field 
is decreasing and the types and intensities of radiations which must 
be dealt with; determinations of leaching characteristics are of value 
in estimating: (l) the feasibility of leaching as a method of soil 
reclamation, (2) tho relative merits of the various solutions with 
respect to soil reclamation and decontamination, (3) the correlation 
of laboratory experiments with field operations, and (4) the behavior 
of radioactive species in soil with respect to uncontrolled disturb¬ 
ances such as rainfall. 

Pour different types of soil samples were studied: scoop, core, 
differential fall-out, and size-separated fall-out samples. The scoop 
and core samples were collected for the National Institute of Health 
by the Evans Signal le boratory’s remotely controlled "weasel*. They 
were obtained from the crater lip by scooping up the surface soil and 
by driving a coring pipe into tho soil. The differential fall-out 
samples were collected as part of ihe U. S. Naval Radiological Defense 
Laboratory*s participation in Project 2.5a; a description of the dif¬ 
ferential fall-out collectors is given in the report of that project. 
The size-separated fall-out samples were collected as part of the 
D51GII1L participation in Program 6; a description of the stations is 
given in the report of that project. The fall-out samples were 
separated into fifteen size fractions by sieving. 
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For tho dotaruinations under (a), radiochomical analyses ware 1¾¾ 
at the site for Si^l, and Lb99. At DSNRDL, the following element* 

were deterainod radiochoraicolly: Ka*^, Ca^, T0-&, Gafé, Sj& 
Ib99f BaUO, ce1^, Zr9^, Ag3^, Ru103, Ru1^6, Cd113, ^ ^,239. 

For (b), all oaraples a-i-ailable before H ♦ 8 hr were counted at th* 
site on a scintillation spoctrouater and proportional counters utilizing 
autonatic absorber changors. The scintillation spoctronater was a con- 
Tentional one in vhich a 5819 photonultiplier drove a Bell and Jordan 
A-l linear anplifier follovred by a differential pulse analyzer coaled 
to a two decade scaler. Provision was also cade to scale total count. 
Autouatic scanning was accomplished by a synchronous motor driving the 
helipot that controlled the lover discrimination level in the analyser 
so the entire pulse height spectrum could be examined continuously and 
be recorded automatically with a Brown potentiometer. A diphetyl- 
aoetlyene crystal was used in the spectrometer for beta detection and 
a thallium-activated sodium iodide one for gamma detection. 

The redlining and some duplicate samples were counted at DSNRDL 
on side-window, argon-carbon dioxide gas-flow detectors connected to 
proportional counters. Aluminum and lead absorption curves were taken 
at periodic intervals to obtain average beta and gamma-ray energies as 
a function of time after detonation. 

For (c), scoop and core samples ground to pass a 100 mesh screen 
were obtained from the surface burst, and an untreated scoop sample was 
obtained from the underground burst. They were all returned to DSNRDL 
for the leaching experiments. 



CHAPÆR 2 

EIPSRT'îENTAl PROCEDURE 

2.1 EETERMIHATION OP RADIOCHEMICAL COMPOSniON OP SCOOP. CORE. 
DIPTERE NT IAL FALL-OUT. AND SIZE-SEPARATED TALL-OUT SAMPLES 

Radloehealeal analyses were sada of the following: sooop samples, 

nuiiïers 1 and 5 frou the surface burst and number 18 from the under¬ 
ground burst} core sample from the surface burst} differential fall-out 

samples, numbers 33-8 and 29-12 from the surface burst and numbers 

102-10, 103-15, 108-2, 108-6, 108-10, 108-15, and 108-19 from the 
underground burst} and siae separated fall-out samples, numbers G-l-6, 

G-l-8, G-1-9, G-l-12, 0-1-15, 1-1-7, 1-1-10, 1-1-11, 1-1-12, 1-1-15, 

1-1-12, N-l-15, H-5-9 and N-5-10 combined, N-5-11, and 5-5-15 fron the 

underground burst. The locations of the differential fall-out collector 

stations and the times relative to aero time that the pertinent sectors 

were exposed are listed in Table 2.1. The locations of the fall-out 

stations pertinent to the size-separated samples are listed in Table 2.2. 

The various screen sizes used to make the size separations are listed 

with the experimental results in Chapter 3. These screens were used in 

a ■Ro-Topn sieve shaker to separate the fractions. 

The scoop and size-separated samples had been ground to pass a 

100-mesh screen before portions were taken for analysis. The differ¬ 

ential fall-out (EFO) samples, which had been collected on 1.25-nil 
aluminum foil covered with a water soluble grease (carbowax 1500), 

were simply rinsed inte a platinum dish and evaporated to dryness. 

Known weights of scoop, core, and size-separated fall-out samples 

and total differential fall-out samples were fused in platinum crucibles 

with a carbonate, carbonate-borate, or carbonate-fluoride flux, the 

particular flux used being dependent on the analysis to be performed. 

The melts from the fusions were dissolved in lïl HCl or 1*2 HND^. 
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Tjí. rL'inra rvl Jirposxiras for E.O Collection 

Tr>C‘tiortq of D. 0 StctioDfl 

Diicoiicn fi-oa 
_jZrrpJPoí^t 

li %° ÏÏ 
a io^ s 
N 10° E 
N i>° E 
lí 3Í>° E 
N ^ IÍ 
)! 4p° w 
U 4L»0 tf 

Distanoe from 
Zero Point 
.JnL_ 

6,000 
U,coo 
20,000 
2,000 
2,000 
3,000 
3,000 
9,000 

Altitûdo aberre 
Zoro Point 

_(ft)_ 
20 

U2 
1.30 

20 
20 
30 
20 

205 

I 
.pie 
'0. 

Vir a of P-ODOsirre of UPO Sectors 
TÍdo (from -ero) 
Exposure Started 
____ 

29-12 (S) 
33* 

102- 

103- 
103- 
103- 
10S-] 
103- 
103- 

î-8 (S) 
-10 (U) 

-15 (u) 
-2 (U) 
-6 (U) 
-10 (u) 
-15 (U) 
-19 (U) 

Length of 
_Exposm-e 

6 rdn 
nln 
min 
days 
days 
nln 
nin 
nln 
nln 

6 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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£oo if 

i ;.-;o 7 
4;ooo :i 
3,00) :i 
2,cco :/ 

i.i v’ - :: -i pcjifcioa, 
t foo tvih bcrsts 

The radicchrslcal d.: '1".c1 ■ felîft-.riâ the prooeduras ftcu 
JLt: -do Zr.-jrm Co. -ui^ilcvi report.:- :.d:i edifications. (Sss 
IpjocáiÂ A*) ire p-.oc; durss fo. ci7J .-.cc, cc.Uu«., potsssivn, r insane so, 
irsj, etd pJîojr^oiciss eore davolc; .• 1 ¿t 2S¿ \! fi, bocr-nro those availablô 
*>.»:•* ti t stilt?l)lo f-> r the prs^ant voile. SaipTso vere prepared for 
eoavtij:^ by filt-j'.d-'S tho final pr^ o’pitóte on a 2.3 cj dlsiater filter 
papar, claiicj it la the cantor of an «Inwl-Tuî card, 1/16 in.thick ecd 
2 1/2 ir.îç- 3 l/4 i’-, ar.1 covc-?i~w it ith 1 rs/fl cn etrip of pLio- 
fil-j. Co-onfci»*s «as dona either oilh t.a euVjirdctr Geiger-tubo or a 
•iit)-n:!r i.*v, ga-j-flcu proporlioi :.! cot- itioj; tnla. 

1 "** ... . 
D.ÎÙ Ha ; n.ii. E-VLloa, and t.K. Glcalenin, *1 Kämual of the Eadio- 
cht- icol v-a,;!-dr.’.tion of FJSidra Producto Activities", CH-2515 
(no dj.tr.). 

C.D. Coija32, “Development of Kethcds for the Determinati. :i of Fisa ion 
Predict Activities in Plant Procees Solutions", CH-1312. Kay 23# 1945« 

ÏÏ. n-iyv.p ■’'iluta, "Che.tlcal Procedures used in Boiubarctaent Work at 
Birkelo-/1, hhjVW.12, Aiy. 30, 1949. 
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2,2 I&TKRMIVATIOH OF GROSS FfTAI RATES k'T) AVERAGE BETA ATO GAI.iïAHRAT 
SNaRGIES ^ ’ '" 

Pi-oportioncJ. ccnmters i.sre used in dotercirirtg activities of all 
c.^loo. ïüe counting ' ith le?d ab&wK-rB ^ns porfoivcd on a pro per- 
tiorwl co.ûitcr utilising ft b rge det(.ct<.r (5 in.x 12 in-x 1 1/A in) 
filled vith 90 por cent A—10 por c^nt CO2. Alnatexup foil (2.4 ^z/ 
eq cm) c&rved as v.lrdow t_tc*ial for this detector. The coxmting vith 

rhsorlors i.,iS perforrod on a proportional counter utilising & 
! ••Her d-.tecior (l I/5? in.di.*1'rater x 4 1/2 in) filiad vith 90 por cent 
A- -10 por cent GOj. Alu-.inua foil (/,.25 Lg/eq cm) reived as vin'ow 
: ¿toriftl for this e^ 'llcr detector. 

The differentiftl fall-cut car.ples rere on thin co?er glasees 
7/3 in. t-iu re. T>.ooe rere 1 ounted on F-luniinia cerda (2 X/2 in*x 
3 I/4 in-x 1/16 In). The other car epics vare aleo L-ovjvted on ths setea 
lÍ'.c aluni nui cards, but vers unifoirily opread over a circular area 
of 7/8 in*die otcr on the conter of the card. Each eauple vas covered 
vith a sheet (1 i.g/^ en) pliofilm hold in place by a pressure 
cer-itive tape. 

The cta-pl.e \ as placed 0.8 in. from the detector \iiGn aluni -ia 
cboorbers verc uicd and 2 5/16 in. from the dobictor v.hen load a'-'serbers 
vere used. The lead abaorbers vere al\-ys piaced vithin 7/8 in.of the 
detector and the aluni nun absorbers cere placed as close to the detvetor 
as possible. Corujts cere teben at regular intervals vith no added 
absorber pi*i vdth 0.0035, 0.0538, O.Lil, 0.279 , 0.454, 0.693, 1.38, 
2,08, and 2.75 gAl ca of aluminum and 2.0, 5.9, 9.85, I8.65, and 
24.55 c/*-q ^ of 

Counts of a standard source were taken periodically to check the 
st'-.bility of the counters, and background determinations uore t-ude each 
day. Coincidence coirecti.ons vere datermiried for each of the counters 
by the use of a tories of soinces prepared by dilution, giving a keacore 
of linearity of counting rate vith activity. 

2.3 CODlfTTI.-Q CAT ‘’RnATJON ER0CEDUHE 

Evcause of the spacial counting arrangement used, beta and 
gu a-ray absorption curves of r¿dionuclides of tnoun radiation 
tiutractoristics were taken for calibration and conparíeon purposes. 
The sfuples vere prepared in the same manner as the gross decoy 
V rples, and the cc>unting arrangements for the aluminum and lead 
absorption curves v.ore identical vith those used in the r.casurej onts 
of activities of the gross decey sanples ^th alminum and lead 
ab? orbsrBj,_ Tbo aluminum absorption curves of Sr°^, Tl20^, ï^°, 
rii' ioèu-^5 

luminu 
and i.gre taken in cider to establish the rslation- 

-(-,- 
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2,/, C-;T7R.'itr\TT0N O'?; rv.r.KJv :• Y h-.ví'íj OF £A;.Vp»<ri‘!WE IH TP2 
SOT'j ?(.vV ~ 

2,/>,T Spa Sw-'l* fv-. ? Sv .Tano E'-rrst 

Tho t^roo eoQ c: .::oleó (30 t'j /.0 g eaoi) uhich ;;3ro 
oVtif..* ;ii fr.-c.î the ewf-ice tv.. hid t:.3n ground at tho cite to pass 
a 100-. : -¾ gcradQ. Frou C'iCii of thcs^ s.-u^plej, eix portions apprcvi- 
EJ.t9?y cx^r'JL T7oro nelghr.i ou’o and pli-cod in separate Cellophane dlalyals 

a seventh s' |J.9, •,nighir3 atout 10 Eg, wae spread upon an alui:l- 
nin caul fed oofcalrl-og a rar. >: -o of tho specific so/1 activity and its 
decay claructrcictics. Tho first six portions vsre then treated with 
th'í foi lo./ir>g sloe aolutica -: in thi :.it nor doscrired bolo r: 

1. 
2, 
•s 

6. 

Distilled nater; 
So: oater; 
0.8 por CdCt "Dupor.ol CBj 
0..¾ per cert “Tide"; 
0.8 per cent Totmscdiun ethylene.disrdno- 
tetraacetate, hereafter refeitod to as 
SDCij 
10 per cent Triscdiun citrate. 

These Solutions had been freshly filtered in order to aini’iise the 
tmeertainties arising fron radiocolloid fomation. 

Ten rl of a given solution were introduced into the 
dialysis bag with the coil ard tho beg was then sunper.dod in another 
60 ml of the se’:o solutio t. This outer sol.uticn waa contained in a 
Lusteroid centrifuge tube. Tb: progress of tho systea to-.;ard equi¬ 
librium was folio-..od by withdrawing 5C0 X(ndcroliter) aliquots fixa 
incide ard outside tho beg. 

flhen the system bad beer ste r>g for about 24 hr, 3 ml 
aliquots of dialycate were withdrawn and JL. .-educed into another set 
of Lusteroid tubes, each containing approxLrntely 1 g of uncontaninated 
■ttrface soil which had been previously obtained fixa the site. This 
•oil had been protreated by placing it on a 200-aiesh sieve and washing 
it thoroughly to remove particles of colloidal size. The samples were 
•haben from tics to tir.e and the rate of ion-exchange between the solu¬ 
tion and soil was followed by allowing the soil to settle at appropriate 

- 7 - 
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intervals saicpUng the olear aupé man tant liquid thua obtainod# 
About 15 per cent of the eoil waa lost In the aieving operation, but, 
since no ultrafiltration apparatus raa available, this device waa con- 
aider ©d nore expedient than waiting for a ebcond set of dialyses to 
equilibrate. 

The various Iccchings were couparod with one wiothco: and 
with the original soil by naasuring their beta activities und or as 
identical conditions as the form and activity of the ssnple uould per¬ 
mit. 

2.4.2 Soil Secóle fron the Urdorproimd Burst 

The scoop soil sample obtained fro» the underground burst 
for this study consisted of about 30 g of extrecoly heterogeneous 
raterial, ranging in particle sise from 3/4 in. on dora. Obvious dif¬ 
ficulties in pwwpUng wore circinvented by choosing only that portion 
of the for experimentation which passed through a 20-r3sh screen. 
Thle portion of the grose sample was divided into eight representative 
and approximately equal fractions and the weight of each fraction vas 
determined. Tvo of these fractions rare combined and ground and used 
to obtain the spécifié activity of the untreated soil. The other six 
fractions vere treated separately with the sana six solutions that rere 
used on the cscples fron the curface burst. 

A procedure rodifiod somewhat from that for the surface 
burst \.as used. Approximately 1.2 g of soil, together with 10 nl of 
leaching solution, were introduced into a Insteroid centrifuge tub« 
and allowed to remin in contact for one hour. Tfcile in contact, the 
contente of the tube were thoroughly agitated every 5 nin* At the end 
of the hour the contents of the tube were centrifuged and 5 nl of the 
supsrmtant liquid ware withdrawn. Three 500 X aliquots of the super¬ 
natant rere used to determine the combined activity in ionic and col¬ 
loidal states removed in the leaching process uhile the remainder was 
separated into ionic and colloidal fractions by dialysis. 

Dialysis was carried out, as bafore, in Cellophans bags 
thieh ware iiraersod in 60 ml of fresh decontaminating solution. About 
24 hr after dialysis hsjd bo gun, samples were vitMravn in the usual 
i warmer to detcridns the activity of the ionic fraction. At the sans 
tima, 3 ml of dialys&te were withdrawn for investigating the ion- 
exchange properties of uncontaninated soil. After another /& hr, 
dialyeate aliquots were again withdrawn in order that the degree of 
equilibrium attained at the tina the first aliquots were taken might 
be determined. 

- 8 - 
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P 

Th) s-viy of th‘3 ion-oiC'îhai'S-a prop orties of the soil again 
eorsistod si:.ply in allo /ing tha ionic fraction of the leach to rt oin 
In contact yith freeh coil ar:-l Ea^pling the Evpernatant liquid fron ti-.a 
to tino. 

Sine î the c .oviit of soil orí v.’r.d Vy obtiiocl uas in^uf" 
ficiont to partit duplicata detar .dcatin-j to h) cada, an eoti ato of 
the r^prcdnoihility of tha exp >ri„antal proccluro ’..na obtained by leach¬ 
ing four different cauplau of activa a oil. with *.;atai ar.d cor.paring the 
retal ta obtcJLr.ad uith each othar. Sinca the pai*ticle si" 3 of thosa 
senplea ues necessarily greatox* than 20 r.esh, saapling x/aa loss reliable 
and the results should be taken as an upper linit of irroproducibility. 

It vas considered uore pi'acticable to carry out sevaral 
group separations rather than perfora a complete rediocheoical analysis 
of eaeh ionic fraction obtained in tha leachings. Standard radio- 
ohorical analytical procedures i/are then enployed to carry out scbco- 
quent ssparatious and purifications as the activity of the group ard 
tha ear a of fuxthei' separation «arrrnted. Individual isotopes were 
identified by tsars of absorption and decay chexactoristiea. Tha 
groups chosen and the nethods of soparation are suirarised in the fol- 
1 coring separation schcres: 

Cation Analysis 

To 25 nl aliquot of dialycate, 20 ng each of the follotrirg 
carriers were added: Co(l), 8r(n), Ca(ll), La(lll), l(in)» 
Organic saterial uas destroyed by boili? g in concentrated ETOq* 
The residue was taken up in a 20 per cent (1.3^)^0^ concentravsd 
HH^OH soluticn. 

Supernatant: 
Alkali setal 
activities 
and Cs(l) 
carrier 

Residue: Treated with H/2 E2S0^. 

Residxxa: 
Sr£0/| 
BaEO^, and 
associated 
activities 

Suparratent: Coaplexed rare earths 
by saking 1 par cent in EDTA and 
added saturated (K3/)2®2®4 

Residue : 
®ßC20^ 

Supernatant: Rare earth 
activities and La(lH) 
and T(III) earricars. 

Anion Analysis 

To 10 nl aliquot of dialysate were added 20 mg iodide-ion carrier 
und a standard radiochemical analysis was made. 

- 9 - 
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3.1 i)KCK-. ' íiCA r CO; rCS á’ 10 i C¿ S ' ' J 

ïlie re salts of tho radioo’r 'ical do t .n. ulrat loes ßio prdssntod in 
Tables 3,1 through 3.13 ard aro reported in tarne of relative fiaaion 
yioldd, relativo c.utrco captura cross sections, R-value3, and P°r“ 
eentage oontributioa to tho groes activit7 at cortain titaea aftor tho 
ato-ric herb dator.ations. 

The yields of all radiora-.clidos are couper cd to yield sat at 
6,0 per cent, erccopt in the caso of the si^o separated fall-out f?r-P-j3 
in which the/ aro compared to tho Co^:j> yield sot at 5,^ psr cent. For 
each radionuclide, the disintagiatioo rate per luimto at aero txise per 
amigraiii of soil, in tho caso of the soil seuplea, and per total 
sar ols, in tho cero of tho differentia! faü-cut ss rj!o3} was ealeu- 
latsd fron its Eoe.sured activity. Coi*rectionr» for the folio.rirg^ïere 
apelied to the measured activities: (1) volu .o of aliquot or woight oi 
soil, (2) gaovotry factor of counter as detnoined by a 1¾ standard, 
(3) che'iicc.1 yiald, (4) absorption of bota particles by couator windoir, 
air gap botveen sanple end winlo./, ard sat pie covering, and for enorgioa 
o? less than 0.5 ibv, by the sa?le itself, (5) daughter growth trhen 
occurring, (6) decay of radicunclida fron tho tics of detonation to the 
tire of count. For beta-rays with tnrcLcun energy above 0.6 Fov, the 
constant correction factor for saturation bachscattering froa the 
2/16 in. thick el.an.inua mounting cardsl did not have to be applied in 
the determination of relative fission yields. 

For tho percentage contribution to gi-oss activity calculations, 
all. tho above corrections were applied except that tha measured 
activities were corrected to an absolution of 7.65 i’o alimlnaa - 
the calculated amount of absorber through which tho gross activity 

Äaasuremants were made. 

B.P. Burtt, "Absolute Beta Counting", Nucloonics 5, (1949), 28. 

- il 
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The R-valuoa are defined byi 

R T2 R « —i-i— , (1) 

T1235 / V35 

there and T2 are the ohnorvod relative fission yields for t~o given 
redionuclidea, and and are the fission yields for the aatte 
iv.dionnclides in the thcrral neutron fission of 

Ecutron capture crocs-sections core calculated relative to that of 
erhitrerily set at 10 nllliharns. Since the capture cross-sections 

depend on the neutron energies and the latter undoubtedly change 
irrlccdly as "the neutrons diffuse out-..-axd froa their point of origin, 
the observed rsutron capture cross-sections pra expected to vary fton 
ECtple to sample. Possible n,p reactions, on other eletsnts present, 
i ^y trie sons contribution to the ar ount of radionuclide produced by 
the neutron capture reaction of interest. Consequently, the relative 
neutron capture cross-sections are observed not to be constant, but 
their orders of 1 agnitude and the extent of variation from earple to 
tr-ple are of interest. The table listing the cross-sections nlso 
cotos the quantitative analytical data and the possible n,p reactions. 

Approxirately half the radiochemical analyses nere done in dupli¬ 
cate, the reminder were single determinations. Of the duplicate 
rec-ults, 83 por cont had a rsan déviation of 10 per coat or lees, 
8 per cont (uix analyses) had a i.aan deviation greater than 15 par 
cent. 

It vas shown that even sampling procedures normally regarded as 
satisfactory failed to give homogeneous results from the scoop and 
core samples. For this reason, the over-all accuracy of the relative 
fission yield data is considered to be f 10 per cent for data on the 
differential fall-out camples, and jfc 15 psr cont for the data on the 
ccoop and core samples. The valúas given for percentage contribution 
at various tires following detonation are considered to have on over¬ 
all accuracy of Jr 20 per cent. 

- 12 - 
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TAÍT-’í 3.3 

Groas Activities^) of 8ize~Sopareted Fall- Out 
Samples in the Surface Burst 

burst. Counts taken on top shelf and corrected to 
10 per cent geometry; no absorption corrections 
were cadi. 

A blank indicates sample, if any, was combined with 
next snaller particle size range. 

- 15 . 
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TABLE 3.4 

Gross Activities^ of Siac-Separatcd Fall-Out 
Sarnies ia the Uniorgroimd Borst 

Sine 
Traction 
_No.,.,. 1 

Size Range 
D-l G-l 1-1 1-3 N-l E-3 K-5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
n 
12 
23 
14 
15 

5600 
4760 - 5600 
3327 - 4760 
2362 - 3327 
1651 - 2362 
1190 - 1651 
£40 - 1190 
539 - 040 
417-539 
295 - 417 
208 - 295 
147 - 208 
104- 147 
74 - 104 

74 

-(b) 

m 

30 
35 
30 
26 
42 

2 
173 

1,298 
403 
349 
631 
452 
861 
586 
427 
171 
119 
135 

7 
1,243 
1,010 

795 
733 
664 
709 
830 
716 
523 
436 

am 

13 
12 
63 
607 

1,142 
1,052 

703 
585 
774 
700 
612 
433 
4H 

9 

431 
238 
16 

130 

992 
708 
609 
396 

mm 

mm 

•m 

2 
198 
766 
834 
733 
597 
450 

381 
872 
856 
953 
820 
757 
520 
383 

Activities (counts/miVmg) ceasured 151 days after burst. 
Counts taken on top shelf and corrected to 10 per cent 
geometry; no absorption corrections vere i ade. 

A blank indicates sanple, if any, ras oonbined rith next 
Eoallor pcrticle sise range. 
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3«2 GF c‘v.L'’’• i, ■> ti-

Tt3 grcuB d-i: j ^ 5;i d ... ^ u.':

1 = ' :^ “ KZ)

lAera A ia t3i9 activio/ p-o u.i'i t:! i I3 t!i - t’ 3 sito.c djtcr.itlcii, 
k la a pi’oportior/ili'L^ c;. r.r^. V : ;w M b,vi a coabt:?^^
Taltia over c-irtiiri tv'"3 3Tic?r-/ I .-, i-c / tuV.a ai Ioxjs B3
tli3r-i3 has stiiiicisEiH acvivxly f.:. • ccv■ j. £;.•• •/ cmrc-3 of tLe 
▼arior^ E i'5)lea nei-j p7x/’ut 2 on ?o„-lcj v -n -i- er J tba voluea of n foir 
tli0wa £:. pica u-iT'j cot-lxol d:\ j fj-c ; I'r.^ elopoo of th-a cor/os.

Ths Tory l.:rgd c:_ >unt of c! /c.?. cbcila-. i fcao necessarily bsea 
prefcenteJ in a condonand foa.i 3xi Tc-blca 3.15 ai-l 3*16. Scoop-1, 
Scoop-5, ard Cove rcf&r to th-j ov- ijv.c*j fl'o-i the cratar fori:isd
I37 JA; 5Di Sta-fac3 TJ-15 r. ?:.7a -tn a Cv v.-7.;lta E3cop ri-.3g)l3
taliec fron tiiD cx'.'.t-.-* xc:.\:i2. 'lj Ui:-,*. .3 Eoi*a3^. Tbo loca
tions of the EI‘0 E7. pier; Trith rs pjci to ti-3 cratsc ai"© given in 
Table 2d of this r©poi t.

Since the slopx of the d-.x-y v 3 r.rlcd uitb the e.-;cr^-t of 
absorber placed over the r~."pl3 ar.d viib t5‘ e eftxr detonation.
Tables 3,15 and 3do p-'eaent* the dec.,/ .--i. .. -mb for th-o given 
absorber used over a nrr-ljer of ti 3 lu:»rvds '..liOi’e the slope 
appeared to be raaeonobly const:.-v:.

Proa the decay curves obtairci vith vai.‘lcGS absorbers, it la 
possible to censtru.ct beta and g;:.-.. ’.-r.ny absor-ptioa cunss of the 
radiations at any t3 e within th.. int::'v.‘l cc/a.rid by the corves.
Such curves were constrooted fre : tbs doony data at various intervals 
after the bo.nb dotoirit5ona.

Analyses of the alujdnu 
they could each bo epp .*o-h. :t 
Tarious relative ebuninnees. 
eoEporents varied vlth £ar.ple 
curves showed the presence of 
possible, the lead absorption 
eoBiponenta.

: c:’.’ lord c-bcerptivn curv-ua abo..-ed that 
;d faddy .all by t.o co;.ponents of 
Tlx-3 ebco.pbicn ccaffioi-sts of the 
ar I j3th t3’ a. Geviral lead absoi'ption 
a third Ic.: et-xr^./ ca.xtpenent, and There 
cxH’ves ici'o rrcolv.;! into throe apparent

- 2*^ -
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In order to obtain inforcation on the energies of the various 
beta-ray components, a calibration curve of maximum beta-ray energy^ 
versus half-thickness was constructed from the data of the absorption 
curves of Sr90, Tl20^, P52, I90, Zr9?, aud Ki)95. These radionuclides 
all gave atraight line carves out to Approximately tuo-thirds of their 
t:axinua beta-ray range in plots of logarithm of activity versus thick¬ 
ness of added aluuinum absorber. 

The half-thickness of each of the components in the aluminum 
absorption craves vas calculated, and from this the corresponding 
r-axirram bota-ray energy vas obtained directly from the calibration 
curve. The average jnorgy of the beta-ray spectrum associated with 
each bsta-ray cor pononV of given máximum energy vas calculated fi-oa 
the data given by lirinalli. The average beta-ray energies of the 
various samples at each of the selected times were computed from the 
relative abundances of the components and their average energies. 
All of these data for bota-rays are listed in Tables 3.17 and 3*18. 

For the gamna-ray energy studies, calibration absorption measure- 
Ljnts vere made. Half-thickness values of 12.3 and 7.2 g/eq cm of lead 
vare determined for Co60 and the pair Zr“5-Eb95 from their respective 
lead absorption curves as taken in the counting arrangèrent used for 
the gross decay satples. According to the theoretical relationship 
of geuria-rey energy to half - thickness, these values correspond to 
energies of 1.30 and 0.74 the reported ganna-ray energies are 
1.17 and 1.33 for Co60, 0.71 for Zr??, and 0.76 for Kb?-». This agree¬ 
ment in gamna-ray energies as reported in the literature and as deter- 

Nmined by lead absorption measurements in the special counting sot-up 
used for the gross decay samples demonstrates that the absorption 

1 curve technique used here is satisfactory for determining ganm-ray 

! energies. 

In the majority of cases, the gamma-ray absorption curves con¬ 
structed from the gross decay curves were resolved into two components. 
The energies of the components were obtained from their half-thicbiess 
values by reference to the theoretical relationship between energy and 
half-thickness. Average gamma-ray energies for each of the samples at 
the different selected tines vere computed from the relative abun- 

^ The taxiirua beta-ray energy values of these nuclides were tak.,n from 
The National Bureau of Standards Circular ¿22. 

3 L.D. Farinelli, R.F. Brinckerhoff, and G.J. Hins, "Average Energy of 
Beta-Rays Emitted by Radioactive Isotopes", Rev. Fod._ 19 
(1947), 25 

26 
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dances and er - of t-n cc ïhsce d,ita are sir-raariaed 1» 
Tables 3.19, 3.W, ?rA 3.’J. 

Ipparer.t energia cbt;*dr¿.i iVc » th.- recoluMcn of lead absorption 
rorves teken on a sciutmation are listed in Table 3.20. 
fulss height «tily si a data -..hare cbtairabla on the scintillation 
¿atector are also lifted iu Table 3»20. 

TA^il?. 3.14 

fhjsic?! Appearance of Semples 

Sa-_il o Ptysicol Anteararco 

Scoop 1 
Scoop 5 
Core 
DFO-19 
DbO-lli) 
DF0-102 
DSX)-103 
DfC-lOS 
U-1B 

Finely ground coil 
Finely ground soil 
Finely ground soil. 
Fino dust 
Fino duct 
Sard p-articles, sore duct 
Heavy layer of fino sand 
Sand particles, sono dust 
Finely ground soli 

on - 
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TABLE 3.15 

Gross Decay for tho Surface Burst 

Added Absorber Decay Exronent 
Tine Inter\Tal 

(days) 

Tho gross decay at 0 added absorber for this 
sample, between the period of 4*5 hr and 55 hr 
after the detonation, was resolved into two 
apparently predominant activities with half 
lives of 3.1 hr and 20.2 hr. 

(mg/ca£ Al) 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3*45 
53.8 

141 
279 

(ug/caS Al) 
0 and 3.45 
0 end 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
56.7 
56.7 
56.7 

141 
141 
221 
221 

221 
221 
221 

279 
279 
454 
580 
580 
580 
6?3 

- 2B 
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TABLE 3.15 (Continaed) 

Gross Decoy for the Surface Burst 

Sanóle Added Absorber Decay Esoonsnt 
Tins Interval 

(days) 

Scoop 1 
(Cont*d) (g/cia£ Al) 

1.57 and 2.34 
1.57 and 2.34 
2.750 
2.750 

(g/ca^ Fb) 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
5.7 
5.7 
5.9 
5.9 
5.9 
9.85, 14.7, 

18.65, and 24.55 
14.45 
14.45 

1.4 
0.98 
0.8 
1.4 

1.2 
1.8 
0.9 
1.34 
1.04 
1.2 
1.3 
1.0 

1.2 
1.42 
1.09 

0.5 - 5.8 
5.8 - 83 
1.1 - 3 
3 - 10 

1.2 - 7 
7 - 20 

20 - no 
0.5 - 7.5 
7.5 - 108 
1.2 - 8 
8 - 50 

50 - 120 

1.2 - 120 
0.5 - 5 
5 -108 

Scoop 5 (ag/ca^ Al) 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3*45 

53.8 
53.8 
56.7 
56.7 
56.7 
56.7 

141 
141 
141 
221 
221 
221 

0.47 
0.96 
2.6 
1.5 
1.4 
0.93 
0.85 
1.62 
1.37 
1.02 
1.6 
0.88 
0.67 
1.86 
1.39 
0.60 

1.1 - 2 
2-6 
6 - 20 

20 - 120 
1.1 - 60 

60 - 120 
0.54 - 1.0 
1.0 - 9.6 
9.6 - 37.5 

37.5 - 108 
1.1 - IB 

18 - 50 
50 - 120 
0.54 - 3.8 
3.8 - 23 

23 - 108 
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PROJECT 2.6c-2 

TAKTJE 3*15 (Contljiaed) 

Gross Decay for the Surface Burst 

Saraple Added Absorber Decay Exponent 
Tine Interval 

(days) 

Scoop 5 
(Cont'd) 

(ng/cm^ Al) 
454 
454 
454 
454 
580 

.580 
692 
692 
692 
692 
(g/oa2 Al) 

2.75 
2.75 
2.75 

(g/ce2 Kb) 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
5.7 
5.7 
5.7 
5.90 
5.90 
5.90 
9.85, 14.7, 

18.65, and 24.55 

1.3 
1.9 
0.74 
0.48 
1.43 
0.65 
1.2 
2.0 
0.94 
0.65 

0.86 
1.9 
1.1 

1.02 
1.8 
1.0 
0.94 
1.28 
1.09 
1.2 
1.3 
1.0 

1.2 

1.1 - 5 
5 - 15 

15 - 50 
50 - 120 
0.54 - 27 

27 - 108 
1.1 - 5 
5 - 18 

18 - 50 
50 - 120 

1.1 - 4 
4 - 18 

18 -86 

1.2-7 
7 - 24 

24 - 106 
0.54 - 1.3 
1.3 - 7.9 
7.9 - 108 
1.2 - 8 
8 - 50 

50 - 120 

0.54 - 120 

Core (ng/eaS Al) 
0 and 3*45 
0 and 3*45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 3.45 

53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
56.7 
56.7 
56.7 

0.8 
1.0 
2.1 
1.3 
1.6 
2.1 
1.1 
1.10 
1.32 
2.61 

0.25 - 1.1 
1.1 - 4 
4 - 25 

25 - 120 
1.1 - 2.5 
2.5 - 15 

15 - 120 
0.28 - 0.67 
0.67 - 1.8 
1.8 - 5.8 
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TABIE 3.15 (Continued) 

Gross Decay for ths S»irfaca Burst 
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PROJECT 2.6c-? 

TABLE 3.15 (Concluded) 

Gross Decay for the Surface Burst 

Sarrple Added Absorber Decay Exponent 

^_" ^ —,-srr- rrrrs 
Tice Interval 

Core 
(Cont'd) 

(g/ct|2 Fb) 
14.45 
U.45 
U.45 
14.7 
14.7 
18.65 
18.65 
24.55 
24.55 

0.67 
1.25 
3.54 
1.7 
3.4 
1.8 
3.4 
1.7 
3.4 

0.28 - 0.67 
0.67 - 1.8 
1.8 - 5 
1.2 - 2 
2-6 
1.2 - 2 
2-6 
1.2 - 2 
2-6 

Scoop 1 (mg/ca? Al) 
0.0 and 3.45 

53.8 
341 
(g/co^ Fb) 

2.00 
5.90 
9.85 

14.7 

1.3 
1.1 
0.65 

1.6' 
1*4 
1.3 
1.6 

120 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 

110 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 

Scoop 5 (ng/cn£ Al) 
0.0 and 3.45 

53.8 
341 
454 
(g/csn^ pb) 

2.00 
5.90 
9.85 

1.3 
0.9 
0.65 
0.48 

1.5 
1.3 
1.2 

120 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 

106 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 

Core (tog/ca? Al) 
0.0 and 3.45 

53.8 
341 

1.1 
1.1 
1.4 

120 - 186 
120 - 186 
120 - 186 

ririh ..H.ILH .. . . 
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3.16 

Grosr« D u-.ív for tbe ïïr''..rK^ouní Burst 

AHdAb-:0.-0-jr 

(i”-A .?- Al) 

0.0 and 345 
0.0 a-1 3.45 
0.0 er 1 3.45 
0.0 erd 3.45 

53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
5Ó.7 
56.7 
56.7 

141 
141 
Ul 
221 
223. 

221 
279 
279 
279 
454 
454 
580 
580 
580 
693 
693 
(g/ca2 Al) 

1.57 
1*57 
2.35 
2.35 

(g/cEi2 Pb) 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
5.7 
5.90 
5.90 

Do -'y S’T.oront 

0.7/ 
1.0 
1.5 
1.4 
14 
1,2 
1.3 
1.03 
1,05 
1.49 
1.09 
1.7 
0.94 
1.03 
1.09 
1.92 
0.59 
1.9- 
0.76 
0.60 
2.3 
1.2 
0.84 
1.90 
1,29 
2.0 
1.1 

1.03 
1.31 
0.88 
1.24 

0.97 
1.4 
1.0- 
1.36 
1.4 
0.95 

ïiin-a Interval 
(de.ya) __ 

0.23 *• 0.8 
0.8 - 5 
5 - 40 

40 - 120 
0.8 - 12 

3.2 - 40 
40 - ¿5 
65 - 120 
0.25 - 0.5 
0.5 - 13.7 

11.7 - 88 
0.8 - 7 
7 - 40 

40 - 120 
0,25 - 0.75 
0.75 - 9.6 
9*6 - 63 
0.8 - 6 
6 - 40 

40 - 120 
0.8 - 4 
4 - 30 - 
0.25 - 0.56 
0.56 - 3 - 
3 - 9.6 
0.8 - 4 
4 - 20 

0.25 - 4 - 
4 - 9.6 
0.27 - 1.9 
1.9 - 8.3 

0.79 - 1.2 
1.2 - 5.8 
5.8 - 110 - 

0.25 - 9.6 
0.79 - 5.8 
5.8 - no 

33 
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PROJECT 2.6c-2 

TABLE 3«16 .(Continued) 

Gross Decay for the Underground Burst 

Sample Added Absorber Decay Exponent 

-- , _ 
Tiae Interval 

(days) 

U-18 
(Cont’d) 

(g/ca* Pb) 

9.85 
9.85 

H45 
18.65 
18.65 
18.65 
24.55 
24.55 
24.55 

1.4 
0.98 
1.36 
14 
0.91 
0.98 
1.3 
0.89 
1.0 

0.79 - 5.8 
5.8 - no 
0.25 - 9.6 
0.79 - 5.8 
5.8 - 11 

11 - 97 
0.79 - 5.8 
5.8 - 11 

11 - 40 

IFO-102 (ng/cn2 Al) 
0 and 3*45 
0 and 3.45 
0 and 345 

53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
56.7 
56.7 

141 
141 
141 
141 
221 
221 
279 
279 
279 
279 
454 
454 
454 
580 
580 
692 
692 

0.93 
1.5 
1.2 
1.6 
1.3 
1.1 
1.57 
1.16 
1.8 
1.3 
1.1 
0.75 
1.94 
1.35 
1.7 
1.2 
0.83 
0.55 
14 
1.2 
0.53 
1.51 
0.62 
1.2 
0.74 

2.1 - 5 
5 - 30 

30 - 96 
2.1 - 10 

10 - 30 
30 - 96 

1 - 11.3 
11.3 - 96 
2.1 - 4 
4 - 10 

10 - 30 
30 - 120 

1 - 4.6 
4.6 - 20.8 
2.1 - 5 
5 - 12 

12 - 30 
30 - 96 
?.l - 6 
6 - 30 

30 - 120 
1 - 25 

25 - 96 
2.1 - 30 

30 - 120 

- 34 - 
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FrOJ.SCï ?.6c-? 

Tix<r.-; 3An (Cor1M,...ca) 

Gro¿s r^o-iy fo»' tho Uûd uv.-o'-u:.! 3i.*vut 

SâxjdI^, 
IFO-IC« 
(Cont*d) 

_Add^dJVbqo I De 

(r r/c 2 Al) 

454 
45^ 
454 
5ÍO 
5S0 
692 
692 

(g/ct2 A3.) 
1.57 fti-d 2.35 
1.57 and 2.35 
1.57 ard 2.35 
1.57 ard 2.35 
2.75 
2.75 
2.75 

(g/ca2 Pb) 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
5.7 
5.7 
5.9 
5.9 
9.35 
9.85 

14.45 
14.45 
14.7 
18.65 
18.65 
24.55 

1.9 
1.2 
0,53 
l./;8 
0.64 

0.76 

0.85 
1.25 
1.86 
1,03 
1.1 
1.7 
1.15 

1.3 
1.6 
1.1 
1.4 
1.38 
0,92 
1.3 
0.93 
1.3 
1.1 
1.47 
0.86 
1.2 
1.3 
1.2 
1.2 

I Tino Interval 
míij __ (di'/O 

2,1 
4 

34 
0.96 

27 
2.1 

34 

O.96 
2.2 
6.7 

22 
2.1 
9 

34 

2,1 
7 

20 
36 

0.96 
7.1 
2.1 

36 
2.1 

10 
0.96 
54 
2.1 
2.1 

10 
2.1 

4 
34 
96 
27 
96 
34 

13.0 

- 2.2 
- 6.7 
- 22 
- 46 
- 9 
- 34 
- 96 

- 7 
- 20 
- 36 
- no 
- 7.1 
- 33 
- 36 
- 96 
- 10 
~ 36 
- 5.4 
- 30 
- 36 
- 10 
“ 36 
- 36 

l"7 - 



TABLE 3.16 (Continued) 

Gx'Osa Dsoiy for the Underground Bimst 
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PROv'fCT 2.^c 

T¿3.V, (CoixTu,» .0 

GrOL ) PäOi./ for thù Ur^írgioj-.i Burat 

=,-,.-, 

__ S «rol,«. 1 

B,’0-103 

AV .ore. r ■ fr T *r*/^ • ^nf*, 
Tir.a Interval 

( - ? ¿1) 
0,0 a? 'T 3 • / fj 

53.3 
l/jl 
279 
454 
693 
(g/c.:2 A3.) 

2.75 

1.4 
1,1 
1.0 
0.60 
0.70 
0.70 

1.Ó 

- . ^ 

110 - 176 
110 - 176 
110 - 176 

9*/ - 176 
110 - 176 
110 - 176 

110 - 176 

UFO-IC3 (u^/t ;2 Al) 
0.0 aj-d 3.45 

53.3 
341 
279 
454 
692 
(g/c..2 Al) 

2.75 
(g/c.:2 Fo) 

5.9 

1.2 
1.0 
0.75 
0.85 
0.60 
0.75 

1.7 

1.2 

110 - 176 
110 - 176 
110 - 176 
96 - 176 
96 - 176 

110 - 176 

96 - 176 

96 - 143 

tablí: 3.17 

Beta-Ray Encrgioe for tha Surface Burat 

Sampla 

Tinie JLfter 
Détonation 

(days) 

l&x.Energy 
_ (l'yv) 

Average 
Enorpv 

Ratio 
Soft/ 
Hard 

Average 
Energy _Soft 

0.31 

Hard Soft Hard 

UFO-19 0.17 2.30 0.10 0.92 2.1 0.36 
Scoop 1 1.06 

4.1 
6.3 

10.0 
31.0 O

 O
 O

 O
 O

 

2.5 
1.6 
2.3 
l.S 
2.1 

0.33 
0.14 
0.16 
0.18 
0.26 

1.1 
0.59 
0.92 
0.75 
0.89 

7.3 
2.31 

42 
10.0 
3.4 O

 O
 O

 O
 O

 

è
ô
f
e
k
è
i 
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PROJECT 2.6c-2 

TÜ3LE 3.17 (Contlmed) 

Bdta-Ray Energies for tbe Surface Burst 

Sar oie 

Tii^ After 
Detonation 

(days) 

I'ax.Énargy 
_(r.3v)_ 

Softl Hard 

Average 
EnargT 

Ratio 
Soft/ 
Hard 

Average 
. Energy Soft Hard 

Scoop 1 
(Cont*«!) 

59 
92 

0.49 
0.41 

2.0 
2.2 o

 o
 

b
k

 
o

 o
 1

 
8

k
 

-
1 

1.9 
1.5 o

 o
 

li
fe

 1 

Scoop 5 1.1 
2.3 
3.6 
4.1 
5.08 
6.30 
7 

10 
12 
31 
92 

• 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
!

 
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

 
2.2 
1.75 
108 
1.46 
1.46 
146 
147 
1.79 
2.2 
2.4 
2.3 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

 

0.94 
0.66 
0.50 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.68 
0.87 
1.04 
0.92 

5.3 
2.2 
2.04 
2.7 
2.8 
3.7 
3.2 
6.9 
6.8 
4*8 
1.6 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

 

Core 0.28 
1.2 
2.3 
3.6 
4.1 
5.1 
6.3 
9 

10 
31 

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

 
O

O
i
H

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
 

-
1 

2,1 
1.9 
2.3 
2.2 
1.70 
2.00 
2.00 
2.4 
1.8 
2.2 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

 

0.83 
0.82 
0.92 
0.87 
0.64 
0.78 
0.78 
0.98 
0.75 
0.94 

1.16 
2.4 
4.12 

13.6 
5.8 

29.3 
16.2 
16.0 
13.0 
2.9 

o
o
o
ö
ö
ö
ö
o
o
o

 

Scoop 1 186 0.28 2.4 0.09 0.97 0.79 0.58 

Scoop 5 186 0.43 2.6 1 o.u 1.06 0.78 0.67 

- 40 - 
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PF.ojr.c: 2.60-2 

ta if 3 ,V5 

Bv’ui-R-’.y E-o.vic.î foe tin Ur.’.^oi-ri Bur-t 

Sir-?lo 

tJjx'j iXt'ir 
Deto’üfcioi 

i'ar..Si.jr y 
_(r.u) 

Soft 1 fv.u 

Avo.-;:w j 
Em i-/ t 

Son l7--\d 

Ratio 
Soft/ 
Eral 

Avercg3 
Emr.'X 

rL-!0-125 1.1 0.57 

o’.if 
0.67 
O./3 
0.73 
0.56 

O.JEJ 
0.77 
0.51 
0.90 
0.55 

1.9 
2 r 
2.70 
l,', 
2.0 
2.5 

0.20 

” 0.23* 
0.22 
0.33 
0.27 
0.38 

0,30 
O.26 
0.17 
0.3A 
0.36 

o.ä 
0.20 
0,30 
0.18 

0.S2 2,2 0.39 

U-13 1.1 
5 

10 
30 
90 

I.04 
1.33 
0.59 
0„S7 
1,03 

2.6 
22.3 
3.5 
4*2 
1.6 

0.47 
0.26 
0.23 
0.39 
0.51 

LX)-102 2.3 
5 
9.5 

30 
89 

2,0 
2.6 
1,8 
2.3 
2,1 

T.T" 
1.8 
2.4 
2.1 

0.87 
1,03 
0.75 
0.99 
0.83 

4.2 
15.7 

5.8 
4.6 
0,61 

0.4I 
0.31 
0.26 
046 
0.58 

1^0-103 2.2 
9.5 

30 
89 

0.79 
0.5^ 
0.86 
0.57 

0.32 
0.75 
1.04 
0.80 

4.8 
7.8 
5.9 
0.80 

0.38 
0.26 
041 
0.52 

DJ0-10Ö 2.1 
4.9 
9.4 

30 
89 

0.91 
0.65 
0.65 
0.79 
0.57 

leS 
2.35 
2.0 
2.0 
2.5 

0,34 
0.21 
0.23 
0.26 
0.18 

0.75 
0.95 
0.87 
0.87 
1,03 

1.2 
18.4 
14.0 
4.0 
1.34 

0.53 
0.25 
0.27 
0.4I 
0.54 

U-1Ö 176 1 0.25 2.5 0.08 1.03 0.68 0.64 

DF0-102 176 0.34 2.5 0.11 1,03 0.32 0.81 

B70-103 176 0.31 2,3 0,3.0 0.92 0.42 0.63 

iFo-ioa 176 0.3112.4 0.10 0.97 0.43 0.72 



PROJECT í-.éc-?. 

TABLE 3.19 

Gamraa-Ray Energies for the Surface Burst 

Sarnie 

Tina After 
Detonation 

(days) 

Energies 
(Key) 

HaTIo" ~6T~AbundaHeS" 
of Soft Component 
to that of Hard 
Component at Zero 

Absorber 

Average 
Gamma-Ray 
Energy of 
Sample 
(?*3V) 

Soft 
Component 

Hard 
Component 

Scoop 1 1.2 
10.2 
31.0 
92 

0.26 
0.26 
0.37 
0.56 

0.84 
0.96 
0.92 
0.81 

1.3 
1.8 
0.46 
0.31 

0.51 
0.51 
0.75 
0.75 

Scoop 5 1.2 
10.2 
31.0 
92 

0.31 
0.31 
0.37 
0.35 

0.87 
0.95 
1.01 
0.82 

1.3 
1.7 
0.61 
0.32 

0.56 
0.55 
0.77 
0.71 

Core 1.3 
10.1 

0.38 
0.35 

1.9 
0.82 

0.21 
0.88 

1.6 
0.60 

Scoop 1 186 0.69 0.69 

Seotp 5 186 0.76 0.76 

TABLE 3.20 

Gamma-Ray Energies for the Surface Burst 

(From the Scintillation Counter) 

Ssj^ole 

Tire After 
Detonation 

(days) 

Energies 

Absorption Spectrometer 

Core 2.3 
3.6 
4.1 
5.1 
6.3 

. 
, 

1 
' 
.
.
l
i

 
o
 o
 

1 
_

 

~3.5 
2.0 
1.77 
1.6 
1.4 

! fH • 
I 
°
 0.25 

Scoop 1 2.3 
3.6 
4.1 
5.1 

11 
39 

0.32 
0.3C 
0.30 
0.32 
0.26 

0.94 
0.8 
0.9 
1.03 
1.03 
0.91 

0.1 0.37 0.6 



H'.OJLGT ¿.fe-2 

T;Bttí1 3.20 (Continu-, 1) 

Gwcj.vR-y Energie 3 fe*- tlrj Suifacj Bv'et 
(Pro:; tb3 Scir-tjl y.-.Um Co.nc^*) 

TÍ.BT.S 3.2 

GaSi-a-Eoy Energies for tba 

1 

0rdergrou::d Buret 

Sarcle 

Tins iftor 
Dotonatioa 

(dava) 

Erur^ 
. (r * 

Soft 
Coi por 

'iea 
rl__ 

Hard 
Co'^ronent 

Ratio of AbundaJQce 
of Soft Cojponant 
to that of Herd 
Corpocont at Zero 

Absorber 

Average 
Gamma-Bey 
Energy of 

Sample 
(rey) , 

D-lß 0.79 
5 
9.4 

29 
90 i 

?
 

i 
c

 
o

 o
 

o
 

i * 
V

,,C
».

°C
» 0.90 

1.3 
1.C8 
0.92 
0.74 

0.59 
1.21:0.63:1 

1.1 
0.42 

o
 o

 o
 o

 o
 

Eu-ioa 2.6 
5 
9.5 

27 

0.29 
0.34 0.26 

0.31 
0.39 

0.65 
0.96 
0.88 
0.94 

1.6 
1.63:0.84:1 

1.2 
0./3 

0.51 
0.44 
0.57 
0.78 

UF0-103 2.2 
9.4 

29 

0.31 
0.31 
0.25 

0.90 
1.01 
1.C6 

1.1 
1.0 
1.0 

0.60 
0.66 
0.66 

- 43 - 
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TABUE 3«21 (Continued) 

Gaima-Ray Energies for the Undergroxmd Burst 

1:-0-108 

Tine After 
Detonation 

(days) 

Enargies 
(hfey)_ 

Ratio of Abundance 
of Soft Component 
to that of Hard 
Component at Zero 

Absorber 

Average 
Gamma-Ray 
Energy of 
Sample 

_(üieL-. 
Soft 

Conponent 
Hard 

Component 

2.1 
5 
9.4 
29 
90 

0.30 
0.11 0.29 

0.34 
0.33 

0.84 
1.03 
0.92 
1.2 
0.88 

1.3 
1.94*0.63il 

1.1 
0.56 

■■ o
 o

 o
 o

 o
 

3.3 LE»:CHm BEHAVIOR OF SOIL SAMES 

Soes examples of the percentages of total activity removed from 
the scoop and core ssnples from the surface burst by the decontaminating 
solutions are shown in Table 3.22A. For each solution except sea water, 
the activity is broken down into the percentage appearing in the ionic 
otate and that in the colloidal state. Such a breakdown for sea water 
iras precluded by the fomation of colloidal raterial (possibly algae) 
in the dialysate. Unless otherwise indicated, these values refer to 
171 hr after detonation and 134 hr of contact between soil and decon¬ 

taminant. 

Some results of the ion-exchange experiments are presented in 
Table 3.22B. The values shorn were calculated from the relution-Mp 

Ao(t) - *8^) (3) 

HAo(t) 

whore A0(t) is the activity of the original dialysate at time t, 
A (t) is the activity of the supernatant liquid from the soil mixture 
a? the same time t, both activities referring to 500 A aliquots, and 
IT is the weight of the soil in grams. It should be noted that t, here, 
refers to the time at which the activities were measured and not to 
the duration of contact between soil and dialysate when the aliquots 
were taken. This latter time was 24 hr. 

- ¿4 - 
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The percentages of total activity reroved ftem the underground 
burst sample are broken down according to their physical state and 

presented in Table 3.23A. In order to check the selectivity of the 

solutions, the variation of these percentages with time has been 

determined from the decay curves of the aliquots and of the original 

be:.pie. Both the earliest velues obtained and values for a substan¬ 
tially greater period of decoy time are presented for comparison. By 

conparing the activities of the first set of aliquots with the activi¬ 

ties of another set taken hr later, it was established within the 

error of the experiront that these values refer to equilibrium condi¬ 
tions . 

In Table 3»23B, the results of the ion-exchange experiment are 

uumnarised by Keans of the sane function used in the previous section. 

Here, however, the values presented for the different periods of con¬ 

tact wore obtained from separate sets of aliquots and the increase of 

the values with time is due to the slow attainment of equilibrium. 

An absorption curve of the ground 20 mesh fraction of the 

original cample vas taken and compared to the absolution curve of 

a thoroughly polverized and nixed portion of the original scoop 

earpie. The identity of the curves established the fact that dis¬ 

carding the larger size particles did not produce any significant 
fractionation of the conttminating activity. 

The upper limit of irreproducibility, as determined from the 

standard error of four identical water leaches on four representa¬ 

tive samples of particle sise somewhat greater than 20 mesh, was 
£ 15 per cent. 

The results of the analytical procedure are summarized in 

Table 3.24. For any given source of radiation, the tabulated data 

represent the activity in 1 ml of dialysate due to that source. By 

means of the known decay characteristics, all data have been com¬ 

puted for 43 days after detonation. The relative amount of dialysata 

activity accounted for can be readily seen by comparing total amount 

of activity obtained from the sources listed for ary given solution 

with the activity of 1 ml of that solution as shown at the bottom of 
the table. 

The Cs^7 activities in sea water, "Tide", and sodium citrate 

dialysates were found to be anomalously high and have not been 

reported. This anomaly is believed to be due to the concentration 

of alkali metals in algae, sediment, and mold, respectively, over 

prolonged periods of standing and to the introduction of these con¬ 

centrates into the aliquots chosen for analysis. 

- 46 - 
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An inadfyrtent contanination of alkaline earth activities during 

analysis ha.3 mide the presentation of exact values for Sr°^, 

ard laHO ^ soa water iaposaible. It has bean possible, however, 

to calculate a fairly narrow range of limits for these activities and 

these values have been offered along with the more reliable data. 
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CHAPIN 4 

DTSÇUSoIÇjl 

4,1 pADIOÇHKMiC^ COIIFQSITjûN OF 

The radlochördcal investigatíonj of samples collect'd at Operation 
JAl.GLE give information on (l) the shape of the fission yield curvo of 
products of a be b fission process, (2) the extent of production of 
several neutron induced radionuclides, (3) the existenca of fraction¬ 
ation of several radionuclides, and (4) the contribution of several 
induced radionuclides and fission products to the measured gross bota- 
activity as a function of time after detonation. 

In the thomal neutron fission process, the ratio of fission 
yields of radionuclides at tho E-ur a of the fission yield curvo to 
the. ) at the aininrun is about six to one. Although the curves 
obtained in these studies are not clearly defined because of fraction¬ 
ation effects, tbe ratio seems smaller in the bomb fission process. In 
the surface burst, the ratio is about one hundred to one for the scoop 
and core samples and about three hundred to one for some of the differ¬ 
ential fall-out samples. In the underground burst, the ratio is about 
six hundred to one for both the scoop sample and the differential fall¬ 
en t namnlfis. 

- ‘d 
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4.2 fâOSS ISCAI RATES AND BETA AND GAKKA-RAY ENERGIES 

In the tables, the vaines for the ratio of abundance of the sort 
radiation component to that of the hard radiation conponent varied 
appreciably, since the values were determined from intercepts of slopes 
of half-thickness curves idlth the sero added absorber axis. A F'all 
change in half-thickness of the soft cornponent would make an appreciable 
change in ratio of soft to hard radiation. Similarly, the scatter of 
experimental points nade it difficult to define the slope of the curves 
accurately. The combination of these errors contributed a maxiiuua 
error of about ¿ O.O4 üov to the average energies. The total error 
in average beta and garam-ray energy is estimated to be approximately 
i 0.1 Eev. 

Average beta-ray energies range from 0.17 to 0.52 ibv for the 
surface burst and from 0.23 to 0.58 for the underground burst. In both 
cases, the average energy showed a general decrease with time at eerly 
tl'.as, and a gradual tendency to increase at later times; the wiwinai 
occurred at about 10 days. Average gacrna-rey energies range fron 0,51 
to 0.77 Jbv for scoop samples and from 0.6 to 1,6 Tov for the core 
rample from the surface burst and from 0.51 to 0,88 t'ev for the scoop 
sample from the underground burst. These average energies are not 
corrected for the counting efficiency of the detector used. Pulse 
height analysis data and several lead absorption curves (taken through 
relatively thin lead absorbers) showed the presence of a 0.1 V37 con¬ 
ponent, in addition to the tro components usually observed. 
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Sl31 (r.oy); (l-J/.; 0,1, 1.3, 2.1, arl 2.7); K':2 (E y r

1.51) j an! (E .'= 2//0 rr.l 1 33) cc V..’ alu it 20 pjr cant of tba
grojj actl'.it/ 8 Kv a.Ct--.'’ d-to i itioii. Ti;o slopjo of tho l03”
lo‘-' plotj of tho -i-i-;/ djc y of t5’o radiations rcago
frca 0,^7 to 3-1 for th:; si'i-f--:! r-.d f--:--! 0.44 to 2.3 for tlio
tL-d..rtrjiu;i l Tho rlo:- ■: for tho core iv'.uplo ;/oro goncrnlly ouch
greatov t--la thos-.j of s»iy oth ;r raiplo. Tho ohsor. jd slofoo of tho 
I03-I02 plotj of tho g.’.'.. i-rry d cry I'urjj fr<3U 0,87 to 1,3 for scoop 
and 1.3 to 3.5 for core S'=j.;r7.. j for tho ourf'-rc tirjt and from 0,SC to 
1,4 for thj xir.lorgror.-.d burst.

Ad Id eppar-jat froa th.- gr i-.t d-Lrf-.ror.ou in clopo of log-lo^ ploto 
of bota and gs-ni^a-ray decay aril tho gro.-it diffaranco bot;/jeu tho avara^a 
enorgiaa of radiations of tiio viricus evriplcc, it la evident that tho 
cont-'.‘.dni,’.tion in the coil is of vai-iablo ci^'pcaltioi! ar.d coiijintD of 
lndv.c;d ectivitioo arJ f.'.ssicn prcd’ccts fi:-.ctionat-;d to differing 
ertontD. The sc.'ni-log plot of tho ds-cr-y of tho rodiation.a ften rJX)-19, 
at early tlsios, was rocolv..d into t’..o co.'.pon ritj of half-liveD 3,1 hr 
and 21 hr, A si/nllar plot of tlio do<-37 of tho coro ccnplo yioldod com- 
poiiontD of helf-iivos of 3.3 hr and 16 hi'.

4,3 Ly\CHirG bvmLWIor of sott. SAh'yi;s

• It should be polnt>.d out that the Yrduo of the results obtained 
In tho leachlnj ezporlronts on sanplea fron tho surface burst are 
quoGtionablQ for tvo reasons; first, tha use of ground soil presented 
an unrealiatically largo surfaco area fron r/hich neutron Induced 
activity end occluded fisoion pi-oducts ccald ba leached, and, secondly, 
tho esperimont-a ai-rangeiient was such that activity was continually 
passing froa the soil to tho solution so that tho values given are not 
for equlllbrivja conditiojsc. Those t..o defects were remedied In the 
treatment of tho scoop sa-mple from the underground burst so that the 
resulting data are core reaningful.

Regarding the ion-oxch.ang© e3q>erinient with the surface burst 
■aterial, it is interesting to note that while the ability of citrate 
ion to fom complex ions shows up cai-kedly in tho low values of the 
relative activity decrease for the citrate solutions, there is a strong 
tendency for all other values of Table 3.22B to cluster about 0.2.

- 5.'^ -
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ücccrding to the rojîults (shov.n in Tabla 3»23A) of the étudiés on 
the scoop se iple frca the underground burst, at cost only about 2 per 
eont of the total activity is leeched cut of a grata of soil with 10 ai 
of solution} thus, leaching doos not cóern to be a very practical method 
of soil roclP-uation. Similarly, unless large amounts of raterial are 
rjfiLanically transf>ort6d over eonsidorable distances, the effect of 
rainfall on the radiation characteristics of a contaminated area Lay he 
expected to ho ulight. 

As '..as cxpocted, the oí Act of ¿rinding the soil sample froa the 
i erfaca bui*st er.s to increase giv-itly the ar.^unt of ionic activity in 
the Icueh without rpprccif.bly effecting the t^gni-tude of the colloidal 
fraction. 

In all cases except one, the largest fractions of ionic activity 
appeared in the EDTÀ and sodium citrate solutions. Similarly, the 
largest colloidal parcontages consistently appear in "Dvrponol CB, EDTA, 
erd "iida"} only the relatively high efficiency of EDTA for removing 
colloidal activity vas not anticipated. These results indicate, there¬ 
fore, that EDTA and sodiun citrate should be of value in reroving con- 
t«!lination of an ionic nature. ‘‘Tide", "Duponol CB, and EDTA should 
be superior in rtusving oontaidjiation vhich is primarily colloidal. 

Attain in Table 3c23B, lou vplues of the relative activity decrease 
are obtained for sodium citrate. Here, also, the ability of EDTA to 
form complexes is more apparent than in Table 3.22B. Again, too, 
there seems to be little, if aiy, difference a'iong the remaining solu¬ 
tions. 

The analyses of the ionic fractions of the leaches lend then- 
colveo fairly veil to theoretical explanation on the basis of three 
factors: solubility, exchange, and couplexlng action. Thus, the 
appearance of ionic activity in distilled water should be principally 
due to the solubility of the source of activity. Taking distilled 
rater as a point of reference, then, the greater alkali retal activity 
in the other solutions end the greater activity due to Ba and Sr md I 
in sea vatsr iwy veil have boon brought about through exchange. The 
cc;.ple:JLng action of EDTA and citrate ion is probably responsible for 
tho relatively large amounts of activity associated with Ba, Sr, and 
the rara earths found in these solutions. 

The equivalence of all solutions for removing iodine activity 
and close parallelism in the results of analyses of EDTA and citrate 
dialysates are also worthy of mention. 
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The folio fing conclurions a?.y be made from our studies of samples 
obtained in Operation JANGrí. 

239 Rp^ is the major neutron induced radionuclide produced. Measur¬ 
able amounts-of other neutron induced radionuclides were found. Na24, 

and Mn^” may be importent contributors to the gross activity at 
early times under the conditions of the.ie tests. 

Neutron induced radionuclides other than Np^^ do not contribute 
■ore than a few per cent to the gross radioactivity remaining from a 
surface or underground burst in the period 1 to 90 days after detona¬ 
tion, except in places which, although subject to the neutron flux of 
the bomb, are not significantly cont*minuted by the fission products 
(e.g., a fev inches belo»/ the surface of the soil at the lip of the 
surface burst crater). 

Fractionation of the fission products occurs much more extensively 
in the bomb debris fron a surface or underground burst than it does ftom 
an air burst. 

!Rie observed slopes of the log-log plots of the decay of gross 
radiations vary from 0.5 to 3«1 wiuh most values for the period 1 to 
90 days lying between 0,9 and 1.5. 

Average beta-ray energies range from 0.17 to 0.55 V¡ev, and lie 
mainly between 0.25 and 0.45 Mev. 

Average gamma-ray energies lie mainly between 0.4 and 0,9 Mev. 
The softer component of the gamma-rays lias an average energy close to 
0.3 Mev, while the harder component has an average energy of about 
1,0 Mev at most times from 1 to 90 days after detonation. 

Leaching contaminated soil with water or decontaraiavting solu¬ 
tions (detergents or chemical complex!ng agents) does not seem to be 
a feasible method of soil reclamation. Only about 3 per cent of the 
gross activity is removed by such treatment. 

cr _ 
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App¿íri)n a 

RADjOGKi"'!'!', i, FR0C?D<JÆ3 

Tb9 folio wing outline of the r?.dioche'dcfil pi-oooduros supple- 
rants Section 2.1. 

1 ' 

Ruthoaiu: - Rutbonii. i ran separated fren the othur ele- 

Beets by distillation as ruthoniu i tetro-d.de, precipitation with 

ethyl alcohol fron a sodiun hydroxide solution, and reduction to the 

natal with magnesiun as described by Hu*3.^- 

Barium - The bariun procedure followed that of Hune 

except that a funing nitric acid precipitation preceded tho bariun 

chl.oride precipitation. 

Silver - Silver was purified according to the procedure 

described by Huue by silver chloride precipitation, ferric hydroxide 

scavenging precipitations, silver sulfido precipitation, and final, 

silver chloride precipitation. 

Cadmium - Cadmium was separated as described by Hume 

with cadmium sulfide precipitations, ferric hydroxide and palladium 

sulfide scavenging precipitations, and final precipitations as cad- 

miu-i ammoniun phosphate. 

Cerium - Cerium was sepai’ated by a fluoride precipitation, 

purified with iodato and oxalate precipitations and zirconium iodate 

scavengings, as in the uorh already cited. 

Zirconium - The procedure described by Hume was followed, 

i.e., lanthanum fluoride scavenging precipitations, bariura fluo- 

zirconato precipitations, barium sulfate and zirconium cupferrate 

precipitations, followed by ignition to zirconium oxido. 

Kolybdenom - The molybdenum determination followed the 

procedure given by Hume, i.e., precipitations as molybdenum alpha- 

bensoin oxiraate, & ferric hydroxi.do scavenging precipitation, and 

final precipitation as lead molybdate or as molybdenum alpha-benzoin 

D.N. Hume, N.3. Ballou, and L.S. Glendonin, "A Manual of the Radio- 

chenical Determination of Fission Products Activities”, CN-2815 

(no date). 
- 57 - 
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oxi üte, «.’¡ich ».uS Üj'jii ¿tidtoi to i.olybJenura ox.ide. In some cases, 
the first Uo i.oljbdenuiu o>i.^.te prucípitatea vare dissolved in fuming 
ulti'ic acid a/d repr&clpiif'tad 1/ dilution, neutralization with 
er. ,onium h^droride r.'d tíálf'on of • -re lea^out; the third and last 
ovi r-.te pr.cipliata ..:.3 d-ah o¿ c.i ly p:reMoric cold. 

Uiptui.'.’uiii - Vh3 ec,”’ration of mptuniua followed the 
prooidure diseur:tí by RuI^cko,2 i.*., reducing the neptunium, carry* 
iii¿’ it on lrurlir.m"5 fluoride, oidiuing the noptujiium, precipitating 
mi discordir." tha Imt'r . >u iluoi ido, ri dvciag the neptnnita and 
r vi">ting it uith a 1: níhmuni florido flurry cn a ^|^1 disc. Chemical 
yield t.ns dot jiuinod by adding u bno'.n c. ount of Tp^Y tracer to the 
original tolution aiid counting the flpha p *rt5cles in the final counted 
ee’-ple* 

Grllitiia - The gulliun procedure follo’.7ôd that described by 
r.inke,3 v.hich included extractions of gallium with ethyl ether from 
éiî hydrochloric, bir iuih sulfide, ferric hydreoetde and barium carbon¬ 
ate scavenging precipitations, evaporations to dryness with hydro- 
brcnic acid, and final precipitation as the S-hydroxyquinolate. 

Phoephoi'oua - Phosphorous ras separated by aaironim-phocpho- 
rolybdate precipitations in the piesence of lanthanum hold back carrier, 
ferric hydro-ids rcav^ngiug precipitations, and final precipitation as 
1 îgiiebium fuíncaiun phosphate, folic ed by ignition to magnesium pyro¬ 
phosphate. 

!'mgaX'3se - l'inganase ■i.es purified ly precipitations of 
TaOo (produced by sodium chlorate-nitric acid oxidation of innganoua 
ion) in the pi'esenco of lanthanum, cadiiium, ii’on, zirconium and cal¬ 
cium hold back carriers, basic ferric acetate, ferric hydroxide and 
cerium oxalate scavenging precipitations, and final precipitation as 
rat venose phosphate, followed by ignition to ranganese pyro¬ 
phosphate. 

Iron - Iron was purified by isopropyl ether extractions 
from 6H hydrochloric acid, barium sulfate, antimony and tellurium 
sulfide and cerium fluoride scavenging precipitations, and final 
precipitation r.s ferric hydroxide, foil cued by ignition to ferric 
oxide. 

2 J.J5. Hudgens, and J.E. Cattizalm, «Development of a Kethod for the 
D j term ire tion of Kp Activity in Process Solution", 
Sept. 24, 1945. 
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PREFACE 

The purpose of this investigation was t.-) develoj) and field-test 
a cheap, sl-nple method for obtaining surface soil samples fron areas 
which cannot be entered by personnel. It was desirable that the method 
selected use material which was readily available and which did not 
require extensive basic research. The method should not require the 
training of a group of specialists. 

The use of a retrievable missile seemed to be an obvious method of 
attack. If successfully developed it would not only be of use in. 
future atomic weapons tests but would also be of potential value in 
evaluating the hazards associated with an explosion delivered by an enemy. 
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The investigators wish to express their indebtedness to the 
per soane 1 of Aberdeen Proving 'Iroun is for as .A stance in conducting the 
firings in the pre-test development program. In particular we are 
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Grounds. Hr. Walter Ramsey, Mr. ?!. T. Smith, and Mr. Rush of "C 
Field were extremely cooperative ttiroughout the '.rfiole firing program. 

The Kilgore Manufacturing Coapany, Westerville, Ohio, w«as very 
cooperative in fillinr orders on very siiort notice aid in giving techni- 

cal advice. 

The Columbian Rope Conpany, Auburn, Mew Yorx went to considerable 
trouble to prepare special coils of nylon shot line for these tests. 

Capt. Marias ?e Martino, U.S. Coast Guard, V.as- ington, 1. C., 
was very onerous with ad vie- and loan of equipment in the eaily phases 

of this project. 
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ABSTRACT 

Field tests, described in this report, show that a retrievable 

missile may be used to obtain surface soil samples. This report 

describes the selection of the missile, its pre-test development, 

its performance and its limitations. missile selected was a small 

line-towing rocket manufactured by the Kilgore Manufacturing Company, 

Westerville, Ohio, It is inexpensive, readily available and easy to 

use. It has a range of 1100 feet and a probable impact area approxi¬ 

mately 75 feet in diameter. 

Recommendations are given for improvements which will greatly 

expand its possibilities. 

- vii - 
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CHAPTER 1 

SELECTION OF jXLONG .MISSILE 

1.1 INTRCDUCTIOH 

Five types of line-towing missiles are readily available. Four of 
these were eliminated without experimentation. 

1.1.1 The Shoulder Line-Throwing Gun 

The shoulder line-throwing gun used by the Navy and the 
Coast Guard is too small and has a range of only 1*00 feet when towing a 
very light flax line with a breaking strength of approximately 200 pounds. 

1.1.2 The Lyle Gun 

The Lyle Gun ("Report on Life Saving Ordnance", Lt. D. A. 
lyle, Ordnance Department, U.S. Arrçy, Government Printing Office, 1878) 
used by the Coast Guard for shore to ship contact, was eliminated after 
discussing its characteristics with an officer of the U.S. Coast Guard. 
This gun is a 2-l/2 inch bore muzzle-loading mortar of variable range. 
The range is controlled by the amount of charge and the elevation. A 
maximum range of 1000 to 1200 feet may be normally obtained with a ?/32 
inch manila line. The missile is a 19 pound solid slug of metal, loaded 
nose first into the mortar. This slug, which is approximately 16 inches 
long, extends beyond the mouth of the mortar and the line is attached to 
the protruding end. The missile tumbles in flight, thereby furnishing 
a low probability that an attached sampling device will strike the ground 
with a suitable orientation. A further disadvantage of the Lyle Gun is 
its large recoil, which eliminates the possibility of firing it from a 
vehicle. 

1.1.3 JATO Motors 

The use of JATO motors was discussed by Walter Ramsey of 
Aberdeen Proving Ground. JATO motors have been used for towing long 
lengths of very heavy line, but the motors now available are either too 
large or too small for the sampling device and line required for this 
project. 

1.1.L; Standard Military Rockets 

The possibility of using a standard military rocket was 
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considered. Dr. Vieil1 and Dr. Anderson11, with Mr. Wadsworth Mount3 aa « 
consultant, developed a remote sampling device using a military rocket foj. 
sampling the crater during the first atomic test in New Mexico. The 
present investigators were unable to locate the report on these develop¬ 
ments in the literature of the Manhattan Project. However, discussiona 
with Dr. Vieil and with Mr. Mount convinced the investigators that the 
military rocket was not the missile of choice for this development. 

The equiprent used by Dr. Weil consisted of a 3 inch to 1* 
inch army rocket weighing approximately UO pounds and a special reel of 
l/8 inch steel cable. The rocket which Wc.s fired from a conventional 
military launcher at an angle of 1*5°, used a hi^i pressure motor which 
see leratod the rocket very rapidly to maximum velocity in approximately 
0.1 socords. The rocket, with cable attached at the center of gravity, 
was stabilized in flight by a standard airfoil assembly. It fell almost 
vertically at a range of 1500 feet and drove the sampling head so firmly 
into the ground that the force necessary to retrieve the sample quite often 
snapped the l/8 inch steel cable. 

The specially wound reeds of cable supidied to Dr. Weil by 
the Intertype Corporation, (New York City) are not now being produced. 
The special production of the limited number of cables required ty Project 
2.6c would force the cost of each cable up to approximately $1000 each. 
Such an expenditure was prohibited by the project budget and diametrically 
opposed to one of the aims of the project, namely to develop a cheap 
simple sampling device. 

1.1.5 The Line-Towing Rocket 

The elimination of the above missiles left the investigators 
with the line-towing rocket manufactured by the Kilgore Manufacturing 
Ccipany for ship use by the Merchant Marine. Except for its limited 
range this missile seemed to satisfy all requirements. 

This simple 8-l/2 pound rocket has been specifically de¬ 
signed as a portable line-towing device which will tow a ?/32 inch manila 
line 1000 to 1100 feet. The components as purchased are shown in Figure 
1.1. "A" is the rocket motor which is powered by 2-l/k pounds of slow- 
burning solid propellent of the nature of black gunpowder. It ^pulls" 
for approximately three seconds thereby greatly reducing the stress on 
the towing line by its acceleration. The cost of the motor is $15« 
"B" is the harness used to fasten the line to the motor. The harness 

1. Dr. George L. Veil, Atomic Ehergy Commission, Washington, D. C« 
2. Dr. Herbert L. Anderson, Institute of Physics, University of 

Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 
3. Mr. Wadsworth Mount, 51 High Street, Summit, New Jersey. 
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consists of a yoke which allows the motor to be placed in the launcher 
and to which is attached 10 feet of l/8 inch stee] cable for the purpose 
of removing the manila line from the searing blast of the rocket exhaust. 
This construction places the center of drag well behind the center of 
thrust, thereby producing a stable rocket without the use of airfoils. 
The harness costs $5» "C" is an assembled rocket and harness with the 
standard nose instead of the ground sampling nose shorn in "B". ''D" is 
the rocket launcher. It consists of a modified Very pistol, with a 
shield to protect the operator from the rocket exhaust. The rocket 
launcher weighs 1$ pounds and according to the manufacturer can be 
handfired with a recoil approximately that of a 10 gauge shotgun. The 
cost of the complete rocket launcher is $122. "E" is the primer-ejector 
wh^ch simultaneously ejects the rocket from the launcher and ignites the 
rocket motor. The cost of the primer-ejector is $0.50. The bucket 
containing the ?/32 inch manila shot line is shown in Figure 1.2. The 
cost is $28 for a 1700 foot length weighing 30 pounds. 

Figure 1.1 Component parts of sampling device 
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OBJECTIVES 2,1 

The objectives of the pre-test devei opinent program were: (1) 
to become familiar with the operation arid characteristics of the 
equipnent selected, (2) to design and build a sampling device to be 
attached to the rocket and to determine the effect of the device upon 
the flight characteristics of the rocket, (3) to increase the range of 
the rocket by the use of lines other than the recommended 7/.32 inch 
manila line, and (U) to build and test a light mount for use in firing 
the rocket from a vehicle. 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

The pre-test firings were conducted at the Aberdeen Proving 
Grounds by the personnel of "C" Field through arrangements made by Mr. 
S. W. Swipp, Rocket Branch Office, Chief of Ordnance. 

The number of firings was kept to a minimum. Most of the effort 
was directed toward studying the effect of different lines upon the 
range and flight characteristics of the rocket. The testing of the 
launching mount and the sampling device were incorporated into the sa 
tests. All firings were made at an elevation of 25 to 30° &s rec- 
cmnended by the manufacturer. 

No tests were made on recovery because the hard black loam and 
heavy grass and underbrush which comprised the firing field did not 
approximate the expected field conditions and because we did not wish to 
tie the WCM Field personnel up any longer than necessary. 

2.3 APPARATUS 

2.3«1 Rocket 

The rocket, standard harness, and rocheft launching 
appliance, as secured from the Kilgore Manufacturing Company, has been 
described earlier (Chapter 1) and is shown in Figure 1.1. 

2.3«2 Sampling Head 

The two sampling heads developed are shown in Figures 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The door is opened by impact as the kinetic energy 
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of the rocket drives the sampling device into the ground. The heavy 
leading edges protect the hinges and spring which operate the door and 
serve as stops when the door is closed. If the soil packs so tightly 

Figure 2»1 Sampling Heads 

that the coil spring cannot close the door, a large cample is collected» 
If the soil is packed loosely into the device and the spring closes the 
door a smaller sample is collected. The U$° plates on the sampling 
device in Figure 2.j arc designed to prevent the rocket from penetrating 
too deeply into the earth and to blast a crater, rather than a dean 
narrow hole, by diverting part of the kinetic energy into side thrust. 

2» 3*3 Lines 

The characteristics of the various lines tested are listed 
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:ws 

a. 7/32 inch Manila shot l-".e 
(a) breaking loa-i - Uín’* ro’xnds 
(b) weight - 16 poundsA^^tíet 
(c) cost - $28/tiib of 17^0 feet 
(d) source - R.J. Taylor Co. 39 S. Gay St., 

Baltimore, Md. 
(¢) remarks - received ready for use 

b. 1/8 inch nylon trawl line 
(a) breaking load - U20 pounds 
(b) weigJit-2.1 pounds/lCOO feet 
(p) cost - $12 for spool of 2000 feet 
(d) source - Plynouth Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mass. 
(e) remarks - a very soft laid, very flexible line. 

Must be rewound before use 

c. 5/32 inch hard laid nylon line 
(a) breaking load - 800 pounds 
(b) weight - 7.5 poundsA000 feet 
(c) cost - $U6 for coil of 22U0 feet 
(d) source — Columbian Rope Co«, Auburn, N. Y. 
(e) remarks — received in coil which had to be 

placed in tub before firing 

d. 1A6, 1 X 19 stainless steel cable 
(a) breaking load - 500 pounds 
(b) weight — 8 poundsAOOO feet 
(c) cost - approximately Z70/l000 feet 
(d) remarks — must be wcxind on specie reel before 

use 

0 • 1/8 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

inch, 6x7 stainless steel cable 
breaking load - 15^0 pounds 
weight - 25 pounds/1000 feet 
cost - approximately $200/1000 feet 
remarks — must be would on special reel before 

use 

2•3,h Line Dispensing Apparatus 

The rapid acceleration of the rocket makes it necessary 
for the line to be paid out in a manner which does not require the 
initial acceleration of an entire reel or other holding device. This 
was accomplished with the various ropes by pulling the line from the 
inside of a hollow coil. The manila shot lines used came in such a 
hollow close-wound coil, protected in an open end bucKet. The 5/32 inch 
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nylon lina caae vound in a similar coil but without the protecting 
bracket* A bucket siinilar to the one on the manila lines had to be 
constructed to support the coil b?fore the binding ropes could be 
cut md the line paid out. Figure 1.2 shows a coil of each line as 
rccaivid* 

Tne l/8 inch nylon line had to ba revound before it could 
ba ULod. For this purpose a winding machine uas constructed similar to 
tl»a lino winding machines uoed by the Coast Guard for both the 7/32 inch 
ru.iilft lino they use with the lyle gun and the mailer line they use 
with the shoulder line-throwing gm. This machine winds the line into a 
coil which is self supporting. Figure 2.1* shows the rewinding machine 
and the start of a self supporting coil. Note the pattern of the winding 
upon the removable tapered center. 

The investigators were assured by Hr. Mount that stiff 
cpringy steel cable could not be paid out from such coils. Consequently 
two wooden reels were devised for use with the steel cables. The first 
consisted of a large wooden drum four feet in diameter upon which the 
cable was vound in a single layer. The rocket pulled the cable over the 
end of the drum and since the coil of cable was only one layer deep 
th^re vas no possibility of kinking cn pay out. However, a special 
winding technique had to be used to px'event the cable from kinking as 
the i*ecult of the tidsts introduced in the cable as the turns wore pulled 
off the drum. As each turn vas wound onto the drum, a twist was 
introduced in the cable in such a manner as to neutralize the twist 
introduced later as the turn was pulled off the end of the drum. 

The second reel consisted of two 18-inch drums placed 36 
inches between centers. The cable was vound in a single layer on these 
two drums in a figure eigit pattern. When pulled from the reel the 
clockwise twist introduced by one drum was neutralized by the ccunter- 
dock-wise twist introduced by the second drum. 

Since the completion of the test it has come to the author*• 
attention that drums of steel cable for use as shot line can be purchased 
from Wellcome Devices Manufacturing Corporation, 290 Man ville Road, 
Plcasantville , New Tork. The cable is available in a variety of sizes 
and in lengths up to several thousand feet and is wound in a‘manner 
which eliminates t>/i8t. The cost is not known. 

2.3*5 Firing Mount 

Tne simple firing mount used in this test is shown in 
Figure 2.5. The rope and remote firing were a requirement of the 
safety personnel at "C** Field and was used in all firings in spite of 
the fact that the lau/xher was designed for hand held firing. 
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Figure 2.U tine 
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Figure 2.5 Rocket in flight with nylon line. Note kinks 
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2.U RESULTS 

The details of the results of the pre-test firings are given in 
the following sections. 

2.U.1 Manila Line 

Firings with the 7/32 inch manila line and the standard 
rocket showed that this combination gave a steady, well stabilized flight. 
The rockets landed at about a 1*5° angle and penetrated the hard soil 7 
to 9 inches. The rocket had a range of 1000 to 1100 feet and a deflec¬ 
tion of less than $) feet. 

One firing with a 7/32 inch manila line and with the 
sampling device, Figure 2.2, had a steady stabilized flight. The range 
vas 1000 feet with a deflection of $0 feet. The sampling head penetrated 
the ground 6 inches. 

2.U.2 Steel Cable 

One standard rocket was fired with the l/8 inch steel 
cable and the large four foot drum. The rocket had an erratic "cork 
screw" flight with a range of 600 feet and a deflection of 20 feet. 

One standard rocket was fired with the lA6 inch steel 
cable and the four-foot drum. The rocket had a very high erratic "cork 
screw" flight with a range of 1000 feet and a deflection of 200 feet. 

One standard rocket was fired with the lA6 inch steel 
cable and the "figure eight" reel. The rocket had a high "cork screw" 
flight with a range of lOjjO feet and a deflection of 300 feet. 

2.U.3 Nylon Line 

Three standard rockets were fired with the l/8 inch nylon 
line with the coil in a bucket similar to the ones used with the manila 
line. Except in one experiment reported below, a leader of $0 feet of 
manila line was used with the l/8 inch nylon line to protect the thermo¬ 
sensitive nylon from direct blast of the rocket exhaust. In all cases 
approximately 1000 feet of line were paid out but the line brbke in the 
air two or three hundred feet behind the rocket. In all cases the line 
had large kinks and knots and was broken at the forward edge of a kink. 
The trailing edge of the line attached to the rocket appeared to have 
been fused or melted. Many of the kinks and some open line showed 
positive evidence of fusion and thermal damage. The rockets had fairly 
stable flights and ranges of 1500, l600 and 2600 feet. 

One standard rocket vas fired with only the manila line 
and two attached handkerchiefs for establishing 'irag. Two coils of 
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nylon line in protecting buckets were placed in the normal position 
under the rocket launcher to see if the kinking and fusing of the line 
might be the result of hot cinders falling from the rocket exhaust into 
the bucket during the initial stages of burning when the rocket was 
traveling comparatively slowly. No cinders or fused places were found 
on the nylon coils but several cinders were found imbedded in the 
handkerchiefs attached to the end of the manila line. In addition, 
several holes had burned in the handkerchiefs. 

One rocket was fired with the l/8 inch nylon line in a 
bucket but without a manila leader. Even with this light drag the rocket 
had a stable fligJrU The line was kinked and knotted and was broken in 
the air about 300 feet behind the rockst. There was no excessive 
thermal damage in the first feet of line. 

The large increase in range obtained with the l/8 inch 
nylon line indicated further experiments with it in spite of the breaking 
and thermal damage observed. The investigators felt that both the 
breaking and the thermal damage might be eliminated if the line could be 
paid out without knots and kinks. Since comparatively stiff hard laid 
manila line does not kink when paid out from this type of coil by the 
Coast Guard, a treatment was developed which gave the very soft nylon 
line physical characteristics approximating those of the manila line. 
This treatment consisted of soaking the line in a mixture of l/2 gallon 
of Duco Cement and one gallon of acetone, wiping the excess solution 
from the line and air-drying it. The incorporated Duco Cement in¬ 
creased the weight of the nylon line 7 pounds. Coils of line prepared 
with treated line were easier to make, much firmer, and easier to handle 
than coils prepared with untreated line. 

Two firings with treated l/8 inch nylon line in protecting 
buckets resulted in two lines breaking in the air as before. The knot¬ 
ting and kinking was some less than with untreated line but the general 
flij^it characteristics were the same. 

Six firings were made with the coil of treated l/8 inch 
nylon line lying on the ground without a protecting bucket. Two lines 
paid out without breaking and four lines broke in flight as before. One 
of the intact lines was almost free of kinks but had some thermal 
damage. Approximately 1950 feet of line were paid out and the rocket 
had a range of 1550 feet. The other intact line was heavily kiaked and 
also showed thermal damage. Approximately 1900 feet of line were paid 
out and the rocket had a range of lU00 feet. 

Four firings were made with 5/32 inch hard laid nylon line 
wound for use as a shot line by the Columbian Rope Company. All lines 
broke in fliÿit and there was much kinking and thermal damage. Figure 
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2.5 shows the rocket being fired with 5/32 inch nylon line. Note the 
kinking in the line. 

2.5 COHCmSICNS 

The in’/estigatos concluded from the above results that: 

a. The Kilgore line towing rocket has a stable veil directed 
flight with any of the ropes tested. 

b. The range of the rocket decreases with an increase in the 
weight of the rope. 

c. Steel cables when paid out from the two reels tested produce 
erratic flints and are not practical for field use. 

d. Nylon line cannot be used without further e>g»rim?ntatio:i 
with line dispensing techniques. 

e. The sampling devices do not materially effect the fli^it 
characteristics of the rocket. 

f. The launching frame is stable when used on the ground. 

g. In spite of the investigators' inability to increase the range 
of the rocket by the use of other lines, the retrievable 
rocket seemed vrarthy of field testing with the 7/32 inch 
manila, the line of choice. The practicability of the method 
was determined on comparatively cold craters and at a short 
range during the Jangle operation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

rifliD testiitc 

3.1 CFHiRAX 

The sampling equipnent selected as the result of the pre-test 
development discussed in Chapter 2 was further tested at the test- 
site in order to determine its behavior and performance under field 
conditions. 

3.2 PRE-TEST FIRING 

The functioning of the assembled equipment and the recovery 
procedure were tested by firing five rockets. The equipment was mount¬ 
ed on a 2-1/2 ton 6x6 truck so that the rocket launcher pointed to 
the rear. The truck was driven toward a simulated target, turned around 
and the rocket fired. The rocket mount was aimed by movement of the 
truck. Recovery of the rocket was made by attaching the shot line to 
the truck and driving slowly from the area. 

ft*o rockets were fired slow fire and recovered individually. 
They had ranges of 1075 «¡uid 1085 feet} one was on line of sight and 
the other went 20 feet to the left. The rockets did not penetrate the 
hard-packed desert sand but were found lying on the surface. Each 
sampling head contained approximately two grams of sand from a small 
crater about one inch deep made by impact. Both rockets were success¬ 
fully recovered. The heavy sage brush and vegetation were not enough 
to snarl and break the line. A dynamometer inserted in the line 
indicated that a maximum force of 150 pounds was required for recovery. 

Three rockets were then fired rapid fire under simulated field 
conditions to determine the time required for multiple sampling. The 
rocket launcher was swabbed between firings to prevent accidents and 
possible pre-firing by ignition from residual powder embers but the 
line of si^it was not checked. The firing was completed, the lines 
were attached to the truck and the truck got underway in two minutes and 
forty-five seconds. All rockets were successfully recovered. 

The three rockets had a range of 1080 ± 15 feet and deflections of 
100, 120 and 150 feet to the left. Whether these large deflections were 
the results of erratic rocket flints or a shift in line of sight of the 
rocket launcher during the test is not known. 

3.3 SAMPLING OF SURFACE CRATER 

The field performance of the sampling device was studied by 
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sampling the crater from the surface burst. On the afternoon of D 2 
days the truck with rocket launcher was driven along the weasel- 
approach road to a marked spot 1000 feet from ground zero. The radia¬ 
tion level was only 100 mr/hr at this time and the test could be con¬ 
ducted slowly and carefully. An observing party proceeded to a point 
on a line of sight making an angle of approximately 70 degrees with the 
line of fire. Seven rockets were fired. Corrections for deflection and 
range were made on the first two shots and the balance vjere fired from 
the same position. There was a very strong cross wind which carried the 
line far to the right into the wrecked remains of a Bailey bridge and a 
jeep. Two rockets were lost during recovery by becoming sc firmly 
entangled in this debris that the manila lines were broken. The results 
of individual firings are given below: 

1) 200 feet to left; slightly over target. Line broke 
with a load of k$0 pounds when rocket became entangled 
in jeep. Line of sight adjusted; too much allcvance 
had been made for vlndage, 

2) Erratic flight; cn line of sight; over crater. Rocket 
recovered; maximum pill required, 200 pounds. Launching 
site moved to 1100 feet from ground zero. 

3) 150 feet to right; range good. No recovery attempted. 
No adjustments made. 

1*) On dead center; successful recovery. Sampling head was 
unscrewed from rocket with long wrenches and sample 
removed by pouring from hole in rear. Approximately 100 
grams of sandy soil in sample. 

5) 125 feet to ri^it; range good. No recovery attempted. 

6) In crater. Rocket was recovered but sampling head had 
become unscrewed and lost. 

7) In crater. Rocket lost on recovery when it became 
entangled in remains of Bailey bridge. 

3.4 SAN FLING OF UNDERGROUND CRATER 

On the afternoon of D + 2 days the sampling techniques vcrc^ 
further tested by firing into the crater from the underi-rcimc \rr 
Five rockets were fired with sli^rtly different ranges and liner r 
sight in order to obtain a pattern of samples fror the l -r-'f- 
Four of the rockets landed in the crater; the ether i 'c an err: 
flight and landed 50 feet short. All rockets v. re re-cr.vcrc . 
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CHAPTER 4 

CQHGJ.USIONS ATP RICQ^.'EIWIOHS 

4.1 GPH7RAL 

Tljese e>i'eriKients have shown that the retrievable missile tested 
is a practical, cheap, simple method for obtaining soil samples from an 
area 100 feet in diameter at a range of 1100 feet. However, more than 
one firing is necessary to be sure of hitting this area. Simples ob¬ 
tained by this method should be adequate for chemical study of the can- 
position of close-in contamination. It may not furnish an exact method 
for determining the concentration of surface contamination as a function 
of area but should be better in this respect than the scoop samples 
obtained with the remotely controlled weasels. 

If the method is to be used in future tests certain changes and 
improvements are recommended. 

4.2 INCREASE IN RANOS 

It is recommended that an increase in range be obtained by the use 
of a larger rocket. The scientific personnel of the Kilgore Manufactur¬ 
ing Company have assured the present investigators that the development 
of such a rocket would be very simple. A rocket of approximately twicn 
the mass irould have a range of between 2$00 and 3000 feet. Such* a 
development vas prohibited both by time and budget in the present investi¬ 
gation. 

4.3 LINE 

The available 7/32 inch manila shot line will probably continue to 
be the line of choice althouÿi the steel cable supplied by the Wellcome 
Devices Manufacturing Corporation, 290 Kanville Road, Pleasantville, 
New York, might be considered. The cost of the steel cable will probably 
be relatively hi$i. 

The additional line required for a rocket of greater range could be 
supplied by use of two or more manila lines tied in series. 

4.4 FIRING MOUNT 

The firing mount should be considerably improved. It should be a 
multiple launcher so that no time would be reqtdred for leading while 
in a radiation field. It should fire at constant elevation but should 
have provision for a small adjustment in azimuth. It shoidd probably 
fire to the rear of the truck as in this test. 
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4.6 g^PLinn HEAD 

The sampling head shown in Figure 2.2 is adequate for sampling 
loam or loose earth. Hie deflector plates shown in Figure 2.3 are not 
necessary with the present rocket. They may be necessary with a 
heavier, more penetrating missile. For hard-packed earth a similar 
head but with smaller cross-section is recommended. 

4.6 OPERATION 

The recovery of samples by this method will be greatly facilitated 
if an access road from the prevailing up wind direction is prepared in 
advance. This road should be well marked with range stakes in the region 
from which the rockets will be fired. Both sides of the road should be 
free of construction and other test equipment in order to prevent the 
entanglement of the recovery lines. Corrections in azimuth can be 
easily made from the truck with the new mount. Corrections in range 
will probably be unnecessary if adequate pre-test firings are made but 
radio contact with a fl'ink observing party well out of the contaminated 
area is recommended. 

With all of the above mentioned improvements a party of two or 
three should be able to obtain from 5 to 10 samples and not be in the 
post advanced position for more than 2 or 3 minutes. With the sharp 
gradients in radiation field intensities generally observed a party 
should be able to take samples when the launching vehicle at the most 
advanced position is in a field of UO to 50 */hr. 

4.7 LOCATION OF SAMPLE 

If desired, the accurate location of a sample can be determined by 
triangulation with high power theodolites on fixed towers outside the 
radiation field. For accurate observation some type of smoke signal on 
the rocket is suggested. This signal may be supplied in one of the 
following ways. 

The simplest method consists in fastening one or two "Coston Hand¬ 
held Distress Si pial Flares" to the exterior of the rocket and manually 
igiiting them before launching the rocket. These flares bum with a 
deep orange smoke for a little over a minute which should be more than 
ample for accurate triangulation. These are also supplied by the Kilgore 
Manufacturing Ccmpany. 

A better but more expensive method would be to build a smoke candle 
into the forward end of the rocket motor. The spent rocket motor and 
tube would act as a smoke stack for this candle which would be igiited 

the rocket motor when it bums to the end of its charge. This 
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method has been discussed with the engineers of the Kilgore Manufactur¬ 
ing Company and is considered very feasible, 

4.8 USE FOR FILM DOSIMETRY 

The present rocket may not be the missile of choice for deliver¬ 
ing packets of film to a contaminated area. The military rocket used 
by Dr. V.'eil and Dr. Anderson will probably be better. With this rocket, 
which is stabilized by an air foil and not the drag of the line, a 
long nose which would support the film packet above the ground could be 
designed. Hie penetrating force of this rocket would not be detrimental 
since it would not be necessary to recover the entire nose but only that 
part containing the film packet. The heat of the rocket motor and 
exhaust makes the fastening of the film to the line or rocket motor 
impracticable. 

4.9 OTHER USES FOP. ROCKETS 

Incremental measurements of accumulated dose in regions of high 
radiation-field intensity could be easily obtained ’with an adaptation of 
the military type rocket. These rockets could be placed in sub-surface 
launching tubes and equipped with long nose rods which hold film 
packets above the ground. They could be fired either automatically or 
manually by remote control wires at any time after the atonic explosion. 
The accuracy of the militar’.' rocket and careful emplacement of the buried 
launcher should make the location of these rockets very simple. 

It should also be possible to design a small fall-out tray which 
could be attached to the long nose of one of these buried rockets. It 
would take only a very small amount of the highly radioactive early 
fall-out to make several interesting chemical and physical measurements. 
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ABSi'HACï 

Radiological samples were collected from highly contaminated 
areas during Operation JANGLE. Both surface and core samples were 
obtained around the lip and crater area resulting from a surface and 
a subsurface detonation of an atomic weapon. Tie sanóles were obtained 
utilizing remotely controlled weasels equipped with remotely controlled 
instrumentation, riz: 

a. One surface sampler on each of two weasels, capable of 
picking up ten two-cubic inch samples. 

b* One earth corer on each of two weasels, capable of taking 
an earth core three feet six inches deep and two inches 
in diameter, with six to eight sampling points, 

c. An ionization chamber probe to measure the gamma rate in the 
area where samples were taken. This rate was telemetered 
back to the control point by a radio link. 

d. Television cameras on the surface and earth core sampling 
weasels to observe the surface sampling and coring opera¬ 
tions and also to aid guiding the coring weasels and 
surface sampling weasels into the lip and crater area. 

After samples were obtained by the weasels they were removed from 
the weasels and placed in lead containers for immediate delivery to sito 
laboratories. 

ix 



CHAP'ÜÄH 1 

IN JlODUCxIQN 

IJ. OBJKCi'IVE 

The major objective of this project was to obtain surface 
samples and deep core samples of the earth around the lip and crater 
area resulting from the detonation of atomic weapons at the surface 
and buried seventeen feet underground. Surface samples were taken in 
the lip and crater area for the surface and underground shots as well 
as over a pattern from which estimates may be made of the distribution 
of ground contamination in the crater area* Valuable information was 
obtained concerning the efficacy of utilizing remotely controlled 
weasels equipped with sampling instrumentation on atomic weapons tests. 

1.2 HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL 

The nature, amount and distribution of residual contamination in 
the lip and crater area are of direct military importance since they 
indicate the radiation hazard, as a function of time, associated with 
each type of burst. Such an indication is necessary in order to esti¬ 
mate the length of time a given area will be denied to troops in the 
eventuality of surface or subsurface nuclear detonations. The chemical 
nature of the residual contamination as a function of distribution and 
of particle size furnishes information for the selection of decontamina¬ 
tion processes and provides fundamental data for interpreting and under¬ 
standing the phenomenology of each burst. 

The only previous work in the field of radioactive contaminated 
samule collection by means of remotely controlled vehicles using tanks 
was"performed at Operation SANDSTONE. The use of remotely controlled 
weasels represents a major effort in providing an improved method for 
sançle collection in highly contaminated areas. 

1.3 PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

Preliminary installations, testing and repairs were performed in 
the JANGLE test area at the electronics repair shop and weasel shed as 
shown in Figure 1.1. The electronics repair shop incorporated facili¬ 
ties for storing and repairing major components used in conjunction 
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with the reiuotely controlled weasels. Included, wore the various 
radio, television and satiplin^ cooi-onenis. iMs a) no served as the 
centraJ. working area in conducting all preliminary tests, in service- 
ing the weasels and in serving as the field base of all preliminary 
operations. The weasel shed accori.odatnd the four weasels concerned. 
Repair and calibration facilities wort available in the Camp 3 area. 
Some minor shop work was done at the machino shop in the control 
point area. Towers used in the operation wore distributed as shown 
in Figure 1.1. 
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trolled aæcond weasel on 162.4-80, 162.600, or 
additional two frequencies on each transmitter 
immediately for operation of the appropriately 
quired. 

162,720 mes. The 
could be switched in 
timed weasel if re- 

Sach control transnltter contained means for modulating 
its carrier in such a way that twenty-eight different pairs of audio 
tones could be transmitted thus activating twenty-eight relay con¬ 
trolled functions in the weasel. The transmitted functions were pro¬ 
duced by pressing controls on three separate consoles. One console 
controlled the Master System Control function as well as the eight 
vehicular functions listed in 2,3,1. 

The second console controlled the TV equipment in the 
weasel using the following fourteen functions: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

On (8) 
Off (9) 
Camera Right (10) 
Camera Left (11) 
Camera Up (12) 
Camera Down (I3) 
Contrast Advance (14) 

Contrast Retard 
Iris Open 
Iris Close 
Bean Control Advance 
Beam Control Retard 
Target ?ocus Advance 
Target Focus Retard. 

The third console provided controls for operating shallow 
samplers, earth corers, and also caused the remote weasel to send back 
either engine speed information by means of a microphone in the engine 
compartment or gamma radiation rate data from a specially designed 
radiation probe on the front of each weasel. A loudspeaker for moni¬ 
toring engine speed and an Esterline Angus recorder for recording the 
gamma rate were provided. A duplicate set of three consoles was 
available for tower top operation. Antennae for these transmitters 
were skirt type of vertical dipole antennas located at the top of the 
24- ft. tower. The maximum operating range was estimated to be ten 
miles. 

The control station was also equipped with a rack of re¬ 
ceivers. Two of these received gamma rate data or engine noise, as 
desired, from the corresponding two weasels, while the third acted as 
an immediately available spare in case of failure. The first receiver 
could be switched to 172,120, 172,240, or 172,360 mes,, the frequencies 
used by one group ofveasel transmitters. The second receiver could be 
switched to 172.480, 172,600, or 172,720 mes., the frequencies used by 
the second group of weasels. The third receiver could be preset to any 
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TABLS 2.1 

Frequency Requirements 

Televi si on Channel 1 

Channel 2 

Power: 

Cent rol : 

258-27O mes 

29*1-306 mes 

24-30 Watts RF Peak 

LC (balanced line) 

Radio 
(Control Station 
to Mobile Station) 

Transmitter vl 162.120 mes 

I62.240 mes 

162,360 mes 

Transmitter ¿2 162.430 mes 

I62.6OO mes 

162.720 mes 

Power: 5O-60 Watts RF 

Control: Single Crystal controlled 
frequencies 

Radio 
(Mobile Station 
to Control Station) 

Transía! tter #1 

Transmitter =)2 

Transmitter £3 

Transmitter #4 

Transmitter #5 

Transmitter ^6 

173*120 mes 

173*240 mes 

173*360 mes 

173*480 mes 

173*600 mes 

173*720 mes 

Power: 30 Watts RF 

Control: Single Crystal controlled 
Frequencie 3 
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2.3.2 Weasel. Radio and .television Equipment 

The four weasels were equipped with radio receivers and 
transmitters, and television cameras and transmitters. The radio con¬ 
trol equipment consisted of three units operated from the 24 volt DC 
power supply of the weasel. 

Unit "A11 consisted of a jO watt crystal controlled 
transmitter for transmitting gamma rate and engine speed data to the 
control station and a receiver for bringing in the tone-modulated 
controlling carrier. Units "ö" and "C" demodulated the vehicular, 
sampling and TV control signals thereby prtducing relay operating 
currents. These relays controlled the servo-mechanisms for vehicular 
control, the motor operated potentiometers for TV control and also 
actuated motor turn-on relays for sampling operations. Antennae for 
the radio and television equipment consisted of vertical skirt type 
dipoles and vertical dipoles respectively. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show 
the weasel's radio and TV equipment respectively. 

2*3»3 Core Sampler 

The core sampler, Figure 2.7. consisted of a remotely 
actuated pile driver mechanism using a 150 lb. weight to drive a steel 
tube into the ground. The steel tube was five feet long, two inches 
in diameter and contained eight evenly spaced slotted openings each 
four inches long and six inches apart. A second rotatable tube, 
identically slotted was concentrically held within the first tube. 
In the operating position, the slots in the inner tube were peripheral¬ 
ly displaced from those in the outer tube. For sample removal, the 
slots were lined up thus exposing the contents of the steel coring 
tube. 

A one second duration signal from the mobile control 
station initiated the coring operation. Simultaneously, a timing motor 
adjusted for a running time of five minutes and the cable drum motor 
were activated causing the tube withdrawer to be lowered to the base 
plate of the steel tube guide. Upon reaching this point a limit switch 
was tripped which caused the operation of the hammer motor. The hammer 
motor arm, rotated at approximately 6 rpra, effected the cycle raising 
and free fall of the I50 lb. hammer thereby driving the sampling tube 
into the ground. When the steel tube had be n driven to the pre¬ 
determined four-foot depth a micro-switch was actuated causing the stop¬ 
page of the hammer motor and the starting of the operation of the cable 
drum motor which automatically withdrew the sampling tube from the 
ground. Another limit switch stopped the cable drum motor when the 
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steel tube had been completely withdrawn. A spring-loaded flap valve 
sealed the bottom of the tube thereby completing the deep soil sampling 
cycle. A complete schematic of the core sampling instrumentation ap¬ 
pears in Fifnire 2.8. 

'i'he five minute time limit was imposed on the pile driving 
mechanism so that if impervious earth were encountered, the tube was 
automatically removed at the end of this time. An additional electronic 
feature was the use of a remote control function in the mobile control 
station which enabled withdrawal of the sampling tube at any earlier 
time. 

The sampling tube was held in place by an easily removable 
pin which, however, could not be jarred loose by cechanical vibratione 
of the weasel. 'Tubes were readily interchangeable enabling repeated use 
of the same weasel. 

2.3«h Shallow Surface Sampler 

The shallow surface sampling equipment, Figure 2,9, 
consisted of ten identical scoops for sample collection, and a vehicu¬ 
lar sampling selector box which cycled any individual scoop. A scoop 
selector in the mobile control station automatically selected the de¬ 
sired scoop upon throwing the appropriately numbered switch. This 
caused the transmitter to be pulsed the desired number of times which 
in turn operated the proper relay in the radio equipment on the weasel, 
’’he malee and break of this relay was followed by a stopping relay in 
.he vehicular sampling selector box. A small DC timing motor mounted 
in the vehicular sampling selector box insured a long enough time de¬ 
lay so that none of the scoops might be prematurely activated. The 
time required per pulse was approximately two seconds so that a total 
time delay of twenty-five seconds was adequate to insure proper opera¬ 
tion were the tenth scoop selected. For example, a time delay of only 
fifteen seconds would not permit selection of the eighth, ninth or 
tenth scoops but would activate the seventh scoop instead. At the eni 
of the delay period the stopping relay caused the chosen scoop to start 
its cycle. The linear actuator motor was activated causing the scoop 
sampling arm to be lowered to a height above the ground determined by a 
micro-switch feeler attachment. The rotary actuator on the scoop 
sampling arm then caused the scoop to undergo a rotary motion resulting 
in a shallow sample collection about 2 inches deep at the earth's sur¬ 
face and the automatic closing of a cover which prevented spillage. A 
micro-switch was then tripped causing completion of the rotary motion 
and reversal of the linear actuator until the arm was returned to its 
original raised position. This completed the cycle and the stopping 
relay was returned to its home position preparatory to activation of & 
different scoop. 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic, Deep 
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•10 Schematic, Shallow Soil Sampler 
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The individual scoop arm micro-cwitch feelor attach¬ 
ments were preset for different types of terrain encountered. For 
example, a very loose type of soil enabled setting the samplers for a 
deeper scoop. A margin of safety was furnished by an overload, relay 
which caused the rotary actuator to reverse itself and recycle the sam¬ 
pling arm were a load of greater than 60 lbs. encountered. This in¬ 
sured that the rotary actuary motor was not damanged when overloaded. 
The same scoop could then be reselected at the same or another location. 
A complete circuit diagram of the vehicular sampling box appears in 
Figure 2,10. The schematic of the scoop selector which pulsed the 
transmitter in the I-.obile Control Station appears in Figure 2.11. 
The sampling scoops were manually reset at the front of the weasel 
preparatory to additional use. 

2.3.5 Radi olQi&ical Teleme teri ng 

Radiological telemetering equipment was used primarily 
to transmit gamma rate data to the mobile control station from points 
at which earth sairples were taken. This equipment consisted of a high 
level probe connected to a radiological telemetering unit containing a 
phase shift oscillator as shown in Figure 2.12. This equipment, em¬ 
ployed for the underground shot, covered a gamua rate logarithmic range 
from 5 milliroentgens per hour to 5»000 roentgens per hour. The logarith¬ 
mic output of the high level probe modulated a phase shift audio oscil¬ 
lator varying its frequency as the gamma rate changed. The phase shift 
oscillator had a high impedance output which modulated the radio trans¬ 
mit ter. An Esterline Angus recorder was used in conjunction with an 
anrolifier in the mobile control station to record the gamma rate. 

In addition to the above-mentioned telemetering unit, 
a modified AN/PDR-TIB, with a maximum range of 500 roentgens/hour, 
was employed for the surface shot. 

2.4 AUXILIARY ETUIPKENT 

2.4.1 Towers 

Two 24—ft. towers were set up for all operations with 
the exception of a 36-ft. observation tower used on the surface shot. 
The towers were appro xi na tel y 1¾ miles apart and each about 1 mile 
from ground zero.' ▲ field telephone system connected both towers with 
the mobile control station. The mobile control station was at the 
base of one tower at the head of the weasel access road. In addition 
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to the field telephone, this tower was further equipped with a 
Battalion Comii&ndar's telescope, an auxiliary set of antennae and a 
control "box for directing the weasels should any failure necessitate 
tower top operation. The second tower contained a field telephone 
and an M 65 Battalion Comrander's telescope for accurate lateral 
positioning of the weasel and for additional aid in navigating the 
weasel about various obstacles. 

2,4-.2 Sample Removal Instrumentation 

A jeep equipped with a mobile transmitter and antenna 
was used for close positioning of the weasels at the unloading point. 
Wooden bumpers were utilized to aid in stopping the weasel at the 
proper location. A semi-portable earth-filled plywood wall, 15 it. 
long, 6 ft. high, and 1 ft. thick was available should the radiation 
level from the weasels have necessitated its use. A metal mirror was 
mounted to the wall for the purpose of observing the sample removal 
operations either with or without the shield. The shallow earth 
sampling scoops were placed individually in ten tvro-inch thick lead- 
lined containers. These containers contained plyofilm bags to avoid 
spillage of sample and consequent contamination of the containers. 
Samples taken from the coring tube were placed in small bottles which 
in turn were placed in one-inch thick lead-lined containers. 

23 



CHáPíJER 3 

OPERATIONS 

3.1 GKKSRAL 

Four weasnls were used in the tests. Two weasels were equipped 

with television and surface samplers and two with television and earth 

corers. During sampling operations, in most instances, the weasel* 

wore used in pairs; a corar and a surface sajnpler. These were directed 

into the lip and crater area as soon as possible after each detonation. 

The television equipment was capable of both guiding the vehicles and 

viewing the sampling operations. 

3.2 PER-ZERO TIME PEASE (SURFACE & UNDERGROUND SHOTS) 

Convoye were formed at H-2h at a point approximately three miles 

from the surface grouna zero and five miles from the underground zero 

point. The convoye consisted of: 

&. Jeep ) 

) Operational and Rad-Safe personnel 
b. Jeep ) 

c. Mobile Control Station hauling a PE-95 Power Unit 

d. Shallow Sampling Weasel ) 

) on 2¾ ton trucks 

e. Deep Sampling Weasel ) 

f. Weapons Carrier hauling a 275 gal« tank of gasoline 

g. Weapons Carrier hauling a PE-95 Power Unit which actoi as an 

emergency repair and spare parte truck 

h. Mobile Control Station hauling a PE-95 Power Unit 

1. Shallow Sampling Weasel ) 

) on 2^ ton trucks 
J* Doep sampling Wea^l ) 

k. Jeep ) Operational personnel. 

All equipment including vehicles and sample re, were checked, operated 

and adjusted until H-lh* At this time all equiprent was turned off 

prepara vary te roving toward ground zero at H / 1m. 
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3.3 FOSr ZEH) TIME PHAS1 

3.3.I Surface Shot 

At h / Ira the convoy proceeded at I5 mph toward tha control 
tower located 1 mi upwind from ground zero which served as tha general 
area for the test base of operationr.. The Bad-Safe monitors checked 
tha radiation levels enroute to insura safe entry. Upon reaching the 
control tower, the mobile control stations ware rapidly set up at its 
base at the head of the weasal acosas road and all equipr.ont activated. 
The control station contained all required transmitting and receiving 
equipment for remotely controlling the weasels and their instruranta- 
tion. The weasels were driven off the trucks at a nearby unlcading 
ramp and driven manually the short distance to thj head of the weasel 
accese road. Final checks were then made on the radio, TV and sanq)- 
ling equipment. A Bad-Safe monitor then accompanied an observer to tha 
second tower. At approximately H ■/ 1 hr. a surface sampling weasel 
followed at a distance of 100 feet by a core sampling weasel, started 
down the mile road leading directly to the lip and crater area. A crew 
of four £n the mobile control station was responsible for directing the 
weasels to the lip area where shallow and core saraploa were taken. 
There were two weasel operators, one TV control operator and one oper¬ 
ations coordinator who directed the remote activitiss, maintained tel¬ 
ephone contact with both towers and also conducted the sampling oper¬ 
ations. Upon returning to the sample unloading site at H / 3 hr, mon¬ 
itoring the weasels demonstrated that use of the earth shield was un¬ 
necessary inasmuch as ths radiation level at one foot from the weasel 
was approximately 3 r/hr for the shallow sampler and I5 r/hr for the 
corer. The unloading operation exposed two man for approximately one 
minute each to a smaller field since long handling tongs were used. 
The individual scoops wore removed by pulling ths appropriate pin on 
each arm and a long pair of tongs was used to place each scoop in 
separate lead containers. A hookod tool, was used to pull the pin on 
the coring tube and two men, each with a pair of tonga, placed the 
coring tube into a lead cradle where snail sample3 were taknn, placed 
In small bottles and than in 1-in. thick lead-linod containers. Vithin 
ten minutes of the weasel's arrival at the unloading point, all the 
samples In lead-lined containers, were ready for Immediate delivery to 
the site laboratories. 

At H y 4h the second pair of weasels started for the lip 
and crater area, operations being conducted in a similar manner to the 
first run. This tins shallow earth samples were taken In the crater. 
At about H y 6 h both weasels were back at the sample unloading sita Al¬ 
though trouble had been encountered with the corer as discussed in 5.1.1. 
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For tha surface shot, a modified AÜ/hüH-ïlB having a mai- 
imzm range of 5OO r/hr was used to telemeter rate data back to the 
moVle control station. The recording equipment went off acede in the 
crater area indicating that the rates exceeded 5OO r/hr. However a 
good deal of interference was present and readings were considered un¬ 
reliable. This suggested use of a higher range instrument on future 
shots. During all of these activities constant comnunication vdth the 
observation tower helped locate and mneuver the weasels* 

3»3»2 Underground Shot 

The convoy was formed and a base of operations set up in a 
manner similar to that for the Surface Shot. On the first run, in order 
to expedite shallow sample recovery, a single shallow sampling weasel 
was directed to the lip. The radiological data, telemetered to the mo¬ 
bile control station appear in Table 4.2. At H / 2 h 10 m the samples 
in lead containers, were delivered to the site laboratories. A pair 
of weasels was then directed to the lip and crater area for the second 
run. In order to obtain some data as to the distribution of ground 
contamination in the lip and crater area, a pattern of shallow samples 
was followed on the third and final run at about H / 25 h. Ten sampling 
scoops were activated at approximately 50-ft, intervals along the up¬ 
wind side of the lip. 
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TES.1 ¡LKS'JL'i’S 

4.1 GENERAL 

A tabulation of the principle results obtained with the sampling 
equipment appears in Table 4.1. The results include the total of fire 
runs made on the two shots of Operation JANGLE. 

TABLE 4.1 

Sampling Operations 

Run Approx.Time of No. of Shallow Depth of 
Shot_No, Sample Unloading_Samples_Co re Taken Location 

H/ 3 h Surface 1 8 18 in. At the lip 

H / 6 h 2 _(a) Inside edge 
of crater 

lip 

5 

H / 2 h Underground 1 .(b) At the lip 7 

H ^ 4 h 2 18 in. At the lip 

H / 2? h 3 _(b) Pattern 
about the 

7 

Mp 
(a) Equipment failuredescribed in 5#1 
(b) Deep soil sampler not used during this run 

4.2 LOGISTICS 

Personnel, material, and time requirements were aptly anticipated 
as witnessed by the dose conformance of operational tests with pre¬ 
dicted schedules. This was true in both pre-test and test periods. 
Various obstacles were encountered as might be expected with a project 
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of this scope, but these were all overcome In such a manner as to offer 
mininum impediment to operational smoothness. 

4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

4.3.1 Radio and TV Eq^aipiaent 

Occasional failure of components, particularly relays in 
the mobile radio receivers, necessitated cleaninc of contacts and in¬ 
sertion of spare units so as not to interfere with op»rational schedule». 
The radio and TV equipment then performed their intended functions. The 
twenty-eight remote functions proved adequate in conducting all opera¬ 
tional plans. The TV equip-nent proved adequate in guiding the weasels 
in and about the lip and crater area. The remotely controlled weasels 
were more easily directed and maneuvered using the TV equipment than 
was possible without TV from the tower top. This p;roved especially 
true at increasing distances from the control tower. 

Sampling Equipment 

As shown in Table 4.1 both shallow and deep samples were 
obtained on each shot although not with the maximum possible capacity. 
The irregularity of the terrain about the lip resulted in several of 
the shallow samplers not obtaining a cample although run through a cycle. 
The reasons for the various failures encountered are discussed in 5.1.1 
and 5.1*2. The results, obtained with the system of samplers used, 
were good although certainly not the ultimate system to he desired. It 
did#however, successfully achieve for the first time, the early collec¬ 
tion of shallow and deep samples from a highly contaminated area. 

4.3*3 Radiological Telemetering 

A tabulation of results obtained with the radiological 
telemetering equipment on each of the two shots appears in Table 4.2. 
A discussion of the reliability of those results appears in 5»1 
5.2. 

4.3.4 teasels 

The weasels operated satisfactorily proving adequate in 
reaching the desired points and capable of providing the required power 
for all electronic and mechanical equipment. The system of changing 
gears was somewhat slow and experience in operation was required to 
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TABLE L.2 

Radiological Telemetered Rate Data 

Sho t 

Surface 

Underground 

(a) Distance 
1650 fro 

Time Rate 
r/hr 

H •/ 1 h 50 m 

H / 2 h 10 m 

H / 2 h 44 m 

H / 2 h 56 m 

H y 2 h 58 m 

H / 57 n 

H 7^ 59 m 

H / 1 h 5 a 

H / 1 h 7 m 

H / 1 h 20 m 

H / 1 h 22 m 

>500 

>500 

120 

110 

85 

6 

10 

700 

|>5,000 

3,000 

>5.coo 

is given on the upwind 
m true north. 

Dista:jce fm 
Ground Zero (a) 
_ mi, 

(In lip area) 

n 

.1 

.2 

•3 

.5 

•4 

.2 

(In lip area) 

(In lip area) 

(In lip area) 

Max. Rate 
Measurable 

r/hr 

500 

5,000 

side in a direction approximately 

avoid unnecessary grinding of gears. Actually, the top speed of the 
various weasels differed somewhat and a higher speed could have been 
beneficially tolerated without consequent reduction in vehicular control. 

The maneuverability of the weasels, utilizing TV equip¬ 
ment proved adequate in observing the various sanpling operations, in 
turning around in confined areas and in avoiding various obstacles. 

The sampling weasels were sufficiently maneuverable to 
climb over the lip into the crater edge on the surface shot to take 
samples at the edge just within the crater lip area. Previously, 
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performtiiice teste had heen made oyer obstacle courses at the Aberdeen 
proring Grounds, Maryland, to insure its capabilities over rough and 
difficult terrain conditions. These samplers were also designed for 
positioning at various levels above ground for operation over different 
conditions of terrain. 
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5.1.2 UndßiYrround Shot 

For the underground shot, a single shallow sampling 
weasel was directed to the lip from which point seven samples were 
obtained and the weasel directed back to the sample unloading point. 
This minimized the sample recovery time which was of particular in¬ 
terest since information was desired on decay of tha samples of resid¬ 
ual contamination at the earliest possible tine. At H ^ 2 h 10 m the 
samples, in lead containers, were ready for delivery to the site 
laboratories. In order to minimize the sample recovery time it was 
necessary to avoid the delay and danger of breakdown involved in stop¬ 
ping the weasels (changing gears, checking, etc.) therefore, no readings 
were taken after their exit from the lip area. During the second run 
the shallow samplers could not be actuated because of an inoperative re¬ 
lay in the radio receiver on the weasel. Due to the finely pulverized 
and dry texture of the earth at the lip, although the coring tube was 
rapidly driven 4 ft. down, upon extraction of the tube only ft. of 
core sample remained. In order to obtain some data as to the distribu¬ 
tion of ground contamination in the lip and crater area, a pattern of 
■ hallow samples was followed on the third and final run. Ten sampling 
scoops were activated at approximately fifty-foot intervals along the 
upwind side of the lip and the weasel returned with seven shallow 
samples, including a sizeable rock which was considered valuable for 
obtaining data on neutron-induced activities. 

During the test operations for this shot a different probe 
with a logarithmic scale going to 5»000 r/hr was used. Readings obtained 
at low level radiation points indicated quantitative agreement with other 
instruments* However, radiation rates in the lip and crater area ex¬ 
ceeded 5,000 r/hr so that no absolute reading was obtained. Three film 
badges placed oh the weasel making the first run received a total 
dosage of 1925 r which indicates a radiation rate in the order of 5»000 
r/hr at the time the telemetering equipment indicated a reading in ex¬ 
cess of 5.000 r/hr. An analysis of all data obtained from the samples 
collected appears in the Project 2.6c final report. 

5.1*3 Ins trupentation 

The telemeter and the film badges on each of the weasels 
were located approximately three feet above the ground to offer minimum 
shielding conditions and to absorb the least amount of scattered radia¬ 
tion from the weasel. 

The minimum reliability figure of the rates at the crater 
falls within _/—205o of the true rates, with each estimate having the same 
degree of reliability* 

■... ... 
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5,2 CONCLUSIONS 

The main objectives of the project were successfully attained* 
The method of using television-guided, remotely-controlled weasels to 
perform and view sampling operations in a highly contaminated area as 
well as to telemeter radiation rate data has proved to be practical. 
Additional development and improvement is required on all instimmentaT 
tion. These new techniques utilized enabled rapid acquirement of both 
radiological rate information and samples for early analysis. Prom 
experience gained during Operation JANGLE various improvements in the 
current equipment can be made. It wac concluded that shields %ould not 
be necessary for sample removal for nominal sized surface or underground 
atomic detonations. 

5,3 KEOO M m-ID AT IONS 

Utilizing experience gained during Operation JANGLE various 
recommendations as to improvement of equipment and operations are made. 
It would be desirable to conduct a test without the presence of the 
various obstacles encountered in the lip area such that it would be 
possible to take a full pattern of samples. This would yield consider¬ 
able data on the distribution of ground contamination. Badiolo^cal 
information should be telemetered at frequent intervals or be con¬ 
tinuously recording to afford a correlation between rate and sampling 
data. This rate data could be recorded by reans of instrumentation on 
the weasel, as a function of time and location and then later recovered* 
A probe capable of operating up to rates considerably higher than 5i000 
r/hr is also desirable. 

Various refinements and improvements in the instrumentation are 
reooamended for consideration in the light of experience gained. The 
remote function control relays in the radio receivers which were not 
designed for field use and caused occasional erratic receiver response 
should be replaced by rugged hermetically sealed snap relays. The shal¬ 
low saunpling scoop selector should be redesigned for more uniform time 
intervals between pulses. The television system should incorporate 
larger receivers as well as improved TV camera shock mounts to reduce 
vibration. 

Certain features of the shallow sampling equipment should be im¬ 
proved. The overload relay operation should be more certain and design 
changes should insure a sample collection although a depression may ex¬ 
ist directly beneath the shallow sampling scoop arm. More extensive 
changes on the deep earth sampler are indicated to insure that when the 
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coring tube it drlyen down to its full depth, a representan Ye sample 

ia obtained upon tube withdrawal. A more rapid system less suscep¬ 

tible to failure than the hammer-driven pile should be contemplated. 

Also, depth gage feelers should be modified to prevent entanglement 
or damage in rough terrain. 

Changes should be made on the weasel itself. Recomiiendation is 

made that an automatic transmission be incorporated providing a wider 

smooth variation of speeds. This will insure more rapid operation and 

will eliminate the possibility of failure of the clutch gear shifting 

motor. A change in the electrical system will improve the TV trans¬ 

mission characteristics and avoid battery discharge thereby elimina¬ 

ting the necessity for racing the weasel engine while performing 
stationary functions. 

It is considered that a "weasel" incorporating the foregoing 

recommendations will be capable of performing rany required sampling 

operations over difficult terrain on future weapons tests. 
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